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SUMMARY 

The aim of this study is to make a critical analysis of three detec
tive novels in Northern Sotho on a comparative basis . Reasons for 
this selection and approach are given in the first chapter. 

Chapter two deals with different types of crimes committed and methods 
used for detecting criminals. 

In chapter three we discuss the plot structure of the texts and 
examine their conformity or non-conformity to conventions of literary 
discourse. 

The four.th chapter focuses on the way the authors portray and use 
their characters especially the victims, the suspects, the criminals 
and the detectives. 

In chapter five we examine the function of milieu in prose fiction in 
general and in detective fiction in particular, with special reference 

to the three selected texts. 

We give an assessment of the selected novels and conclude by specula
ting on the future of the detective novel in Northern Sotho in the 
sixth chapter . 

--- oOo - --
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1. 1 AIM OF STUDY : 

The primary aim of this study is to evaluate critically and on a 
comparative basis the following Northern Sotho detective novels: 

• Moloto, D.N. 1962. rrhtpu e rile: ke 7ebe7o ... Via Afrika Ltd. 

• Moloto, V.M. 1983. Let7apa 7a bophe7o . . . Rostrum Publishers. 

• Mothapo, T.M. 1986. Etshwang Hare ... J.L. van Schaik. 

In our evaluation we would like to remain analysts of artistic value 
in these selected works and not become fault-finders or censors. The 
study is further intended to challenge the reader to investigate 
these works and other works in this genre along lines that are not 
covered by this study . 

1.2 THE CONCEPTS: DETECTIVE NOVEL/STORY 

In this study , the concepts " novel " and "story" wi 11 be used inter
changeably. We would like to point out that no definition can remain 
adequate forever, because the evolution/ development of the detective 
novel by different scholars will to a greater or lesser extent serve 
as a guideline i n our discussion of these concepts. We will not 
regard them as being all-inclusive and complete. We need not explain 
what "novel or story" means. Story is ordinarily supposed to be a 
reci tal of events. We need not examine the rudimentary concept of 
what an event is. Such an i nvest igat ion is not relevant within the 
context of this study. There are many scholars who have attempted to 
define "detective nove l/story". Some definitions are essentially 
similar, whilst others emphasize different aspects of the "detective 
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nove 7/ story". 

According to Murch (1968) a detective novel / story is a tale in which 
the primary interest lies in the methodical discovery, by rati onal 
means, of the exact circumstances of a mysterious event or series of 
events. In this definition, the stress is solely on detection. On 
the other hand, Erik Rout ley, as cited by Symons (1972) is of the 
opinion that a proper detect ive novel / story is the one involving 
crime, a police force, a detective and a solution. He feels t hat 
such a story must evolve a major interest in the finding of that 
solution . Routley thus underlines the solution and not the detecti ve 
or the detection of crime. John Carter (1966) is of the opinion that 
a detective novel must be mainly or largely occupied with detection 
and shou ld contain a proper detective, whether amateur or profess io
nal. No mention is made of the solut ion of the crime that has been 
committed. 

We could go on giving the opinions or views of other scholars with 
regard to what a detective novel / story is or should be. It is 
interesting to note that each definition stresses its own concepts 
and each has to state that a novel is not called a detective novel 
simply because it contains a detective. In the same manner we would 
not be justified in calling a book a detective novel simply because 
it contains a sprinkling of detective work or it contains a mystery 
or a murder . In our opinion , for a book to be called a detective 
novel it should be principally concerned with palpable processes of 
mysterious crime detection by a detective, whether amateur or 
professional, who ultimately triumphs and the criminal or culprit is 
brought to justice. In this descri ption or definition of a detective 
novel, we emphasise the presence of a mysterious crime committed, the 
type of agent pursuing the criminal(s) or the methods employed and 
the solution of the mystery or crime . To us the solution is also 

important because readers sympathise with the detective and would 
like to see justice being done by bringing the criminal to justice. 
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We do not agree with the dictum that definitions are for cowards. 
They are meant to justify the definer 's arguments and they serve to 
summarise what the definer understands by a specific concept. When 
Steward (1980) feels definitions in detective fiction, are as 
invidious as they are inevitable and are devoutly to be avoided , we 
still see no point in avoiding them, because they are inevitable and 
are a challenge to other scholars for a thorough study of the 
material that is defined . We are of the opinion that each scholar 
and critic should be credited for the contribution made by way of a 
definition or description provided that such definition is proved or 
supported by logical facts. As scholars, there need not be any ill 
feelings about definitions. We understand that a definition 
emphasises the definer ' s point of view of the concept that is being 
defined. 

1.3 AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF THE NORTHERN SOTHO DETECTIVE NOVEL 

The epithet ' detective ' draws our attention to the fact that we are 
not dealing with a plain novel as such; but with a novel that is 
specifically described as a detective one. It then becomes necessary 
for us to give a very brief indication of roughly when the novel in 
Northern Sotho began to have a subdivision which is described as 
"detecUve". In England and Amer ica the term "detecUve story" came 
into use in the late 19th century, viz about the 1890 's. The three 
books selected for this study all belong to the second half of the 
20th century as we have seen in paragraph 1.1 above. 

Oral literature in Northern Sotho did not have stories about detec
tives and crime detection or even detection of criminals. This does 
not imply that there were no crimes committed in those days but it 
implies that there were very few cases that warranted any detection; 
hence the need to alert the youth of the time, by way of oral lite
rature was very minimal. 
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We note with interest that the stories that were told to the youth 
were aimed at teaching them something worthwhile in life, so as to 
make them useful citizens . The stories had to be interesting, or 
tol d in an i nteresting manner so as to keep the listeners attentive. 
Good characters were to be emulated and bad characters to be shunned. 

E.M. Ramaila is the first Northern Sotho writer to make an attempt at 
writing short stories which contain a certain amount of detective 
work in them. This he did in his book of short stories entitled: 
Molomatsebe (1951). In this volume of Northern Sotho short stories 
we can cite : "Swarang mong wa kuane ye" as an ex amp 1 e of a crime 
committed, the detection of the crime, the suspicion of a suspect; 
t he arrest of the suspect. Other early writers of Northern Sotho 
novels focused their attention on the "Hakgoweng motif", where youths 
from rural areas went to towns in search of employment for cash 
wages; but invariably ended up being thugs and thieves; whose 
crimes never warranted any detection by police. Ramaila's 
Tsakata (1953) is a novel in which we find a slight attempt at 
some investigation of crimes commited by Tsakata e.g. the 
forging of signatures on special passes of Africans, and being paid 
for i t. Even in this case we notice that the emphasis is on the 
action of forging signatures and not on the detection of the crime of 
forgery committed. There is very little detection of crime taking 

place. 

We note with appreciation the small contribution made by Northern 
Sotho authors of short stories toward detective fiction. We wish to 
mention just a few who have written some short stories which have a 

touch of crime detection viz. 

Maditsi ' s : Mogologolo 
Motuku and Ramokgopa Nka se lebale 

In Hogo7ogo7o, we see how police arrest offenders with minimum amount 
of detection, hence the arrests made are not convincing. Where an 
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attempt at detection is made e .g. on page 44 , readers are not 
satisfied with the shallow and poor investigation that goes on. The 
police fail to detect the crime of illicit beer-brewing and selling 
by Maputle , the criminal . In the short story: "Lehodu ke moloi " we 
feel Maditsi has given another touch of crime-detection, although i t 

is at a low ebb, the guess-work type of detection, rather than being 
pseudo-scientific and systematic. 

In Nka se lebale, the short story entitled "Ralato" is a fine attempt 
at writing a detective short story. Motuku's theme is crime in high 
treason. This historical development of the detective story reveals 
that Ramaila was the first to make an attempt at the writing of a 
detective short story. If we are asked: Who is the father of the 
detective novel in Northern Sotho, we should consider honouring E.M. 
Ramaila · by labelling him the "father" of the Northern Sotho detective 
novel. This we say despite the fact that we have noted that O.N. 
Moloto (1962) is the first writer to attempt a novel that is not a 
short story, dealing with detection of crime and the identification, 
the tracking down of criminals and their arrest. Because the short 
story appeared first and the novel is a development of the short 
story , we could rightly take Ramaila as the avant-garde writer in 
this subgenre of detective fiction . Other critics may still consider 
O.N . Moloto as the "father " of the detective novel in Northern Sotho 
because he is the first writer to produce a novel that has most of 
the attributes of a detective novel . Other writers who have written 
detective novels are Bopape, H.O.N: Lenong la Gauta (1982) and 
Maphoto A.N . Leabela le a feti'sa (1 983). Mphahlele, M.C.J . 
Letsogo la Holao (1 984) is more of a police novel than a detective 
novel but since it has a touch of detection , it cannot be left out of 
the list of attempted detective novels. 

1.4 APPROACH/METHODOLOGY IN THIS STUDY 

It is often argued that literary cri tics are prone to judge a work of 
art accord i ng to prescribed formulae and as such refuse to admit any 
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constructive changes that may appear in other works . This study is 
not intended to be too stereotyped or to follow slavishly any beaten 
t rack. At the same time we cannot pretend that any word of art is so 
uni que as not to have been influenced by other works of art, or the 
cul t ure into which it is born. We believe that every author is to a 
greater or lesser degree influenced by the society in which he lives, 
by hi s culture, past and present, religious beliefs, and by the 
politics of the past and of the present. We feel contemporaruy 
events cannot be overlooked when evaluating these selected works. 
Irrespective of our objectivity in our critical evaluation and 
comparison of the literary works under consideration we admit that we 
are also bound by subjectivity wh ich comes under 
as that of authors. It is interesting to note 
works are written by our comtemporaries (1962, 

the same influence 
that the selected 

1983, 1986). This 
study will take a closer look at the selected works in the manner 
further given under scope and composition of chapters under paragraph 

1.6 below. 

The nature of this study is to find out the similarities and diffe
rences in the texts. We find this method of studying advantageous in 
t hat it enables us to differentiate the functions that are recurring 
constants and their sequence in the di fferent works; make observa
tions on the frequency of occurrence i n the different novels, the 
cr imes and the detection of criminals, the structure of the novels 

and the milieu of the novels. 

1.5 A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE CONTENTS OF THE TEXTS 

1. 5.1 Tlh~pu e rile ke lebelo . . . 

The people of Alexandra Township work in Johannesburg and its 
suburbs . As a result of the influx of many Black Males and Females 
from the rural areas, to the townships, Alexandra township became 
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overcrowded. This overcrowding l ed to unemployment which in turn led 
to gangsterism. The gangsters became workshy or took to nigh t 
prowling. This led to township people mistrusting one another and 
soci al evils multiplied as unemployment increased. Among the profes
sionals living in Alexandra were the police detective Makhina, and 
hi s female spy and as s istant, Mamohapi. There was also a gang known 
as the Setsokotsane gang which consisted of the following five 
members: Mamogaswa (Leader) ; Mokopa, Moswinini ; Petla and 
Polomeetse. Crimes of burglary , larceny and assult in Sydenham, a 
Johannesburg suburg, were committed one night. These crimes were 
reported to the police Chief Detective Inspector who in turn appealed 
to detective Makhina to take up the case and pursue the unknown 
criminals. Detective Makhina then started with his investigations by 
sending Mamohapi to gather information that could establish his 
suspicfon of the Setsokotsane gang . Ths suspicion was confirmed and 
from there the pursuit continued amidst a series of misfortunes of 
the detective, in his attempt to collect evidence that would incrimi
nate the suspects. There were f ights and attemps by the members of 
the gang to remove anybody who could give incriminating evidence 
against them or evidence that would lead to their arrest; hence the 
death of Plomeetse . The gang had attempted to kill Rachel, who was 
rescued_ by the detective in his search for the suspects during his 
pursuit of the criminals. There was an attempt to kill the detective 
while he was in Vendaland; Kgos i Nyatsane , the dagga smuggler in 
Vendaland also died in the course of this pursuit, until the crimi
nals were finally arrested after a heavy, fierce fighting between 
Mamogaswa, Mokopa and Moswinini on one side and detective Makhina on 
the other . The three culprits just mentioned were sentenced to death 
and Petla was sentenced to five years imprisonment. Makhina 
triumphed in the end. 

1. 5.2 Letlapa la bophel o 

The place is Johannesburg. 
his place of employment. 

People move in 
Some people work 

all directions, each 
in factories, others 

to 
in 
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shops or in offices. Each one has to work hard for a living to keep 
the home fires burning. Among those employed in Johannesburg offices 
is Desmond Motsamai, who is a detective, assisted by Brayn Sekgopo 
and the typist Masemenya. Among the rich Africans in Potchefstroom, 
there is the millionaire Khosa. This man has a daughter, Seipati by 
his first marriage. He has a second wife who also has one daughter, 
Suzi . Suzi ' s mother is still alive. Mr Khosa had died after being 
shot by Suzi ' s mother who realised that Mr Khosa loved Seipati more 
than Suzi. Since Mr Khosa ' s death was believed to have been an 
accident, no detectives followed it up. Only Chabalala, Suzi and her 
mother, knew the real cause of Mr Khosa ' s death. In order to prevent 
Chabalala from divulging this secret, it was arranged between them 
that Chabalala be paid a large sum of money monthly. Seipati 
realised that her step-sister, Suzi was paying a lot of money to 
somebody on a regular basis and she was worried. She then wrote a 
letter to detective Desmond Motsamai to investigate the matter and 
come to the rescue of Suzi. She sent Desmond five thousand rand for 

use in his investigations. A few days after writing the letter to 
Desmond, she was murdered! Almost a year after Seipati's burial, 
Desmond started to pursue Seipati ' s case and request. He began to 
suspect foul play within the Khosa family. His first suspects were 
Suzi Khosa and her mother. The pursuit of the unknown criminals 
started. In his search for clues and evidence, Desmond had to travel 
to and from Potchefstroom, at Izintaba. He visited Suzi at her 
"Small Heaven" despite repulsions from the watchman and the personal 
nurse, and from Suzi herself. We hear her rebuffing Desmond by 
saying: 

Mme ke a go botsa Hotsamai, o ka se ye 

kgole le dinyaki¥iio tse tta gago. 

(But I tell you Hotsamai, you won ' t go far 

with these investigations of yours) 

Desmond was always under conflict and tension, his life was ever in 
danger. In the struggle to identify and apprehend the unknown 
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criminals, he faced hardships to the extent that more deaths of 
persons who were feared would give incriminating evidence and clues 
to Desmond followed . We could mention the nurse that Desmond found 
at Suzi ' s house; Dr. Seanego was also murdered; the night watchman 
was murdered and thrown into Desmond ' s office. He was personall y 
ambushed in his own yard one night on his return after finding piece s 
of a female body in a house in Thokosa. He thought that was Judy ' s 
body . All those were attempts to divert and disrupt his pursuit of 
the criminals by the criminals themselves. Desmond continued his 
pursuit of the unknown criminals until, after his arrest and impri
sonment at Modimolle, he ultimately unmasked the actual criminals. 
Unfortunately Suzi ' s mother committed suicide before she could be 
arrested . Suzi was arrested and should have appeared before a court 
of law for justice to take its course. 

1.5.3 Etshwang mare 

The events take place in a rural area in the Pietersburg District. 
The village is under induna Mankwe who is in turn undere the para
mount Kgoli Sehlodimare. The peaceful life in the community is 
disrupted by the report of the mysterious disappearance of Tshite, 
who had gone to the veld to collect the extra dry cowdung that she 
left the previous day . The men in that village had to start a search 
in the bushes for the missing girl. Tshite had a boyfriend named 
Meokgo. Meokgo ' s bosom friend was Let1wa . Letswa found this mys
tery, this puzzle of Tshite ' s disappearance the day he returned from 
the labour centres. He approached his friend, Meokgo who explained 
everything concerning Tshite ' s disappearance, where and how her body 
had been found and by whom. In that village there was a mortuary 
that belonged to Mogwasa Magoga, the man who was Kgosi Sehlodimare's 
bosom friend. He also had friendly ties with induna Mankwe. 

When it was realised that T~hite could not be found anywhere in the 
bush, it was decided that the witchdoctors or the KgoSi's medicine
man, Letlametlo, should appeal to his knuckle-bones. He did not come 
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out with the truth. It was the witchdoctor or the medicineman 
Ramatsha whose knuckle-bones helped the villagers to discover the 
hidden corpse of Tshite. The corpse was taken to Homolang's mortuary 
in the village, before being buried. The suspicion was that this 
lass was murdered by human beings and not killed by wild animals. 
This case was officially reported to the police in Pietersburg. The 
case was handled by captain Matengwa, who had to investigate the 
circumstances leading to the death of Trtiite and trace the criminals 
and bring them before a court of law. Captain Matengwa started with 
his investigations in the village. He interviewed witnesses such as 
Teku, Malehu, Leratet~o, Meokgo, Kgosi Sehlodimare and many others. 
He was staying at T~ite's home when he was conducting these investi
gations. At the same time as the official professional detective was 
carrying out his investigations, Let~wa volunteered to help Meokgo to 
discover the murderers of T~ite. His investigations were hazardous 
as he had to carry them out secretly and unnoticed. Even those he 
interviewed were not aware of his motives. Let'swa's search for the 
criminals met with difficulties that he had to surmount. There were 
witches who were planning to exterminate anybody who seemed to 
sympathise with the bereaved family. Their first target was the 
medicineman, Ramatsha, who led to the discovery of the corpse, their 
next target was Sejelo, the drunkard and Letswa himself. The witches 
succeeded in killing Ramatsha by giving him poisoned brew. The 
attempt on Sejelo ' s life did not succeed. There were other deaths on 
the side of Letswa's enemies or his suspects, such as the death of 
Kgo~i Sehlodimare and the death of Chedodo, who worked at the mor
tuary. In his secret or private investigations, Let~a was greatly 
assisted by the information or evidence he got from Nontsikelelo, the 
wife of the mortuary owner, Homolang. It was this lady 's evidence 
that Let~wa used to advantage. He used it together with the know
ledge he received from Ramatsha, and the clues from Sefu and Sejelo. 
With their help, Let'swa managed to eliminate the suspects until the 
final unmasking of the criminal as Magog, who was at Homolang 's 
house. This Magog was arrested after fierce fighting between him and 
the villagers, when he managed to kill a few men and to wound others. 
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1.6 SCOPE AND COMPOSITION OF CHAPTERS 

The scope of this study covers the detection of crime in the texts; 
the pl ot structure of the texts; characterization and setting in the 
texts. The study will also attempt a critical evaluation of the 

selected texts and try to assess the future of the detective novel in 
Northern Sotho. 

In chapter 2, the crimes committed and the methods used to detect the 
crimes and the criminals will be examined on a comparative basis. In 
doing so, the elements and the nature of a detective story will be 
taken into consideration. 

In chapter 3, the works are compared and contrasted with regard to 
their p1ot structures. This will be done in such a way that an 
attempt will be made to move away from rigid categories or ARISTOTE
LIAN ORTHODOXIES about the plot. The approach will be from the point 
of view of the functions of the dramatis personae and the relation
ship of these functions. 

Chapter 4 investigates on a comparative basis how the authors created 
their characters with special reference to the victim(s), the sus
pects and the witnessess, the murderer(s), and the detective(s). 

Chapter 5 deals with the milieu/ setting of the texts. In this 
chapter, time, place and surroundings will be examined. We will see 
how the milieu in the selected texts influences the characters and 
their functions or actions; how the atmosphere in the texts blends 
with characters and the plots of the texts. 

Chapter 6. The conclusion, is a synthesis of the foregoing chapters 
and will give a critical evaluation of the works in accordance with 
their contribution to the field of detective fiction. 

--- oOo ---
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CHAPTER 2 

THE DETECTION OF CRIME IN THE TEXTS 

2. Introduction. 
2.1 The crimes committed. 
2.2 Methods of crime detection. 
2.3 Conclusion. 

2. INTRODUCTION 

Without trying to be pseudo-criminologists, we feel it is necessary 
to give a few definitions of what crime is, before we investigate 
crimes that were committed and detected in the selected texts. 
Joseph ·J. Senna and Larry J. Siegel (1984:184) define crime as 

follows: 

Criminal behaviour in violation of the criminal law 
Criminal law is defined conventionally as a body of spe

cific rules regarding human conduct, which have been pro

mulgated by political authority, which apply informally 

to all members of the classes to which the rules refer, and 

which are enforced by punishment administered by the State. 

In this definition we see that if human behaviour is contrary to 
accepted rules of behaviour of the people in a particular State , then 
such behaviour is termed to be criminal behaviour. Persons guilty of 
criminal behaviour are punishable by the State. The definition 

further implies that any disturbance of interest that is not under 
the protection of criminal law cannot be a crime. Each society has 
its rules of behaviour clearly interpreted and expressed by people 
holding social and political power in that society. Any violation of 
such societal rules of behaviour should be subjected to the sanctions 
by the State authority, social stigma and loss of status in society. 
This is strengthened by the following definition by Stephen Schafer 
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and Richard Knudten in Basic elements of a crime as cited by Senna 
and Siegel (1984: 184). 

A crime is a conduct or an action that is defined and 

codified in law as a crime. 

If in the selected texts, the crimes committed are not legally 
protected under the criminal law, then they will not be or cannot be 
"crimes" as such. We wish to mention here some common categories of 
major substantive crimes that are defined and codified in law as 
crimes. These can shortly be summarised as follows: 

We have crimes against the Government; viz. Treason; 
official misconduct, and Crimes against Persons: 
Assault and battery, and Rape. 

There are crimes against Property: viz. arson; 

Terrorism and 
viz. Murder; 

burglary and 
larceny, and crimes against Public Order: viz. disorderly conduct; 
contempt and riot. 

There are Victimless crimes: such as the use and sale of unlawful 
drugs, possession 
gambling. Examples 

of unlicenced firearms; 
of Incomplete Offenses 

conspiracy, and solicitation. 

prostitution and 
are: attempt; 

In the texts under discussion, the crimes committed will be weighed 
against the classification given above and if they fit into the above 
classification then they can be called "crimes". 

2.1 THE CRIMES COMMITTED 

In Tshipu E Rile Ke Lebelo. . . (1962) the first crime committed is 
given on page 9 when Mr. O.P. Hundson says: 

Makhina taba Se: 

lebenkele la Mna. 

Bosegong bja maabane mahodu a p1hatlile 

Van Dyk kua Sydenham. Phahlo ye ntsi e 
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" rwelwe. Hatsinkilane wa gona o a hwa, goba o hwile, kua 
v 

sepetleleng sa Kakaretso . . (1962:9). 
(Makhina, this is the position: Last night, thieves broke into 
Mr. van Dyk ' s shop at Sydenham . A lot of goods have been 
stolen. The night watchman is dying or has already died at the 
General Hospital.) 

According to the statement given above we can distinguish the follo
wing crimes: Crime against property has been committed. Burglary 
and larcency have been committed. The third crime that is reported 
in the statement is that against a person , in the name of the night 
watchman at that shop. He has been assaulted to the point of death. 
Should he die , then the crime will change from being an assault to 
becoming murder. According to the definitions of crime as given 
above , these are "crimes", and the criminals should be brought to 
book. When Mr. Hudson gives Makhina the instruction to trace and 
bring in the criminals alive if possible, the readers justifiably 
feel Makhina was right when he said: 

Bosula bjo bo dirwago motseng wo, le tikologong ya wona, bo 
swanetse go lwantshwa ka kgang le maatla. Botsotsinyana ba ba 
swanetse go elelwa gore ga go na boitirelaboithatelo. Go 
swanetse go be le phedisano. Holao o swanet~e go agelwa lefaka 

(1962:6) . 
(The misery that takes place in this town and its precincts, 
must be eradicated at all costs. These hooligans must realise 
that they cannot continuously do as they please. People must 
learn to live harmoniously with one another. The law must be 

respected.) 

We immediately become interested in seeing how he (Makhina) is going 
to follow the criminals and finally bring them to justice. When 
Rachel Sehlogo tells Mamohapi that Mamogaswa and his Setsokotsane 
ll.Q_g are workshy; that they are actively engaged at night and during 

the day they sleep, we see that this is a clue towards discovering 
the criminals who burgled Mr. van Dyk ' s shop the previous night as 
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reported by Mr. Hudson to Makhina. These criminals committed a 
series of other crimes in their attempt to blot out the traces of the 
crimes committed where they mistrusted those who could possibly give 
incriminating clues to the police. 

In Letlapa la bophelo (1983) we are introduced to a situation or 
milieu of business. Everybody seems to be busy, minding his busi
ness, in surroundings which are conducive to activity. Everybody is 
concerned with the means of making a living. Everyone is trying his 
best to get the most out of life, to enrich himself as best he can 
with the means at his disposal. In this atmosphere of indifference 
towards what others do, we are introduced to a group of people who 
are engaged in law enforcement, people who are not so indifferent to 
the human relationships in their community or society. We are 
introduced to Desmond Motsamai, the main detective in this novel, 
together with his assistants, Brayn Sekgopo and Masemenya, the 
typist. We see Desmond a worried man and we want to know why he is 
worried. As we read on we find that Desmond's peace of mind is 
disturbed by the letter he has received from Seipati, almost a year 
ago. The letter reads as follows: 

Desmond , 

Leka ka maatla go hwetsa motho yo a phedisago kgaetsedi ya ka 
gabohloko ka go mo lefisa t~helete ye ntsi. 

Diranta tse dikete tse tlhano ke tseo go 
go sireletsa mosomong WO. 

Wa gaga 

Seipati Khosa (1983:15,16). 

(Desmond 
Try by all means to find the person who persecutes 
my sister by causing her to pay large sums of money. 
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Receive herewith enclosed the sum of five thousand rand 
as protection fee in this task. 

Yours sincerely 

Seipati Khosa). 

This is the cause of Desmond ' s restlessness. This is the cause of 
Desmond ' s inner conflict. This is the cause of al l the criminalis
tics that Desmond has to get involved in, in order to establ ish the 
crime that was committed in the novel. He had to use the sc i entifi c 
methods of observation and analysis known to him. He had to inter
pret any physical evidence that came his way, in order to establish 
the fact of his suspicion , biz. that a crime of murder has been 
committed. We see how Desmond ' s inner conflict leads him to suspect 
that the cause of Seipati ' s plea for help or assistance is f r om 
within the family itself. The narrator says: 

A tlelwa ke menagano ya gore molato a 

swanetse go ba o le gona ka mo ga 
Khosa. Khosa e bee le manna wa dimilione, 
a be a na le basadi ba badedi. Gape yena 

le morwedi wa gagwe Seipati ba tserwe ke phiri ka tsela 

e tee (1983:16) . 
(He suspected that the cause must be within 
the Khosa family. Mr. Khosa was a millionaire, 
he had two wives. Moreover he and his daughter 
Seipati, died in a similar manner.) 

Hence we see Desmond deciding to start with his invest igations 
concerning the involvement of the Khosa family members in t he mys 
terious deaths of Mr. Khosa and his daughter, Seipati . Desmond told 
Brayn of his decision to start the investigations as follows: 
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Nna le wena Brayn re tla swanela ke go t f ea 
~ . 

maetonyana a se makae matsats ; a a latelago (1983:16) . 

(You and I , Brayn, shal l have to undertake a few trips these 
comi ng days . ) 

When Masemenya heard Desomnd saying these words, she immediately knew 
that t he drama had begun . That i s why she sympathised with Desmond 
by sayi ng: 

0 swanetf e go ;tJhokomela gagolo mofomong wa 
gago Des (1983 :17) . 

(You should act very cautiously in your work, Des.) 

Desmond ' s determinat ion to do his work i s revealed by his reaction to 
th i s sympathetic caution when he an swers: 

Ke lemoga mosomo wa ka go feta ka mo wena o naganago 
ka gona (1983:17) . 

( I know my work more than you can imagine.) 

We see how the suspects i n their effort to conceal their identity, 
commi t more murders with the view to obstructing Desmond ' s investiga
tions . We notice how they tried to use constable T{hukudu to scare 
Desmond away from his indomitable will to investigate the causes of 
the deaths of Seipati and her father. The narrator gives us the 
foll owing conversation between constable Tthukuku and Desmond, to 

give but one example of the means used by suspects to distract 
att ention from the web of investigation: 

Re tJjle go wena ka molaet1a wo behlokwa 
go t~wa go kapte;n . Go thwe go humanwe setopo 
ka mo kantorong ya gago. Kaptejn o lemogjJe 
gore djnyakjJjso tla gago tse ke tlona dj 
hlodjlego mpherefere mo nageng ye ... Bjale 
ore ke go botfe, o thjbolle merunyane djtsebeng. 
o se tlo re mohla go le bojma . . . Sa qaqo ke gore 
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o tlogele Suzi a le bialo. Lebala ka yena, ge go 
le bothata Kaptein ka yena a tloqo bona. 

V Ke tlamega go phetha mosomo wa ka. 

Moo gona o a fosa, Kaptein ga a nyake go bona 

batho ba go swana le wena ba rwala molao ka 
matsogo a bona. Ao a lemoga gore go hwile batho 

ba bakae ka lebaka la gago? Go ipontsha gabotse 
gore ga wa go lokela. 0 tlamega goo tloqela 

matsogong a mmuso . 

Nka se ke ka khutsa go fihlela ... (1 983:53,54). 

(Desmond was knocked with a fist before he could 
finish that sentence.) 

In this conversation we would like to emphasise the underlined lines, 
hence we shall only give the translation of the underlined lines in 
this conversation: 

( ... Yours is to leave Suzi as she is / in peace. 
Forget about her, if there is any problem, the 
Captain will personally attend to it.) 

(I am compelled to complete my work.) 
( .. . You are bound to leave it in the hands of the government.) 

(I cannot rest until . .. ) 

Desmond was knocked down with a fist before he could finish that 
sentence. Despite all this, coupled with the attempt by Suzi Khosa 
to bribe him to discontinue his investigations , Desmond still remain

ed adamant. We hear Suzi pleading with Desmond: 

Motsamai, o nagane senna. Ke go tshepisa 

ntlo ye le tsa yona fela ge o ka 
dumelelana le nna. Kgaotsa go nyaki1i1a 

dikgopelo tsa Seipati. Nnete ke tlo go botla 

ge o ka ntshepisa (1983:58). 
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(Motsamai, think like a man. 
I promise you this house and 
i ts contents on condit ion that 
you agree with me. Stop investigating 
Seipat i ' s request. I wil l 
tell you the truth if you promise.) 

.. . Ke a tseba yola Suz; e bee le mogwerago. 
Eup!a o swanetse go lebeled;ta lebaka. 
Bona, ke tla go lefa d;kete t~e lesome 
ge o ka gata taba ye (1983:55). 

(I know Suzi was your friend. 
But you have to be considerate. 
Look, I ' ll pay you ten thousand rand 

if you discontinue this matter .) 

Desmond ' s reply demonstrated his duty consciousness and his 
over-confidence : 

Nka se ke ka reka bophelo bja motho ka t~helete! 
(I cannot buy someone ' s life with money!) 

Suzi cont inued with her plea to Desmond: 

Thul a nna hle, a o lemog;Je gore ge o ka ;fa pele 
ka d;nyak;};fo tfe o tla wetsa nna kots;ng? 

(Come to my rescue please, are you aware that should 

you continue with your investigations you will 

land me into trouble?) 

Motsamai ' s over-confidence blinded him from the impending danger into 
which he was drifting . How could this man suddenly forget the 
beating he rece i ved from constable T~hukudu and his friend! He 
replied to Suzi's pleas as if he had already handcuffed her: 
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Ka gona o swanetse go otliwa ka bobe bja gago (1983:55). 
(Therefore you must be punished for your evil deeds.) 

Thi s answer annoyed Suzi and she drew her gun and Desmond was taken 
captive and became one of Suzi ' s "paUents" in the "cells". Through 
the author ' s use of the whole complex of expositional relationships, 
especially those between the criminals and their victims, we at last 
establish together with the detective that the crimes of murder have 
been committed and we get to know the murderers' motives for the 
murders they committed. We ultimately note the means by which the 
murderers managed to commit the crimes undetected . In this battle of 
wits between the readers and the detective, we enjoy the author 's 
success in using the fair-play convention in leading the readers to 

t he crimes committed in this novel. 

In Esthwang mare (1986) the author creates a milieu of suspicion, of 
mistrust , of whispers and not loud talks; of confusion and restless 
ness . This kindles the readers ' curiosity and as we want to satisfy 
this curiosity, we are introduced to a lad, Letswa, who is also part 
of the bewildered community. The cause of the whispers is the 
mysterious death of Tshite. This mystery is introduced to the 

readers by the narrator who says: 

Tshite o ithobaletse boroko bja bofelo, go setse 

letobe la dipelaelo difahlegong tsa ba mo 

ratilego (1986:1). 
(Tshite has entered eternity, and suspicion and 

dissatisfaction remain on the faces of those who 

loved her.) 

The reader ' s question is why whould Tshite ' s death be a cause for 

concern in the community. The narrator says: 

Pelaelo yeo e lego gona ke ya gore aka 

be a bolailwe ke motho (1986:2) 
(The existing suspicion is that she was 

possibly murdered by someone.) 
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These words immediately draw our attention to the cause of the 
whispers; the cause for the suspicious looks and the mistrust that 
is reigning in this community. We accompany the amateur detect ive, 
Letswa in his probe of the authenticity of the suspicion that reigns 
in the community. He and Meokgo feel it is their duty to unmask the 
criminals if Tshite was murdered. They feel they have to establish 
the truth surrounding this mystery. We enjoy accompanying Letswa in 
his investigations. He has to collect information - detailed 
information leading to Tshite ' s disappearance; the place where and 
time when her corpse was discovered; the condition of the corpse; 
the reaction of the community to the discovery of the corpse and any 
other information that could lead him to the solution of the mystery. 

It is interesting to see how, after collecting evidence and clues, 
the amateur detective concludes that Tshite must have been murdered 
by someone. The narrator exposes Letswa's internal conflict as he 
tries to unravel the mystery by saying: 

Ga go kgonono: Tsh;te o bola;lwe ke motho. 
Pots;~o ke e tee: Mmola; e b;le mang, ba le bakae! 
Mmola; o bak;le eng le Tsh;te! Go somisitswe eng 
polaong. LetJwa a nagana a gopodfs;sa ka moo 
mohlala o lek;Jwego go tsheletswa (1986:29). 

(There is no doubt: Tshite was murdered by someone. 
The question is one: Who was the murderer, how many were 
they! What was the motive behind the murder! What was 

used for committing the murder! Letswa deeply 
pondered the way the criminals tried to conceal the 
traces leading to the discovery of the mystery.) 

The detective ' s logical reasoning is convincing . No wild ani mal 
could have hidden the sack in a hole and covered the hole with a 
stone. We note with interest how Letswa eliminates one conclusion 
after the other as clues are given concerning circumstances 
immedi ately before the murder occurred. The conflict within Letswa 
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as he tries to reason logi cally from clues supplied, mounts and 
intensifies with each clue that he gets. His encounter with the mad 
woman at Letlametlo ' s home; his first encounter with Magog and 
Chedodo at the mortuary; the rumour of the detective who handled 

Kgosi Sehlodimare ' s case 
murder to be committed on 
the detectives who killed 
heighten and intensify the 

of murder, when Sehlodimare caused ritual 
the day of the burial of his late father; 

Bjankgana - all these facts and clues 
inner conflict within Letswa . He has to 

see their relationship to one another. He has to see the connections 
between them and many other complications, notwithstanding the fact 
that he is doing all the investigations secretly. This he does 
through the author ' s retardatory acumen, Letswa ' s and the readers ' 
suspicion of the crime of Tshite ' s murder is confirmed when Nontsike 

says : 

Ba mmolaile! Ka phoso ka mmona. 
Magog o be a se maikemisetsong a go boela Swatseng eupsa 

khwelelo ya Chedodo e beile bophelo bjagwe pelaelong 

ya gore le yena aka hweletswa ka mokgwa woo. 
Ke ka moo a nyakago go siroga. Ba mmolaile! (1986:98). 

(They murdered her! By mistake/ chance I saw her.) 
(M~gog was not of the intention to go back to Swaziland 
but the mysterious disappearance of Chedodo caused him 
to suspect that he might disappear in the same manner. That 

is why he wanted to leave. They murdered her!) 

Whilst we are satisfied that at last the type of crime committed has 
been confirmed by an eye-witness , we are stunned further by the 
revel ation of yet another crime committed on the victim when Nonts ike 

says: 

Bosaedi ka moka bo be bole magetleng a Magog. 
Gobane babe ba swanetse ba dhohtse lekgarebe leo 

ge le bona lepokisi leo ba bego ba le rwele. 0 be a tlo 
tshaba; go gongwe pele aka baa tsebile seo ba bego ba se 

gokere. 
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Fela ka bogwaba Chedodo le Magog ba ntsha pelo va 
bogwaba b,ia lerato ... ba mo kaU le a gobetse 
le ge Ph;r; a re o lek;le go ba kgalemela. 
Ge banna baa bobed; ba kg;nwa ke sea ba bego 

base khose ka bogwaba Letlametlo o ;1e a ba 

jmolla (1986:100). 

(All the blame was on Magog ' s shoulders. They ought 
to have frightened that lass when they realised 
that she had seen the coffin they were carrying. 
She would run away; perhaps even before she could 
know what they were carrying. But because of their 
licentiousness Chedodo and Magog released their lust 
... they raped her despite the fact that she was brutally 
assaulted despite Phir ' s attempt to stop them. When those 
two men suffered the consequences of their lust, 

Letlametlo rescued them.) 

These are the main crimes committed on the main victim, T~hitelo , in 
this novel. Before we confirmed the suspicion of T~hite 's murder, we 

came to know that other deaths had occurred; that pension money had 
been stolen by Bjankgana and even re-stolen by the detectives that 
handled the case; that detective Kolobe was bribed with eight oxen 
to discontinue his plans to exhume Kgosi Sehlodimare's father 's 
corpse; that the medicineman Ramatsha was poisoned bacause he 
revealed Tshite ' s corpse. In this way the author has succeeded in 
giving the readers a good exposition of the crimes committed in this 

novel. 

2.2 METHODS OF CRIME DETECTION AND THE IDENTIFICATION OF CRIMINALS 

In these selected texts, the crimes committed are divulged almost in 
the first three pages of the books. We are immediately confronted 
with mysterious crimes that have been committed and for which there 
must be a solution. The crimes pose questions such as: Who did all 
this? Why? As all these crimes have to do with people, our 
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sympathies are with the victims. In trying to find clues and phys i
cal evidence that may lead to the identification of the criminal s, 
the detectives use every possible method at their disposal. The bul k 
of all these novels under consideration in this study, consists in 
the detective 's pattern of inquiry unt il the criminals have been 

identifi ed. 

In T1hipu .. . (Moloto, 2 .1 

of above, the main crime 
burglary and larcency. 

1962) as we have indicated in paragraph 
that sets Makhina on his inquiry, is that 

Makhina is a professional detective and we 
immed iately become interested in how he is going to set out to trace 
the criminals and bring them to justice as requested by his senior, 
Mr. Hudson. Makhina first collects evidence of the reported case of 
burgl ary and larcency from Simon Ndaba in Alexandra Township . To 
show that Makhina ' s intellect is typical of good detectives, Moloto 

says of him: 

Makh ina o rile go kwa maemo a ditaba, a 
kwelisa go fetila babotfi ba gagwe. 0 

be a fette a na le lenaneo hlogong ya 
gagwe, la ka moo a tlang go lama ka gona 

t!at!ing leo. Manna yo o be a na le 
monagano wa go loganya dilo (1962:11 ). 
(After Makh i na was told the facts of the case, he 
position of the case better than his informants. 
streamlined his plan of action for that day. 
Thi s man had a mind that could correl ate facts 

very quickly and wisely .) 

understood the 
He had already 

This is true . This is evidenced immed i ately by the way Makhina 

instructed Mamohapi to visit Rachel that very morning and to spend 
the day with her and get all possi ble information concerning Rachel ' s 

lover , Mamogarwa, and his friends . At the end of the visit, Mamohapi 
had really collected the required information about the Setsokotsane 
~ This required great skill and patience. Makhina ' s wit was 
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rewarded by the useful information Mamohapi brought him that after
noon. That is why when he drove out, he had already drawn up his 
route-map for that afternoon and was sure to discover the gang' s 
hide-out, Gomora, which he did. We sympathise with Makhina, when he 
disguises himself as "Itlhwana" at Gomora and is clapped and kicked 
at will by the gangsters who do not take him for anybody of any 
stature. His method of disguising himself makes it possible for him 
to discover the stolen materials in the hide-out. It is not an easy 
accomplishment. Petla nearly overpowers Makhina and he nearly 
strangles him. When Makhina ultimately overpowers Petla, bundles him 
into his car and takes him to No. 4 prison, we feel relieved. His 
methods of disguising himself as a fool, a drunkard, a pretending 
lover to Ribs, lead him to know where Gomora is situated. This is 
not reached without hurdles. Makhina is almost involved in a brawl 
with Ribs ' uncle. But Ribs comes to Makhina's rescue. Makhina loses 
RlS,00 to Ribs at "Thanda Cafe"; he risks his life at Gomora where 
he even has to shoot and kill a vicious dog. Makhina uses the 
knowledge which he gained when he was disguised as Itlhwana, that 
Rachel would be taken to Gomora if she should try to betray the 
Setsokotsane gang. He fights against odds to reach Gomora, where he 
rescues Rachel. He has calculated that in Rachel he has a second 
woman who could be a rich source of information in tracking and 
collecting relevant information concerning the activities of the 

murderers and the thieves. Indeed Rachel has told them how easily 
the Setsokotsane gang killed any person who tried to leave the gang. 

She said: 

.. (Polomeetse) o ba tlogetse gona Gomora, 
a baa ba botsa gore aka se sa bonana nabo le 

mohla o tee . 
Ke a mo t~hogela gobane ba mo latile. Ba swere 

lehu la gagwe diatleng tsa bona, gomme mo ba 
hlakanago naye, ba tla mo nea lona (1962:41). 

(Polomeetse left them at Gomora and told them 
that he would never meet them again. I fear 
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for his life. They are having his death in 
their hands, and where they meet him, they 

will give it to him.) 

This was a good clue for Makhina. He immediately thought of it when 
it was reported that a man was killed by a hit -and-run car in Alexan
dra, near the clinic. It is interesting to appreciate Makhina 's use 
of ingenuity and analytical reasoning. He continues to use hi s 
quest ioning tactics concerning the dead man but the crowd do not give 
him satisfact ory answers to his questions. It is interesting to note 
that among the crowd surround ing that corpse are policemen who also 
think that the cause of that man ' s death was a car. After a careful 
study of the corpse, Makhina concludes that by the time they drove 
over the man ' s head, the man must have been lying on the ground 
because there were no bruises, broken limbs etc . , which are characte
ristics of car victims. One policeman even said to Makhina: 

O setse o gopola gore motho yo o bolailwe, 

go ntse go le molaleng gore o gatilwe ke 

Kaloi! Afa ga a bolawa ka wena! 

Re tlile go leta motho yo go 
fihlela re hwetia taelo ye e t!wago Makgoweng 

ao re ]ego ka fase ga ona (1962:44). 
(You already think that this person has been 
murdered whereas it is obvious that he has 
been overrun by a car! Is it not probable that 
you killed this man! We are going to keep watch 
over this corpse until we get a directive from 

our white bosses.) 

These words are typical of pol icemen without vision. He spoke like a 
policeman and not l ike a detect ive. It is at Makhina 's instruction 
that a postmortem was carried out on the corpse and the real cause of 
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his death was established. He was shot dead. Makhina did not end 
there. He took the bullet that caused that man ' s death. It woul d 
at some time by physical evidence which might give further clues t o 

the murderer. 

The suspense and tension that was created by Rachel's words that the 
gang was going to "give" Polomeetse his "death" the next moment they 
meet him, had now come true. We , like the detective, feel they have 
struck again in an effort to remove anybody who might give clues of 
their whereabouts and their evil acts. The criminals try to conceal 
themselves by removing any clues whereas the detective collects clues 
that may incriminate the criminals . At the time when the bullet that 
killed the man is discovered , we immediately feel grateful to this 
ingenius detective. The words of that policeman who said it was 
obv i ous that the man was killed by a car, arouse great indignation 
because they have grossly understated the victims plight and case . 
If it had remained a police case, there would have been no chance of 
tracing the criminals . The readers would therefore remain dissatis
fied with their findings. This makes us more sympathetical with the 
detective in his search for evidence. We accompany him patiently 
through all the hurdles trying to trace the Setsokotsane gang because 
we feel they must be identified and be brought to justice . 

Makhina uses Racel to great advantage. After failing to see the gang 
i n Alexandra, he asks Rachel if she cannot recollect where they used 
to go to. Rachel told him that they usually went to Pietersburg and 

its surroundings and stayed away from Johannesburg for about two 
weeks after instances that called for police action against them. 
Hence Makhina follows her advice and goes to Pietersburg. On his way 
to Pietersburg, Makhina continues with his use of searching questions 
i n collecting evidence that might help him in tracking down the 

crimi nals. He asks a boy the following question: 

Na ka moka ba go tswa borwa ga ba saye tebogo? (1962:50). 

(Are all people from the South ready to thank somebody 

who has helped them?) 
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The boy answers as follows: 

Ke nnete go bjalo, le maarogi a gona. Le maabane 
ka yona nako ye, go feUle koloi ya go tswa borwa 

ka banna ba bararo. Bona ba mphile lesome (1962:50). 

(Yes, it is l ike that, although there are exceptions. 
Even yesterday at this time three men from the South passed here 
in a car. They gave me a rand . ) 

By using his investigative questions, Makhina traces the Setsokotsane 
9.£.!'.ill up to kgosi Nyatsane ' s vill age . We are astounded by the rapidi
ty with whi ch clues are increasing as we accompany Makhina in his 
search for the gang . The clues he gets from Natshenda in connection 
with the three men who arrived at the kgosi ' s kraal the previous day; 
t he un~redictable life at the kgo\ i ' s kraal; the constant visits by 
police officers at kgosi Nyatsane ' s village; the many cars from far 
and wide that always visit that village , are all discovered through 

Makhina ' s detective skills. Makhina uses his disguising tactics to 
advantage . It is interesting to note how he uses liquor to bribe his 
informants. He reasons out all the information received from 
Natshenda and concludes that kgosi Nyatsane is not a trustworthy 
leader. There must be subversive movements in which he is involved 
and these have to be viewed with suspicion. At one stage we see 
Makhina disguising himself as a witchdoctor or herbsman and the 

members of the Setsokotsane gang , who were still on the run, even 

approaching him for assistance. The narrator paints the picture of 

their meeting with the "herbsman 11 as follows: 

Ge ba dut!e , a ba botsa gore ke banna ba ba nago le molato. 

Ba tsongwa ke maphodisa ka gohle. Ge ba rata, 
aka ba nea "diragadibonwe ". Ka morago ga kgwedi 

tse tharo ba romele diponto tse masomehlano ka 

noka yeo e ]ego gabobona . Maphodisa aka se ba 

dire selo, gomme ba tla hwetsa tshelete ye nt1i 
ditirong t~a bona. 0 tla ba ruta go romela tshelete 

ka noka (1962:59). 
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(When they were seated, he told them that they were men 
who were having a case. Pol ice are searching/hunting 
for them high and low. If t hey are interested he 
coul d give them a herb to make them invisible to 
the police. After three months they should send 
the sum of a hundred rand/ fifty pounds by the river 
at their home. Police can never apprehend them, and 
they will receive a lot of money from their ventures. 
He would teach them how to send money by a river.) 

Hi s promises to them, after telling them that they were running away 
from the police , made them fee l confident that they had found a very 
powerful herbsman. We hear one of them saying: 

Lehono gona, re humane ngaka ya nnete. 

E seng ditsotsi tsela tsa maaka, tsa 

ditoropong (1962:60). 
(Today we found a real witchdoctor. Not those crooks and liars 

found in ur ban areas.) 

Makh ina thanked Natshenda for coming up with the idea that he 
(Makhina) was a witchdoctor/ herbsman. It had helped him establish 
the truth about the suspects he was hounding. The life of this 
daring detective was constantly in danger. We have seen how he 
discovered the old man at the kgosi ' s kraal and his tactics of 
selling dagga to thugs of the Setsokotsane gang; how he was nearly 
killed in the cave where he found twenty bags of dagga. When the old 
man at the kgosi ' s kraal arranged with the thugs to get rid of the 

detective and they worked out the means of doing so, Makhina was 
listening . He again used his police tactics to foil the manoeuvres 
of the criminals. When Makhina fights with the men in the cave, we 
are filled with tension but we sympathise with Makhina. We wish he 
could survive and be able to arrest the criminals . The tension 
subsides when at the end of the fierce fighting between Makhina and 
Mamoga~wa , we see Makhina knocking Mamogaswa unconscious and 
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handcuffing him. Kgosi Nyatsane is lying dead and Makhina points to 

his corpse and says to Nyatsane ' s subjects: 

Ke yona kgo~i ya lena yeo, kgosi Nyatsane. 
O bolailwe ke mesomo ya gagwe. Go bjalo. Ngwana 

manna o bolawa ke sea se jelego! (1962:74). 

(This is your kgo1i, kgosi Nyatsane. His 
deeds killed him . It is true. Everyone suffers 

for what one has done.) 

With Natshanda ' s help, Moswinini, Mamogwaswa and Mokopa are arrested 
and taken back to Johannesburg. He reveales himself to these crimi
nals on their way back to Johannesburg. He tells them that he is the 
"It 7 hwana" the one-eyed and the Witchdoctor they came to for help . 
They remain dumbfounded and are terrified. When at last these 
crimi nals are sentenced in a court of law, we feel really satisfied 
with the work done by Makhina. We admire his diverse but definite 
methods of detection and appreciate the pains he has taken in solving 
the mysterious burglary cases, murder cases and sale of dagga in and 
around Johannesburg and Alexandra. We marvel at his ingenuity and 
ability to be like a hound on a scent, never giving up until he has 

caught the villians. 

The main detective in Moloto ' s Letlapa la Bophelo is Desmond 
Motsamai. There is inner conflict in him because of reported cri 
minal cases which need his immediate attention. He has to trace 
criminals who are pestering Seipati ' s sister by causing her to pay 
them high protection fees. Two days after receiving Seipati 's letter 
of request, Seipati dies mysteriously. Her father Mr. Khosa, the 
millionaire and bigamist, also died mysteriously. Judy Setati is 
reported to have disappeared mysteriously. Desmond, like Makhina, is 
a professional detective. His methods of detection are like those of 
Makhina. It is interesting to note the difference between Desmond 
and Letswa. Let~wa is not lured to do the work, whereas Desmond is 
sent five thousand rand by Seipati to trace or investigate criminals 
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who are "pester;ng" her step-sister. The irony of it all is that 
Seipati turns out to have paid that money so that her murderers 
should be traced down and be brought to justice. Makhina and Desmond 
use cars to travel in search of the criminals and/ or clues concerning 
the crimes committed . On the other hand, Letswa is always on foot. 
It is only once, when he was sent by his employer to town to pay hi s 
account , that he travelled by car and contacted the lawyer, Good ' n 
bad. In Tshipu and in Letlapa the detectives have a wider area of 
operation but in Etshwang mare the area of operat;on ;s comparat;vely 

small; and more or less rural. In Tsh;pu .. both urban and rural 
milieus are used, and hence the use of a car to move in both areas. 

It is worth noting how the three detectives make use of ladies in 
their investigations. Makhina uses Mamohapi as his private infor
mant. ·Mamohapi is secretl y paid for her job as a police-informer. 

Mamohap; ke mothu~; le molomatsebe yo mogolo 
wa Makhjna. Le kgorong ya matseka o a tsebega, 

fela ga a pepeneneng (1962:9). 
(Mamohapi is Makhina ' s great helper and informer. 
She is known even at Detective office, though not 

publicly.) 

Makhina uses her to collect information that acts as a clue to 

identi fy criminals. That is why we see him sending her to Rachel 
Sehlogo, to collect whatever information she has, in connection with 
Mamogaswa and his friends, which could connect them with the burglary 
and larceny cases committed the previous night. We notice a tinge of 
feelings of love between Makhina and Mamohapi, although there is no 
indulgence in love affairs in this novel. In contract to Makhina, we 
see Desmond ' s relationship with Masemenya from a different perspec
tive. Masemenya is not Desmond ' s secret informer . She is just their 
typist. We note too that Masemenya seems to love Desmond more than 

Desmond loves her. To Desmond, Masemenya acts just as an inspira
tion. Sometimes Desmond addresses Masemenya as though he is not 
moved by her charming beauty. Masemenya tries to show Desmond that 

she cares for his safety by saying: 
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O swanetse go ;tlhokomela gagolo 
mosomong wa gaga Des (1983:17). 
(You must tread very cautiously i n your work, Des. ) 

Desmond answers coldly as follows: 

Ke lemoga mosomo wa ka go feta ka mo wena 

o naganago ka gona (1983 :17) . 
(I know my work mo re than what you think I do . ) 

Desmond uses Shima, for clues to crimi nals he is tracking down. 
Unfortunately, he meets Shima for the first time in this novel on 
page 44 . The narrator tells us that he used to get information from 

Shima when he says: 

Motsama; yena o be a rata mo;sa yo ka ge 

e le motseb; wa d;taba . 0 be a kgona go hwet~a 

mehlala ka yena (1983:44). 
(Motsamai liked this guy for his knowledge 
of current events/ news. He (Motsamai used 

to get clues from him.) 

For the informati on t hat Shima gave to Desmond, he was paid . When 
Desmond asked Shima to tell him more about the Chabalala he heard him 
telling the other two men about , Shima demanded RlS0,00 for that. 
Desmond agreed to pay him that sum of money and he said: 

Go kwala gore yola Chabalala o be a ratana 

le se;pati . Bjale yo Suzi a utswa lesogana le 

la ngwanabo moo go ilego gwa tsoga ntwa 
magareng a bona . .. Chabalala a leka go lamola, 
ya ba o tlile morago ga nako . .. Ka ge a le morago 

ga tshelete y a kgarebe ye, a beakanya le Suzi 
gore o tlo hwet~a tefo kgwedi ka kgwedi .. (1983:45). 
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(Motsamai) 
Seipati o ilea tseba taba ye? 
Moo ga ke na nnete, ... eupta ke bona go le 

molaleng ka ge yena a ilea hlagelwa ke 

kotsi ya lehu (1983:46 ). 
( It is said that Chabal ala was in love with 
Seipati. Suzi also fell in ove with Chabalala 
and a fight ensued between the two sisters ... 
Chabalala tried to intervene , but it was too late 
As he was after Suzi ' s money, he agreed with Suzi 
t ha t he should be paid every month ... ) 

Motsamai asked: 
Shima answered : 

(Di d Seipati know about this agreement?) 
(This I am not sure, ... but I think she 
obviously did know, because thereafter she 
died myster iously .) 

This dialogue confirms that Shima was to Desmond , what Mamohapi and 
Rachel were to Makhina . The dialogue further reveals Desmond ' s skill 
in asking searchi ng questions and in collecting clues to help him 

trace criminals. 

Mothapo (1986) uses Nontsikelelo to supply clues to the amateur 
detective, Letswa . Unlike the cold relationship between Makhina and 
Mamohapi and between Des and Masemenya, Let~wa had to enter more 
deeply into the love affair with Nontsike and this made it easy for 
her to divul ge all the clues that ultimately made it possible for 
Let!wa to save the l ife of his friend, Meokgo. The relationship was 
not t hat of blind infatuation on Letswa ' s side. Let~wa pretended to 
love Nontsike in order to get all the in formation he needed con
cerning the death of Tsh i te and the part played by Magog, Chedodo and 

Mogwai a Mogoga . It is Nontsike who even tells Letswa of T~hite ' s 

last words before she dies. She tells Letswa: 

O be a kgamakgametsa : 'Meokgo, moratiwa ... (1986:99) 
(She was stuttering: Meokgo , my love ... ) 
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In the detective ' s art or skill at collecting physical evidence, we 
see the three detectives exhibiting very good skills. Makhina 
collected articles such as the overall, the bullet, the stolen 
materials; the "mmolobolo" the skin cap etc. Motsamai collected 
addresses; death certificates; a diary etc. Let~wa, although, an 
amateur detective, used the letter that Nontsike gave him to appeal 
for the release of Meokgo. The circumstances of his criminal case 
were different from those of the other two detectives but his detec
tive acumen made him succeed in collecting physical evidence such as 
the string and the bag which T~hite was going to use to carry dried 
cowdung. It is interesting to note how Letiwa reasoned out all clues 
given to him by Meokgo especially after parting from Meokgo. Letswa 
was alone, and he analysed the implications of every statement he 
heard . He tried to think of the possible suspects and their motives 
for killing Tshite. He meditates over the mysterious death as 

fo 11 ows: 

Go 1omi ~ its we l erapo goba tsM p;. 

Mmolai goba babolai babe ba tsebja 
Ke motho yoo goba ba mo tseba ... 

Ka poifo ba mmolaya. 
Lenaba le beakantse polao le go khupetsa mohlala. 

Sebakwa e bile seo se tsebilwego goba se 
tsebjago ke bona bobedi ... lenaka le lona lekgarebe (1986:30). 

(Either a bone or an iron rod was used. 
The killer(s) knew the victim or the victim knew him/them ... 

Through fear they killed her. 
The villain planned the murder and conceiling of their tracks . 
The cause was known to both - the enemy and the lass.) 

We know that ultimately, Nontsike revealed the truth that confirmed 
the analytical reasoning that went on in Letswa's mind in the words 
quoted above. It was revealed that the murderers had realised that 
Tshite knew their friend who was in their company, namely Phiri, and 
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for fear of exposure , they murdered her. It is Letiwa ' s power of 
analytical reasoning from given clues which makes the readers treat 
th i s story as a battle of wit s between themselves and the detecti ve. 
In all the three selected novels, we find clues scattred throughout 
t he books and we feel the authors have really played fairly with the 

reader s . 

It is interesting to note how Makhina and Motsamai, the professional 
det ectives , use liquor to facilitate their pattern of investigation . 
Everytime they have to leave either their offices or their rooms, 
t hey take a sip or ''tot" . Even on arrival from work, some hot stuff 
must be taken . We see Makhina and Rufus entering Makhina's house and 

we are told : 

. : . Makh;na a thepogela phaposaneng, 
a t !wela a khut;f;ts'e selwana morabeng 
wa bak; . A phara d;galase tse ped; tafoleng. 
Ge a dutse a ;fa letsogo morabeng, moo le 
;1ego la t f wa le swere semetlana .. (1962:5) . 
( ... Makhina went into a room and came back 
with something in the pocket of his jacket. 
He placed two glasses on the table . 
After taking his seat, he took a nip of brandy 
out of the pocket . ) 

We see Motsamai too, in his office, in the morning taking out a nip 
of brandy and we see Brayn also taking his share after Motsamai has 

put it on the table. 

Motsama; o ;1e a bula la;k; ya rakana 
gomme a nt1ha semetlana. Ge a bula 
lebotlelo leo ke ge Brayn a !et{e a med;tse mare 

gant1; . . . : (1983 : 17) . 
(Motsamai pulled the drawer open, and took out a half jack . 
When he opened that bottle Brayn was already impatient ... ) 
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At his office in town we are told that as he was tired in the mind, 
he thought it would be better for him to relax with liquor before 

continuing wi th his job . 

Ka ge a be a lapile monaganong, a bona 

gore bokaone a itapolose ka bjalwa pele 
aka t~wela pele ka mosomo (1 983:27). 

(As he was mentally exhausted , he felt 
he should relax by taking some l iquor before 
he could continue with his work.) 

Makhina in his disgui se as Itlhwana - the one-eyed, pretended to be 
very drunk and even pretended to have fallen asleep at the shebeen 
and hide-out of the Setsokot sane gang. In that way he managed to get 
more clues concerning the pattern of i nquiry throughout the books. 
On the contrary, this method i s not used by Letswa in his investiga
tions. Motsamai too, does not disguise himself as much as Makhina 
does . The places where he goes and the people he interviews in 
tracinfg the criminals connected with the death of Seipati and her 
millionaire father, do not warrant his disguising himself as a 
wretched fellow. Even when he found Shima and his friends at the 
GOLDEN OAKS, there was no need for him to disguise himself.That is 

why Shima recogni ses him and says : 

Hao, Motsamai , o ntrwela kae manna ... (1983:44) 

(Hey Motsamai , what puts you here man ... ) 

Shima said these words after Motsamai had put a bottle of White Horse 
Whisky in front of Shima and his friends, 0.N . Moloto and V.M. Moloto 
have used liquor to help their detectives get the information they 
would not get if they did not take l iquor and even had the money to 
purchase it. If their detectives were private and amateur, these 
tactics would not have worked. On the contrary, M.T . Mothapo uses 
liquor to bring out the failures of sergeant Matengwa and his 
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friends . Instead of drinking the liquor in a sensible way as Makhi na 
and Motsamai do , Matengwa is no longer showing any interest in hi s 
own wife but has now entrenched himself in Malehu 's home as hi s 
concu bine . When Meokgo pours out his deductive reasoning we hear 

that: 

Mahlong a Matengwa go na le bosod; 
bja go bontiha go inyat~a (1986:34). 

(Matengwa ' s face reflected remorse.) 

Matengwa felt guilty. He knew that as professional detectives there 
were facts which they had overlooked in their investigations. Their 
hasty conclusion after listening to answers given by witnesses and 
suspects , make them arrest Meokgo wrongly. This is the result of 
gaps in their cross-examinati on of persons testifying in the case. 
When Meokgo is sentenced to death we feel the gravity of the ineffi
ci ency of the detectives ' methods of investigating crimes. When 
Nontsike ultimately succeeds in wooeing Let~wa into her love net we 
see a ray of hope for further clues that may lead closer to the 
sol ution of T~hite ' s mysterious death. We appreciate Letswa ' s 
problem. He could not but be trapped successfully because he had 
real ised, that , that was the only way in which he could get more 
information which would save Meokgo's life. When Nontsike ultimatel y 
told Let~wa how Magog and Chedodo had killed Tshite mercilessly and 
even raped her for that matter , the tension and suspense in the 
reader is broken or it subsides a little. The question of how this 
clue is going to safe Meokgo 's life still remains unanswered up to 
this point. The readers are still held in suspense, when 
Nontsikelelo refuses to promise Let~wa that she will give him that 
letter which she stole at the mortuary, which was meant to entangle 
Meokgo, should the law get involved in the case of Tthite ' s death. 
We appreciate Let~wa ' s cool headedness when he refuses to report the 
matter of Mogwa!a, Magog and Chedodo to the police. Let~wa insists 
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that they must not rush over the matter. He says: 

... Ge yo mongwe a hwelela ka moo 
go makatlago yo a fet ¥ego o tlo swanelwa ke go 

bola t1ohle le d;pelaelo ka rammo fare go ba 
molao. Ka mantfu ao Nonts;ke a akanya gore go be go 
ka ba bjang ge ba tsebjsa ba molao bjale ka t§ohle t§e 

bad; tsebago gore ba ngwege Mogoga a sale kgolegong. 

Letswa a gana ka gore base potlake (1986:103). 
(If one of them should disappear mysteriously, 

the one who remains should then reveal everything 
as well as the complaints against the mortuary owner to the 

police. 
With those words Nontsike was suggesting that they 
could as well inform the police about all the secrets 
they knew so that the police would arrest Magoga and 
they (Nontsike and Let!wa) would escape whilst Mogoga 

would still be in jail. 
Let~wa refused by saying that they should not be 
in a hurry to do that.) 

V 
We further appreciate the correct timing of Letswa. 
enough not to tell Nontsike of other plans that he 
other interested parties in this particular case . 

He is clever 

has made with 
Nontsike hears 

some facts before the police , in the presence of Mr. Good 'n bad. 
When at last a telex is sent to the President that Meokgo's life be 
spared until Mogwa~a Mogoga ' s case is resolved, we feel relieved. We 

read : 

Lekokwana la Mogoga le ;1e la fjhla 
la olelwa ke maphod;sa ge babe ba 
sa emetfe go f;hla ga Magog le Letswa go 

tla mod;rong (1986:105). 

Meokgo o ;1e a phologa ... (1986:106) . 

(Magog and his company were arrested 
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while they were still wa iti ng for the arrival 
of Magog and Let~wa at work.) 
(Meokgo ' s life was saved ... ) and we marvel at Lettwa ' s 
detective acumen. 

In the same way , the readers feel sati sfied when at last Motsamai ' s 
detective efforts end up with Suzi Khosa behind bars when she is 
given a life-imprisonment sentence. In T!hipu we saw how Petla was 
sentenced to five years imprisonment; whereas Mamogaiwa, Mokopa and 
Moswinini were sentenced to death. 

2.3 CONCLUSION 

From the discussion given above, we have seen clearly that the main 
detectives viz. Makhina, Motsamai and Let~wa have not used one fixed 
method or pattern of investigation. They used a combination of 
methods. They reacted to circumstances that were paramaount at each 
phase or moment of the development of the plot of the detective 
stories in which they were involved . They solved their crimes not 
just by luck or coincidence. They had hurdles to overcome and this 
tapped from thei r questioning skills, patience and alertness of mind. 
We have seen that the investigating skills of amateur detectives such 
as Lettwa are not quite similar to those actually used by professio
nal police. We have seen how the detective ' s integrity makes him 

live above bribery and thereby succeed in solving his case; and how 
police officers who accept bribery in i ts different forms fail in 

their detection of crimes. 

--- oOo -- -
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CHAPTER 3 

THE PLOT STRUCTURE AND CONVENTIONS OF LITERARY DISCOURSE IN THE TEXTS 

3. Introduct ion 
3.1 Retarding structure 
3.2 Expositional suspense 

3. 3 Conflict and complication 

3.4 Climax 
3.5 Denouement 
3.6 Conclusion 

3. INTRODUCTION 

Forster (1975:93) defines plot as follows: 
Plot ;s a un;f;ed and purposeful sequence of events wh;ch 
mean;ngfully relates events and deta;l , emphasizing causal;ty. 

Plot emphasises the cause and effect of events. All events must have 
been caused by something and they must in turn cause something else. 
In so doing the events will be contributing to the development of the 
plot structure of a novel. Some scholars are of the opinion that the 
classical detective fiction that was written between the two World 
Wars - The Whodunit - as they are popularly known, have a duality. 

They tell two stories , namely 

The story of the crime and the story of the investigation. 

In the Whodunit, the story of the crime , the author presents what has 
really happened; the story of the investigation explains how the 
reader or the narrator has come to know about what happened. The 
plot of a detective novel is therefore the way the author presents 
how the detective came to know about how the crime actually happened 
and why it happened; by whom the crime was committed and how the 
criminal was punished. Aristotle, as cited by Sayers in Winks 
(1980 :27) feels that plot is the life and soul of a detective story. 
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This shows how he rates the importance of the pl ot struct ure in a 
detective story. To other scholars characters are not subservient to 
plot. In the plot, the author can present results before thei r 
causes, the end before the beginning. It i s important to note that 
events in a detective novel / story can be stati ve or acti ve. Th is is 
illustrated by the expository section of a novel which i s usu ally 
stative. The midd l e part of the narrat ive consists of collecti ng t he 
evidence relating to the crime, and it is usually active . The pl ot 
structure of the selected texts wil l be compared along the 
conventions of their retard atoriness, expos i tional suspense, confl ict 
and complication, climax and denouement. In so doing we shall always 
keep in mind that all events in the texts should constitute an 
organic whole. 

3.1 RETARDING STRUCTURE 

One of the prime means of creating, i ntensifying or prolonging 
suspense, consists in the author ' s abili t y to t emporarily suspend t he 
natural progression of the act ion, es peci all y its onward rush toward 
the climax, by the interposi t ion of more or l ess extraneous mat t er. 
This device keeps the readers on tenter hooks for two , three or more 
chapter-lengths . We shoul d li ke to examine briefly the nature of the 
retardatory materi al that has been used in the selected texts. The 
magnitude of t he retard a; ion in t he sel ected text s differs greatly. 
In Tshipu (1 962) t he retardation covers sixt y nine pages i . e. from 
the time the crime committed i s mentioned or announced to the detec
tive, t o t he time the det ective or his i nformants unmask the crimi
nals. In Letlapa (1 983) the cr imes are reported on pages 13-15 but 

the mistery is solved on page 65 and the s tory ends on page 73. The 

retardatory material covers fi f ty pages. In Etshwang mare (1986), 
major crime commi t ted, is reported on page one (1) ; the invest iga 
tion starts on page 3; the criminals are revealed on page 98 and the 
book/ story ends on page 106. This impli es t hat the retardatory 
materi al in th is text cover s ni net y seven pages . Unfortunately space 
and relevance do not permit us t o exami ne t he correlations between 
the different man i festa t i ons of th is retardatory material within each 
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of the selected texts. Suffice it to note that the bulk of the 
novels under consideration consists of the retardatory material. 

The relat ive force or attraction of these retardatory chapters ha s 
been well manipulated. Each chapter adds a clue towards the solution 
of the mystery. In Tsh;pu ... and in Letlapa .. . the material is a 
blend of action and description. In Etshwang mare actions and 
descriptions are coupled with occasional commentaries and narrations 
relating to the fictive world. This device helps the reader to 
appreciate the circumstances of the case and thus be actively engaged 
in the battle of wits, with the detective. The clues found in these 
r etardatory chapters are therefore naturally interdependent. Thi s is 
reinforced by the dialogue that is used throughout the texts. The 
dialogue makes the detection sound true to life and it makes the 
readers get the questions and answers to the questions, directl y from 
the characters e.g. the detectives, the suspects and the witnesses. 

We would also like to make an observation regarding the relations 
between the nature and dynamics of the specific retardatory devices 
used in the selected texts on the one hand and the generic structure, 
conventions , expecations and effects, on the other. It has been 
mentio~ed earlier on i n this chapter that in all the selected texts, 
the crimes committed were mentioned at the beginning of the texts, 
and they all ended with the unmasking of the criminals or culprits . 
The very nature of the detective story, compels the artists to impede 
the climax by interposing a middle between the predetermined begin

ning and end. We can justifiably say that the delay is predetermined 
by generic convention . We have seen how Makhina dramatised hi s 
ignorance of the identity of the evildoers and sometimes doubtfulness 
of the evidence he possesses against the suspects. We have seen how 
Desmond travelled from one townsh ip to another in an attempt to 
identify Seipati ' s murderers. We have appreciated Let~wa's efforts 
in collecting evidence to prove that Meokgo was not T~hite ' s murderer 
and in so doing unmask the actual murderers . The dramatic and 
dynamic way in wh ich the authors have accounted for the delay within 
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the fictive world of the stories, justifies the delay . This retarda
tory structure i n the detective story, st imulates the reader's 
curiosity, which to us seems to be the very r ai son d' etre of the 
retardatory structure. From the very nature of the detective story, 
readers know that the criminal is to be apprehended in the last 
chapter and the detective is sure to come to no harm. The readers 
are kept ignorant all along of the circumstances leading up to t he 
crime and particularly the identity of its perpetrators . The retar
datory structure impels the readers ' attention backward to the 
narrative past. The readers look forward in suspense to "future" 
developments. This dev ice creates vital expos itional gaps which are 
the author ' s jealously guarded secrets viz . the murderer ' s ident ity; 
his motive and the means by which he managed to commit the cri me 
undetected. Whenever a new clue comes t o li ght , readers are compel 
led to ·re-examine their current hypot hesis regarding its compatibili
ty with the new discovery. When Makhina found the clue about Sodoma, 
he thought he would find the murderes and thieves there. Readers 
also cherish such a hope . When the next clue about Gomora is gi ven , 
the readers have to change their thought and deductions and form a 
new hypothesis in the ligh t of this new clue. Instead of fi nding 
Mamogaswa and his gang at Gomora, Makhina f inds Rachel fastened to a 

bedstead. 

When Motsamai interviews doctor Seanego, readers feel he i s going t o 
get clues that wil l t hrow light on the actual cause of Seipati 's 
death. The readers, like t he detect ive, are puzzled further at the 
revel at ion by Dr Seanego that he never saw the corpse, but he had to 
sign the death certificate fo l lowing the explanat ions given by Dr 

Mahlangu. This dialogue reveal ed that: 

Na wena o be o swanetse go kgon thisa bjang o sa tsebe 

seo se jelego Seipati? 
Ke hlatholletswe ke Mahlangu . . (1 983:30) . 

Setopo sona o ile wa se swara ? 

0 be a set1e a bolokilwe ... 
(How could you establ ish t he cau se of deat h 
When you did not know what caused Sei pat i 's death?) 
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(Mahlangu explained to me ... ) 
(Did you touch the corpse?) 
(She was already buried) 

Motsamai too, had to pause and re-examine his hypothesis in the light 
of the revelation. Hence his sol i loquy: 

Bonokwane bo swanetse go ba bole gona 
mabap; le Jehu la se;pat;. 
Ke ka lebaka la eng ge ngaka Mahlangu 
a swanetse go b;tsa Mokgalabje wa 
sefofu go kgonth;sa sea sa se tsebego .. ? (1983:31). 

(There must be something fishy about 
Seipati ' s death. Why should Dr Mahlangu 
summon a blind old man to ascertain and 
confirm what he does not know .. ?) 

Before Let~wa and Meokgo discovered the remains of the bag and the 
twine that T~hite was going to use for carrying dry cow-dung in the 
camp, they could not readily dismiss the possibility that T~hite was 
killed by a wild an imal. But after the discovery of these two 
articles, he, Letswa, had to re-consider his deductions and had to 
make new ones. That is why we hear him utter the following words: 

Ga go kg6n6n6: Tsh;te o boJa;Jwe ke motho 
Pots;so ke e tee : Mmolaj e b;Je mang bale 

bakae! MmoJa; o bakjle eng le Tsh;te! 
Go 1om;l;t1we eng polaong. Let!wa a nagana a 
gopod;s;sa ka moo mohlala o lek;Jwego go 

tsheletswa (1986:29). 

(It is crystal clear. No doubt about it: T~hite 

murdered by somebody. There is one question: Who 
murderes and how many were they? What was the motive 
murder? Which instrument was used in the murder? 
pondered deeply on the way the murderers tried to face 

clues that could betray them.) 

has been 
was the 
for the 

Let~wa 
out any 
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We have seen how Meo kgo was suspected and was even jailed and senten
ced to death; how the cast-iron alibi against Meokgo was di sproved 
by the new revelation by eye-witness Nontsike, and how this new 
revelation established the innocence of the "court's" favourit e 
suspect, Meokgo. In the texts under consideration we enjoy to 

reconstruct the seemingly unconnected and incompatible details ; 
re-examine and sift the clues that are distributed throughout the 
books. In the light of the discussion given in this section of this 
chapter we may define the detective story as a retardatory structure 
that achieves its effects - sustained curiosity and suspense - by 
distributing the expositional materi al piecemeal throughout while 
postponing the concentrated, true exposition - the opening part of 
the fabula - to the end of the subject. This brings us to the 

comparison of these texts in: 

3.2 EXPOSITIONAL SUSPENSE 

Exposition supplies the background information regarding characters 
and set t ing. The context within which important events are to unfold 
are given; thus creat ing the basic atmosphere of the scene of the 
crime. The facts given in the expositional phase of the development 
of the _plot of the story, are mostly stat i c and not active. We would 
like to investigate how this introductory material in the texts under 

considerat ion contributed to the suspense or the lack of it, in the 

texts. 

Tshipu e rile ke lebelo . .. 

In Tshipu ... (1962), pages 1-3 give us the background picture of 
Makhina, that his true names are Daniel Kgabutli Manamela; that he 
was a soldi er during World War II; that he stays in Alexandra 
Township, in the vicinity of Johannesburg. The author depicts the 
kind of rough life that is going on in Alexandra; he describes the 
physical build of Makhina , tells us that he joined the Detective 

Squad of the S.A. Police at the end of 1945. The author goes further 
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to introduce us to thieves and rascals who used to flee from Makhina 
when time and chance allowed them. He further states that Makhina 
was used to being trapped and ambushed; but his bravery and tactful
ness, even when he was in danger, saved his life on many occasions. 
This introductory chapter gives us examples of stative facts. The 
author creates sus pense in his readers by asking them a rhetorical 
question, which says: 

Re reng re rata go lebelela dilo 

t~e re sa ratego go di bona? (1962:1) 
(Why do we like to look at things 
we do not want to see?) 

The kind of society that is depicted in Alexandra, the squalid 
condittons in which they live, creates an anticipation of chaos, 
therefore, when in the development of the plot, we meet with drun

kenness at shebeens, we hear of theft cases followed by murder cases, 
we are not surprised. There has been cause for all that. The result 
of being workshy is theft. The author prepares our minds by saying: 

Le ba go se nyakege ba gona. Bao ke babolai 

le mahodu, bao ba itshepilego go phela ka go 

hlakola bangwe. Mo~omo ga ba o kgone; 

ba soma gola go robetswe (1962:1). 

(Even the undesirable persons are there. 
Those are murderers and thieves, those who live by robbing 
others. They do not want employment; they "work" at night 

while most people are asleep.) 

It is interesting to note how the author introduces the presence of 
Makhina ' s mother into this story. She is pitiable, helpless but 
still loving, caring and possessive about her son, Makhina. She 
knows her helplessness against her strong-willed son, and she quickly 
understands Makhina ' s moods. This is all deduced from her reaction 
when Makhina tells her that Mr. Legong has brought a message from Mr. 
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Hudson that Makhina should meet Mr. Hudson at OSHOO the followi ng 
morni ng. She reacts emotionally thus: 

Kae, go reng, go diregi leng? Afa o setse 

o lebetse gore go setse gannyane gore o 
di tsene kgweding ya go feta? Ruri, ngwanaka, 
gee ka ba o sale mohlaleng wa "diScorpions", 

gona o ka mpa mosomo! Ke kwa .. . (1962:6). 
(Where, what has happened? Have 
you already forgotten that last mon th you vvery nearly died? 
Surely, my son, if you are still tracking down the 'Scorpions ', 
you had rather 1 ose your job! I fee 1 .. ! ) 

But Makhina interrupts her and answers her that it is a small matter, 
but that the vandalism and hooliganism that are being practised in 
Alexandra should stop and law and order should reign. She yi elds 
quickly by saying: 

Aowa, o reresitse! A go be bjalo, Hohlaloga! 

Badimo beno ba tla go bona! (1962:6). 

(No, you are right. Let it be so, Mohlaloga! 

Your gods will protect you !) 

The old lady's words carry a lot of suspense. The readers wonder 
whether this will come true. Will Makhina trace the thieves and 
criminals and bring them to justice as he pledges? The words capture 
the re aders' i nterest and curiosity and anxiety; although it is a 
bit relieved by the dialogue that follows, between Mr . Legong and 
Makhina. The author in hi s exposition, introduces Mamohapi, 

Makhina's private informer. This prepares the readers for the role 
Mamohapi is to play in assisting Makhina in tracing thieves and 
murderers . Her actions i n the development of the plot of this story 
fit i n well as we know how she comes to play the role she is playing. 
When Mr. Hudson on page 9, tells Makhina of the theft case at Mr . Van 
Oyk ' s shop in Sydenham, we feel satisfied, that he is speaking to a 
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man who is equal to the task; a man who has a strong pillar of 
support in Mamohapi, a man of experi ence and tact ; a man wi th 
initiative, courage and insight. This detective, as depicted in the 
exposition, faced with a case that Mr. Hudson has just reported , 
makes us read on with mixed feelings. We want to find out whe ther 
Makhina will succeed or fail, how he is going to go about hi s task. 

We have shown how the first three chapters i .e. from page 1-10 of 
Tshipu create suspense though the facts are stative and contribute to 

the development of the plot. 

In Letlapa la Bophelo (1983) the first two chapters are expository. 
The depiction of a misty morn ing in town and in the township, creates 
an atmosphere of gloom, of mystery, of wooliness. The impression 
gained is that there is something wrong somewhere in the townsh ip or 
town when the author depicts many people moving up and down the 
streets, each minding his own business, each one trying his luck in 
his occupation in order to earn a living. We cannot but suspect that 

some sort of foul play is bound to happen. When the author introdu 
ces the office of Detectives Motsamai and Brayn, with their typist, 
Masemenya, readers almost conclude that their suspicions cannot go 
wrong. When we compare Chapter one in Letlapa la Bophelo and Chapter 
one in rl hipu, we find that the cause and effect relationship between 
events in Letlapa are not as plaus i ble as those in Tlhipu. The 
author has not given enough or satisfactory background information 

for a statement such as the underlined: 

V 
Monna yo o be a kile a somela kgoro 

ya maphodjsa mengwaga e se mekae. 
V A nagana to tsea magato a botseka . 

Ka qona go ba ba beqo ba mo tseba 
~ 

a ba le manaba a mmalwa le baqwera ba bantsi (1983:10). 
(Therefore, to those who knew him he had few foes and many 

friends.) 

What made hi m have few enemies and have many friends? It is also not 
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clear whether the author refers to the few acquaintances whi ch 
Motsamai had in the police force since he worked there for a few 
years or whether he is r eferring to him having few enemies and many 
friends within the police force and outside i.e. the community as a 

whole. 

The way Motsamai ends his dialogue with Setati is very unsati sfacto
ry. The author has told the readers in chapter one, page 10 , that 
Makhamisa had subdivided his detectives into groups of two , each 
group having its own office, so that the groups should remain sus
picious of one another. The author should have made Motsamai in
struct Masemenya to re-direct Setati to another office or even t o his 

senior ' s office i.e. Detective Makhamisa ' s office . The readers are 
i nterested to see how these groups of detectives, would prove that 
they were introduced in the story for a specific purpose . Unfortu
nately they seem to be of no value to the development of the plot of 

this detective story. Hence this cul de sac: 

Go na le ba bangwe bao ba kago go fa thulo (1983:1 5) . 

(There are others who can help you.) 

Nobody directed him to t hose others. The author depicts Motsamai as 
a man having many irons in the f i re. Motsamai says: 

Ga go tselapedi. Kena le mosomo WO montsi .. . 

Wa mathomo . .. (1 983:15) . 
(There are no two ways. I have got a lot of work to do . . . 

The first one . . . ) 

After these words, wh ich arouse the readers ' curiosity about the many 

jobs that he cannot do at the same time, they are only told about the 
letter from Seipati. Th at is the first and last job the readers are 
told of. Although the author ha s here and there used sentences or 

statement s that suspend the readers arrd urge them to have question 
marks i n their heads as they read the story, they are disappointed 
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when the author fails to continue the suspense by cutt i ng i t bl untly. 
He , therefore, creates unnecessary gaps that do not characteri ze the 
suspense which the exposition in a detect ive st ory should have . The 
author introduces liquor and a firearm ( .38 poli ce spec i al ) on page 
17. This arouses the readers ' curiosity as to how Motsamai's 
efficiency is going to be influenced by the brandy he takes just 
before undertaking the arduous task of trac ing murderers. The 
readers are keen to see him using the .38 police special and t o see 
the circumstances under which he will use it. In this book the f i r st 
two chapters are introductory and we have shown where and how t he 
author has succeeded or failed in using suspense i n these chapters. 

The exposition in Etshwang mare extends f rom chapter one to chapter 
three. In these chapters we are given t he background information 
about the past life of Tlhite, the lass who is at the centre of t hi s 
story, and who has died mysteriously. We are given the circums t ances 
that prevailed immediately before her death ; we are briefed about 
Meokgo and Lettwa ' s relationship, we are i nformed of the love affair 
between Meokgo and T~hite; we are introduced to captain Matengwa , 
the detective who is officially handling the case concerning Tt hite 's 
death. The author gives us the traditi onal setting of the whole 
villag~ where the murder or killing is all eged to have taken pl ace . 
Our task here is to show how the aut hor has succeeded in present i ng 

t his exposition in a way that creates suspense. 

✓ 

The author presents a worr ied young man , Letswa , who is in deep 

meditation in a secluded pl ace. The news that his brother hears 
during the day worries him a great deal. As readers , our curi os i t y 
is kindled. We too, wish to know what i t i s that Letswa is ponderi ng 

over . When the author divu l ges that Tshi te i s dead , and the death 
has caused a lot of susp icion, our suspense he ightens . When Lets"wa 

ultimat ely decided to get the information from his best friend, 
Meokgo, who was Tshite ' s fiance, we feel he i s doing the right thing . 
We, therefore, willingly accompany him on his mis sion to find out 

what real ly happened. The author tells us why Letfwa does not know 
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the whole story. He was not around when T~hite died. Hence when 
Meokgo gives an account of how Tshite met her tragic death, we feel , 
we are also being given the i nformat ion we expect . When the physica l 
appearance of the corpse is described, our tension and suspense 
mounts . Our sympathy for the victim increases and our fee lings 
against the unknown murderer or killer also increase. Even the 
s i lent moments of Meokgo, when describing the disfigured corpse, add 
to the creation of the tense atmosphere and enhance the suspense even 
further. His crying in between the descriptions he gives emphasizes 
his i nnocence and t he gravity of the l oss he has sustained with 
Tshite ' s death. It sill emphasizes the love with which he loved her. 

When Meokgo says: 

Meno e b;Je a sebata. Maree b;Je a sebata 
mmogo le marofa eupsa . . . 
eup~a . . . go b;Je bolotsana bja motho goba 

ba mma lwa ... 
r;;sa thaka , manna ke nku o llela teng (1986:6). 

(The teeth that tore her body were those of a beast. 
The saliva and the paws were those of a beast; 
.. . but . .. there was one or more people who mysteriously 

had a hand i n this death .) 
(Cool down chum , a man cries inwardly like a sheep.) 

We are told in this exposition that Meokgo is one of the suspects in 
Tshite ' s death. Meokgo himself suspects the royal family for this 

death. This we get from him when he says: 

. . . ba boletse . . . ba boletse, motho o boletse 
a re: Wena motho o nkganyetsago ka ngwana ke tlo 
bona ge namane yeo o ka tla wa anywa masw; a yona, ka 
kgonthe ga go makatse ge lentsu leo le phetheg;Je (1986:6). 

( ... they said it . . . they said it, someone said: 

' you person refusing me with your child, 
I will see if you will suck the milk of the cow, 
truly, it is not surpr is ing when those words came 

true ' .) 
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We are held in suspense and we wonder whether this could be true. 

When Sejelo on page 8 says: 

... 0 tlo le fet}a t a! Le fela le re Kgoli, 

eei~i! Ga di tome re bone tfa ngakana ya bona 

ya go re phelea mahlong (1986:8). 
( ... He will exterminate you all; yet 
you wi ll keep on saying king. That does not work . 
We are aware of their deceiving medicineman.) 

These words still intensify the suspicion on the royal family and 
their witchdoctor or chief medicineman who was asked to use his magic 
to reveal the murderer of Tshite. The discovery of the remainders of 
the sack and the red plast ic string in a hole, covered carefully with 
a stone and soil, furthe r excites the readers. It adds to the 
suspects even if no speci fic suspect comes to mind. One thing i s 
certain, it re-inforces the suspicion that someone, a human being, 
t wo or more had a hand in Tshite 's death. In the confusion over the 
investigati ons, we feel somewhat relieved when the picture of the 
mortuary is put before us. Perhaps some clues that will lead to the 
apprehension of the murderers will come from the mortuary. When 
captain Matengwa expresses doubt concerning the piece of letter that 
is alleged to have been found on the corpse and which was stored at 
the mortuary, we appreciate the signi f icance of such a question. It 
has been established that there is such incriminating evidence which 
could lead to the apprehension of the vil lain or villains. Also it 
is mispl aced. So the readers remain in suspence and read on with 
curiosity to see how this piece of l etter will be traced . It is 
interestisng to note how the professional detective, Matengwa inter
views the suspect, Meokgo. In trying to establish whether Meokgo 
ever reached Sekheseng during the days of T¥hite 's disappearance , we 

hear him asking Meokgo: 

Geo fi hla goba o feta Sekheseng 

ga go seo o se kwelego goba wa 
V se bona se go makatsa? (1986:25). 
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(When you reached or passed Sekheseng 
is there nothing you heard or saw, that surprised you?.) 

The gist of Meokgo's reply to this question is that he heard or saw 
nothing spectacu lar at Sekheseng that day at that time. The profes
sional detective's question does not get expected reply and th is 
prolongs the interview and cross -questioning of the suspect . He 
wants to know whether Meokgo and Tshite ever clashed or quarrelled. 
After be ing told that they sometimes clashed he wants to know whether 
Meokgo had ever injured T~hite in their occasional clashes. Meokgo 

replies aptly by saying: 

0 be a sa gobale (1986:26). 

(She was never hurt.) 

In the dialogue between captain Matengwa and Meokgo, we can under
stand and infer that the captain is suspicious that Meokgo might have 
murdered T~hite for some reason best known to himself. That is why 
he asks Meokgo, whether his parents agreed to his love affair with 
Tshite, and what Meokgo would do in case ~hite fell pregnant as they 
were of the same age. The captain did not succeed in corner ing 

Meokgo into giving incriminating clues to the detection of the 
criminal but the tone of the de t ective 's questions and comments are 
indicative of his strong suspicion of Meokgo being the criminal in 
question . It is evident that the captian considers Meokgo to be 

suspect no . 1. What will the outcome of this suspicion be? The 
exposition of this story is full of suspense. Most questions that 
puzzle us as we read the novel , remain unanswered or are partly 
answered as we read on, and this contributes favourably to the 

development of the plot of this novel. 

3.3 CONFLICT AND COMPLICATION 

The concepts are intertwined. On one hand, 
opposed relationships of different characters . 

conflict refers to 
On the other hand 

the 
it 

refers to the tension between one's instincts and urges and one 's 
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awareness of the need for restraint. Such tensi on re sults i n action 
and intrigue. These conflicts between and wi th i n characters change 
as the plot develops; they intensify with changing circumstances in 
which the characters find themselves. This l eads to a 
of the plot . This complication is sometimes referred 
action. Complication is expected to li e somewhere 

compli cat i on 
to as ri sing 
between the 

exposition and the cl imax and is closely related to both . 

In Tsh;pu (1962) the complication starts t o take shape with the vi s i t 
of Mamohapi to Rachel Sehlogo. We see Mamohapi moving from her house 
to Rachel ' s room to collect evidence that may be used by the detec 
tive Makhina to apprehend the suspected crimi nals. The first success 
Mamohapi achieves is t o es tablish frie ndl y relations with Rachel , 
because from this visit onward , they address each other as cousi ns . 
When Racel says that she has no pl ace for Mamogaiwa in her heart, i t 

is obvious that Racel will get positive information l eading t o t he 
arrest of Mamogaswa and his group. When Rachel ultimately tell s 
Mamohapi that Mamoga~wa and his group do not work , they are sel f 
employed by stealing at night , we feel she has given the detectives a 
useful clue . As a resul t of t his clue, Makhina is able to visit the 
big house i n 16th avenue, where he is di sguised as a one-eyed drunk
ard, who l ater captures and arrests Petla . In this way, Makhina 
discovers and uncovers t he act ivi t ies of t he Setsokotsane gang . As 

Haycraft puts it: 

Don' t seat your detec t jve at a t able and 

parade the wjtnesses before h jm. 
Hove hjm around, m;x evjdence wjth even ts (1942:255). 

Makhina does not sit at a t able , wi th witnesses parading before hi m. 
He has to go out and mi x wi t h events. He cau ses things to happen . 
We have seen him be ing kicked at the shebeen , pretending t o be t oo 
drunk, only to come and f loor Pet la and later arrest him. Thi s 
conflict between t he detect ive and the Setsokotsane gang develops 
further . Makh ina di sguises himsel f agai n as the narrator says: 
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Makhjna ge a et~wa jarateng yea, o be a feletse ka 
moaparo wa bo;kgantsho (1 962:31). 
(When Makhina went out of that 
yard, he was immaculately dressed.) 

He enters Sodoma, and wh ile mixing with events like that he gets a 
clue concerning Gomora. It is interesting to note the dramati c i rony 
in Ribs ' words to Makhina when Makhina asks her in surprise about the 
presence of Gomora in Alexandra when he has just known that the house 
in which he wa s, is called Sodoma. She said : 

0 rata go mpotsa gore ga o tsebe 
kwa Gomora e lego gona: o;tsebanyane 

ka moka t!a motse wo, d; a e tseba! Wena o mang? 

O·t~wa kae? (1962:33). 
(Do you want to tell me that you do not know 
where Gomora is situated! All "cl evers " of this 
township know it! Who are you? Where do you come 
from?) She did not know she was talking to a detective. 

Even if the narrator has not said it, we as readers can feel that 
Makhina is suffering from internal conflict in that shebeen. But the 

narrator says: 

0 be a eme maseme, fela a sa ipontihe . 
. .. Senthe ka gare, dikwi le dila; d; a thulana (1962:33) 

(He was suspic ious but did not show it. (He restrained 

himself) 
But inwardly, there was conflict between his 

instincts and emotions.) 

It is moments like this whi ch depict Makhina ' s acumen as a pati ent 
and brave detect ive . It pays dividends because at 12 midnight, hi s 
mys tery of locating Gomora is solved . We still notice Makhina 's 
internal conflict, when he appreci ates Ribs ' beauty and attractive-
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ness but he has to restrain himself. As the tension and conflict in 
Makhina mount, the plot is further complicated. Makhina locates 
Gomora. He is confronted by a vicious dog; he shoots the dog dead; 
enters the house cautiously; to his horror and terror, he find s 
Rachel tied to a bedstead. After untying her, he carries her to his 
car, drives her to Dr. Mokgokong ' s surgery from where he drives to 
Mamohapi ' s house. The way the author depicts the hurdles over which 
he has to jump , satisfies us that these conflicts develop the plot to 
a cl imax . 

Another important conflict and complication in the plot of Tthipu is 
found in chapter 8, entitled: 

Honna yo o bolailwe keng? (1 962 :43) 

(What killed this man?) 

Makhina cannot agree with the group of people he found at the scene 
of the corpse near the clinic. They are convinced that that man was 
overrun by a car. When three policemen arrive at the scene, they 
also agree that it is obvious that the man ' s death was caused by the 
car that knocked him down and crushed his head. Through his careful 
investigation of the whole corpse, coupled with his logical reaso
ning from the appearance of the corpse, Makhina concludes that there 
must be another cause besides the car accident that is mentioned. 

The complication and conflict worsens as one policeman actually 
accuses Makhina of having killed the man himself. When Makhina 's 

instructions to take the corpse to a doctor for a postmortem are 
ultimately, though reluctantly carried out, and it is finally es
tablished that the man was first shot dead, we appreciate this 
detective's acumen. The bullet, which caused the death of that man 
is ultimately in Makhina ' s possession, to be used as physical 
evidence against the criminals on the day of judgement. 

We see the attempt by the murderers to cancel their identity and the 
counter moves by the detective to track and trace the murderers. 
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This conflict between Makhina and the murders continues. Makhina 
gets a clue from Rachel that the gang usually treks to places around 
Pietersburg and further North, especially when they know that police 
are on their track for the crimes they have committed. 

The clues that Makhina gets in Potgietersrus from a petrol attendant 
are not convincing. It sounds more like a coincidence than something 
that flows logically into the scheme of events in the developmen t of 
the plot of this novel. This is also true of the clue from the boys 
who direct Makhina to Ledzunu ' s bar lounge. It is not convincing to 
hear how a boy just remembers that the day before, a grey car had 

passed there, and the 
lounge or beer hall. 

occupants even drank liquor at Ledzunu 's 
This we get from the following dialogue: 

Na, ntle le koloi ya Basie Verbaas, 

ga go na ye nngwe ye e fet i lego mo? .. 

Go fetile ye nngwe ye tshehla. 

Batho ba gona ba bile ba yo nwa 
bjalwa kua go Ledzunu (1962:52). 

(Besides Basie Verbaas ' car, 
was there no other car that passed here?} 
(One grey one passed. The 
occupants of that car went 
to Ledzunu ' s bar lounge.) 

bar 

After Makhina has reached Ledzunu's place, he man ages to glean the 
information that three men touched the place the day before, and they 
wanted the shortest route to Kgoii Nyatsane ' s kraal, in Vendaland . 

Ledzunu assures Makhina that the road he was following would lead him 
to Kgosi Nyatsane ' s village. From the description of the car and 
perhaps the three occupants, Makhina knows that they are the members 
of the Setsokotsane gang he is tracing and tracking down. Such 

details are not given to the readers in the book. This is not what 
is expected of a good detective novel. The author should have given 
the readers all clues / facts that the detective Makhina knew, so 
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that the readers should not fee l, the author was not playing fair 

with his story. In this chapter where Makhina is seen at Mr. 
Ledz unu 's place , we find very li t t le tension and suspense. There is 
no forceful development of the plot as such. The plot picks up 
momentum with the meeting between Makhina and Natshenda in Kgo~i 
Nyat sane 's village. It is Natshenda ' s invention that Makhina is 
i ntroduced to the people as Natshenda ' s brother who is a powerful 
medicineman . It is through Natshenda ' s help that Makhina is again 
disguised as a witchdoctor, using Natshenda's clothes. It is inte
resting to read about the meeting between the members of the 
Setsokotsane gang and the powerful medicineman, Makhina! When 
Makhina ultimately tells them that they had run away because the 
police were tracking them down because of the crimes they had com
mitted, we imagine how they must have felt, that they had got the 
right man to help them with their problem. We are not surprised when 

we hear one of the gangsters saying: 

. .. Lehono gona, re humane ngaka ya nnete. 
E seng ditsotsi dela tsa maaka, tsa d;toropong (1962:60). 

(Today , we have found the real medicineman. 
Not those totsis and liars found in towns.) 

From this incident, the plot quickly becomes more complicated. 
Makhina overhears arrangements between the gangsters and an old man 
for the sale of bags of dagga. He hears the old man telling the 
gangsters about a detective that has been sent from Louis Trichardt 
to spy in this village. We immediately appreciate the tension and 

conflict building up in the detective as he is listening to this 

discussion. He hears how they plan to get rid of him the following 
evening. When an old man , the Kgosi ' s uncle, personally came to 
enquire whether Makhina was asleep, Makhina remained a worried man. 

He could not understand why the old man said: 

Naga ye ea mpoifisa, bo1ego (1962:62) . 

(This place is fearful, at night); 
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and yet come to ascertain whether Makhina was still safely asleep in 
his hut. There were many riddles going on in Makhina 's mind, which 
he could not unravel. This in itself complicates the plot of this 
novel further; heightening the inner conflict in the detective. 
This brings us to the consideration of conflict and complication in 

Letlapa la Bophelo and in Etshwang mare. 

In Letlapa .. the conflict and complication can be said to be more 
pronounced from chapter four onwards. The death of Seipati and her 
father exhausts Motsamai. He resorts to liquor as a way of refresh
ment. Inspite of this, there is mounting conflict building up in 
Desmond ' s mind . He decides to go to Potchefstroom, to Or . A. 
Seanego ' s house. It is where Desmond gets the clue of the involve
ment of Dr. Seanego in Seipati ' s death certificate. After this 

encounter, Desmond Motsamai still has questions for which he can not 
get satisfactory answers. These questions complicate the plot 
further and heighten the conflict in the detective and in the rea

ders. We hear Desmond soliloguising: 

Bonokwane bo swanetie go ba bole gona mabapi le lehula Seipati. 

Ke ka baka la eng ge ngaka Mahlangu 

a swanetfo go bitia makgalabje wa sefofu 
go kgonthi!a sea sa se tsebego .. ? (1962:31). 
(There must be some foul play concerning Seipati's death. 

Why should Or. Mahlangu summon a blind old man 

to certify what he does not know .. ?) 

The conflict becomes further complicated with the discovery of a car 
that seems to be trailing behind Desmond Motsamai, following him 
sneaklingly. This reminds us of the Red Ford Escort in Lenong la 
Gauta . Like Nnono, in Lenong, Desmond identifies the car to be TJ 
48623. Unfortunately it is a stolen car. It belongs to Dr. 
Mahlangu. It is not surprisi ng that when Desmond gets a phone call 
that Or. Seanego has been murdered, he immediately thinks of that car 

which was following him sneakingly. His first suspect in the murder 
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of Dr. Seanego, is the driver of that TJ 48623 car. This incident 
also heightens the conflict in Desmond and it complicates the plot 
further, to a climax. Mot samai ' s problems are increased. Like in 
Tshipu perhaps, the murderers of Mr . Khosa and his daughter, Seipati , 
are trying to fake all clues by removing anybody who might di sc lose 
their identity to the detective and the police. With added problems 
or hurdles in his attempt to solve the Khosa mystery kil lings, 
Desmond Motsamai is attacked by thugs in his office one night. He is 
knocked unconscious. When he regains consciousness he realises that 
he could be shot dead at any moment. The readers immediately feel 
the tension in them for they would not like to see 
before he solves the mystery he is investigating. 
with the detective. When he fears to attempt to 

the detective die 
The readers side 

touch his service 
revolver, they also fear for his life and inwardly wish he will not 
dare d6 it . We as readers, feel relieved when we hear one of 
Desmond ' s assailants say 

... Masihambe .. . akukho lutho (1 983:36) . 
( . .. Let ' s go .. . there ' s nothing.) 

We thank the author for gi ving this detective that presence of mind 
not to try and pursue the assailants immediately, as this could have 
been fatal for him. A further complication follows immediately 
thereafter, when on his return to the office Desmond finds a corpse 
thrown into hi s office. This is yet another mystery that is clear to 
him that the perpertrators of these murders were against his pursuit 

of the Khosa mysterious deaths . These tactics by criminals do not 

scare Desmond. His confrontation with the woman eating plums compli
cates the plot further. It makes Desmond clash with the nightwatch 
for he fai ls to see the intruders at that building but is sitting at 
the fire. He conclude that that woman is part of the gang of murde
rers who are against his invest igation of the Khosa mystery deaths. 

He thinks aloud thus: 
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.. . Mmeakany; wa d;polao tse o leka 
go t;meletta mohlala ... 1983:42). 
(The perpetrator of these murders is trying to conceal his 
trace .. ) 

Mot samai ' s detective acumen makes him suspect that captain Snyman has 
been bribed. He no longer trusts him and this also increases the 
conflict in him and complicates his problems further. He does not 
give up. He cautiously traces Judy Setati ' s home 32 Manda Street , 
Thokosa. He reaches the Golden Oaks shebeen, where he finds an 
important clue about the relationship between Suzi Khosa and 
Chabalala , from Shima. His detective techniques help him know how 
Chabalala caused Suzi to pay him monthly in order that Chabalala 
should not reveal the murder mystery to the police. Tension mounts 
further as Motsamai enters a dark house, and 
lowed by dead silence until the silence is 
drives off from the premises in high speed. 

a shot is fired, fol
broken by a car that 

The fight that follows 
between Motsamai and the unknown hefty man in the dark also increases 
the tension and suspense in the plot. Readers wonder whether their 
hero will emerge the victor. We are astonished and dumbfounded when 
the detective ultimately switches the lights on and a hand and a leg 
of a freshly murdered woman are found in a box in the house. The 
detective ' s patience leads him to discover the diary, and in it, the 
following words give him a further clue in his detective work: 

se;pat; . .. Senator;um ... (1983:48). 

When Motsamai returns to his house that night he is ambushed and he 
is nearly shot dead. Fortunately, and to our satisfaction, he shoots 
dead his assailant . Some critics and scholars are of the opinion 
that the detective must himself not kill or commit a crime, but under 
these circumstances we feel the detective is fully justified because 

hi s life was in danger. 

Everything seems against Motsamai. His telephone is tapped; he is 
informed of Judy ' s murder; he has to escort Masemenya to Thunder Gun 
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Hotel unexpectedly; he is attacked by captain Snyman's police 
together with constable Tshukudu; he is requested by Suzi Khosa to 
stop pursuing the case of Seipati ' s death but he remains adamant; he 
is assaulted; Suzi wards off Tshukudu and his co-workers to leave 
Motsamai in peace; Suzi promises Motsamai RIO 000 if he can forge t 
about the investigation of Seipati ' s death; he refuses the offer; 
he is taken captive by Suzi; he is driven to Suzi ' s farm in her 
Buick while chained 
she killed Seipati 

and handcuffed; 
by mistake and 

Suzi explains to Motsamai how 
how she bribed Dr . Mahlangu; 

Motsamai is knocked unconscious by a man at Suzi ' s farm. He is taken 
captive, drugged daily , chained to a bed, with a deadly criminal , 
Pholo , that kills Madie, in their "cell" and even licks his blood 

from his lips. All this heightens the tension and suspense and 
complicates the plot to a climax. 

The revelations are made before the criminals are arrested. The 
criminals are sure that Motsamai would never be in a position to come 
out of his captivity and, therefore, they would never be discovered 
and arrested for all the killings they have caused. 

That is why when Motsamai says: 

Wena le Mahlangu le swanelwa ke thapo godimo ga bobolai 

bjo le bo dirago 
(You and Mahlangu should be hanged 
until you die for the murders you committed) 

We hear Mrs . Mahlangu replying: 

Go ka se go thule ka selo Motsamai . 

Mehlala yohle e phumutfwe ka ge wena 
o le mo. Ga go motho yo a tlogo tseba 

moo lego gona .. (1983:65). 
(That will nothelp anything, Motsamai. 

All traces have been removed because 
you are here. Nobody will know about your whereabouts .. ) 
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In Etshwang mare, the conflict that starts in the people 's minds is 
the doubt that T~hite ' s death was caused by a wild animal. It is 
doubtful and unacceptable. This conflict grows when the different 
clues are given. The evidence given by different witnesses to the 
official policeman Matengwa, fake the truth. Another conflict was 
whether the case of T~hite's death should be dropped because her 
parent did not report the case before the corpse was buried. The 
idea that the postmortem revelations should be followed, seemed to be 
a better step to follow: hence investigations at the mortuary. But 
readers become despondent when the investigation at Homolang 's 
mortuary takes a negative turn. When Let~wa and Meokgo discover the 

remains of the sack and the string which Tshite had taken to use for 
carrying the dried cowdung that day, we feel reassured of positive 
clues that may lead to the solution of the mystery . The conflict in 
Let~wa rs mind as he tries to reason out the cause of Tihite's death 
from given facts in chapter four, complicates the problem further. 
Of the many unanswered questions that came to Let~wa ' s mind, it is 
evident that a wild animal could not have hidden the sack in a hole. 
From the given clues and from Letiwa ' s deductive reasoning, we agree 
fully with his conclusion that the murderer was a human being. The 
mystery is further complicated , as one suspect after the other is 
brought to the fore. When the royal family is also suspected of 
having a hand, we feel the muystery is becoming more complicated. 
The witchdoctor and the king are now suspects. How is the author 
going to get it right to investigate the royal family? We feel the 
amateur detective is entangling himself too much, and this may 
ultimately lead to his own death and should he die, it will mean all 

investigations concerning Tshite ' s death will come to an unsatisfac

tory end. 

The mysterious death of Tshite has exhausted detective Matengwa to 
such an extent that he feels like giving up. Matengwa is reinforced 
by assist. Colonel Sesela. In their investigation of the suspects, 
such as Meokgo, Ramatsha, Letlametlo, king Sehlodimare, Phehli, the 
two police officers ultimately pick on Meokgo as suspect number one, 
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together with his two dogs. The action in the novel rises as Let~wa 
gets employed at Homolang ' s mortuary. We see with interest how 
Letswa is going to use his position to unravel the role played by the 
employees of that mortuary in Tshite ' s death. Whilst still held i n 
suspense by Lets wa ' s new employment , we are told of the relationship 

between T~hite and Letswa. They have the same father, viz. Let!wa ' s 
father. In his investigations of the working conditions at the 
mortuary, and of his predecessors at the mortuary, Let~wa comes to 
know about the story of the insane woman. He deduces that the woman 
had been exposed too much to the corpses in that mortuary. Events 
become further complicated when Letswa realises that there is a 
secret meeting in the mortuary. Mogwasa ' s angry look at Letswa, when 
Letswa bri ngs the mortuary keys, makes the atmosphere even more 
tense. Why was the meeting held? Why was he excluded from that 
meeting when he is the clerk at the mortuary? The meeting with those 
fearful men heightens the tension and uneasiness in Let~wa . He is 
now encouraged by the fact that he knows that T~hite is his biologi
cal sister, as they have been fathered by one and the same man . He 
is determined to continue his investigations further . His unprece
dented discovery of the mortuarn chev, and the sight of the men 
carrying something and loading it in the chev at night, complicate 
Let!wa ' s investigations further. His emotions about the actions of 
Phiri, the faithful mortuary driver , and his friends, increase the 
conflict in him. This complicates the plot of this novel towards a 

climax. The relationship between captain Matengwa and Kgosi 
Sehlodimare perturbs him. He coul~ not understand how they became 
friends but he felt he should try to unravel it. Ramatsha's illness 

increases the conflict in Letswa. When Ramatsha tells Let\wa that he 
has been given poisoned beer by those involved in T~hite's death, we 

" can appreciate the tension that builds up inside Letswa ' s heart. 
Letswa ' s overhearing of the plot by Mankwe and members of her group 
to kill Sejelo, popularly known as Lepolitiki, surprises him. It 
startles him too. The conflict in Letswa is increasing every moment 

when he makes new discoveries. At "Ho1ate" , he nearly runs away when 
he sees Mankwe ' s daughter-in-law bathing after their secret meeting 

at the royal kraal that night. The narrator says: 
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V ... A lahlela sesepe le lesela, a thoma go 
hlobola. Pelo ya Let§wa ya re a re gorogoro, 

a tshabe, eupfa sebete sa re a itshware, a 

gatelele mohemo (1986:65). 
( ... She threw in soap and washing rag, 
and started to undress , Let~wa thought 
of running away , but on second thought he decided to 
pick up courage and even suppressed his breathing) 

The conflict and complication of the plot is seen further when Letswa 
succeeds in killing Chedodo at the graveyard one night. It is 
interes ting to see how Chedodo ' s death leads to the conflict between 
Magog and Phiri and Mogoga. Lettwa further faces the problem of how 
to be present at Meokgo ' s trial that following Friday in town. The 
case is now complicated to the first climax, namely that of finding 

Meokgo guily on two charges of murder . 

3.4 CLIMAX 

The chain of events i n the complication of the plot leads towards the 
highest and/ or most important point in the novel or story. This 
point is the climax. The forces in conflict reach their moment of 

greatest concentration and tension. 

Tshipu e rile: ke lebelo••· 

Tension mounted higher after the meeting of Makhina with the three 
members of the Setsokotsane gang viz. Mamoga~wa, Mokopa and 

Moswinini, when Makhina posed as a magician. We enjoy the irony used 

as the narrator says: 

Ge ba dut¥e, a ba bot5a gore ke banna 
ba ba nago le molato. Ba tsongwa ke maphodisa 

ka gohle. Ge ba rata, aka ba nea 
1 diragadibonwe 1 

••• Haphodisa aka se 
V 

ba dire selo, gomme ba tla hwetsa 
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nals are to collect their bags of dagga. The fierce fighting with 
the criminals and the grey-headed man in the cave, leaves Lekgwekgwe 
dead, shot by Makhina. The grey-haired man and Mamogalwa and his two 
friends have to f l ee from the cave. Unfortunately the fighting 
continues even outside the cave, and at the end of it all, Kgoii 
Nyatsane, the grey-headed man , lies dead somewhere near the mounta in 
whereas his subjects think and believe him still to be asleep in his 
royal kraal. Makhina handcuffs Mamogaswa after another fierce fight 
between these two. Lastly, the unconscious Mokopa regains conscious
ness and comes staggering out of the cave and is easily arrested. 
Moswinini, who is still unconscious in the cave is carried out, 
placed outside and he too recovers consciousness, and is also arres
ted. This fierce fighting between Makhina and the Setsokotsane gang 
together with Kgo~i Nyatsane, forms the climax of the novel . Here
afer fdllows fast denouement of the story. 

In Letlapa la bophelo it is interesting to see how Desmond Motsamai 
was arrested by Suzi Khosa, handcuffed , pushed into Suzi ' s car and 
driven to Modimolle. It appeard as though the private detective, 
Desmond, wa s going to be murdered too, now that he fell into the 
hands of the suspects he was tracking down all along. The beginning 
of the climax is the rescuing of the lady who was also held captive 
in those "cells" wherein Desmond was kept. The dramatic way in which 
Brayn carr i ed the lady, probably Judy Setati , wrapped in a sheet, the 
way he threw her into the back seat, the way they drove off from that 
' prison ' is fascinat ing. They had to do things very fast because 
they were dealing with a cruel and ruthless woman, Suzi ' s mother. 

She drove off, in an attempt to escape arrest by Brayn and his 

friend. Brayn acknowledges Mrs. Khosa's cruelty by saying: 

O hlokomele, mosadi yola o kotsi (1983:71) . 

(Be careful , t hat woman is dangerous.) 

It was dramatic as her car was flying away and their followed it and 
Motsamai's attempts at shooting at the car were fruitless as the car 
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was bulletproof . They were aware of the fact that she was driving a 
very powerful car. Their remark is proof enough: 

"I Re swanetse go mo swara . Sefatanaga 
sa gagwe ke letlapa (1 983 :71). 

(We must arrest her. Her car is very good.) 

When we see her committing suicide by throwing herself down a preci 
pice on the mountain, we feel she has successfully dodged appearing 
before the court of law. When we are faced with Suzi arrested and 
enchained behind bars , we realise that her mother knew that Suzi was 
arrested before her and she knew the outcome of the trial and it was 
too tragic for her to contemplate. This is, in our opinion , the 
climax of the novel / story. The only flaw is that the author does not 
say anything concerning the arrest of Suzi . We just find her behind 

bars. The author should have said something about how she was 
arrested, because she was the key figure in the murder of Seipati. 

In Etshwang mare (1986) the relationship between T-~hite and Meokgo 
results in making Meokgo suspect number one in the case of Tshite ' s 
murder. Meokgo ' s stay in prison culminates into the court passing a 
double death-sentence on him. This verdict can be viewed as the 
beginning of the cl imax in this novel. It may be viewed as the first 

climax or the first part of the climax of the story, because Meokgo 
is the central figure who has suffered the loss of a loved one and on 
top of that, he is sentenced to death together with his dog; notwith
standing the loss of another dog which went on hunger strike while in 

custody with Meokgo. Meokgo ' s misfortunes mounted like those of the 
Biblical Job, until the death sentence. The narrator tells us: 

Moahlodi o ile a rema dintlha t!e bohlokwa 
a tlogela magweregwere a mant¥i a polelo. 
0 bolela gabonolo ka kwesisego ye botse ka go 
ema le mantlu a Meokgo . Bofelong a hlanoga bjalo ka 

leobu ... 
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lea le t~eago mmala wa seaparo sa mot1hot}hili, 
le pono ya gagwe ka molato o adilwego. 
0 ile a mo ahlolela lehu qabedi ka polao ya 

batho ba babedi. Sebofiwa sea amoqeleqa 

qe se rata go ipilet~a kqotlenq la ka qodimo (1986:77). 

{The judge gave a resume of the important points 
of the case , leaving out the chaff . 
He speaks simply and clearly sides with 
Meokgo. At the end he changed like a 
chameleon that took the colour of the prosecutor ' s 
clothes and hi s view of the case that was 
put before him. He sentenced Meokgo to death twice 
for the murder of two persons. The accused is given the 
freedom to appeal to a higher court i f he so wishes.) 

The last sentence in the quotation given above , gives readers a ray 
of hope about the possibility of Meokgo appealing against the ver
dict. The reader's hope is pinned on Let~wa because we have heard 
Meokgo ' s determination to die when he says: 

Lokollang mp~a ye gobane le ge 
e bee le molato ga e tsebe. 

Gee le nna: Kqokollo qoba lehu (1 986 :77). 

(Free this dog because even if it were 

guilty it does not know. As for me: 

Freedom or death .) 

Indeed, Let~wa avai ls hi mself of the opportunity. 

insisti ng to Good ' n bad: 

Ga se a mmolaya! Kesa buteletsa 
mant~u ao ke a boletsego la mathomo ... 

mohu o bolailwe eupsa e ka se be Heokgo (1986:82). 

(He did not murder her! I still repeat the words 

I said at the beg inning ... the deceased was 

murdered but it cannot be by Meokgo . ) 

We hear him 
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Through his indomitable courage and conviction, 
unmaskes that detective who was bribed not 

Let1wa ultimately 
to cause kgo~i 

Sehlodimare's father ' s grave to be dug up and the corpses exhumed. 
That dishonest detective was Mogwa~a Mogoga, his present employer . 
Through his ability to pretend to love Nontsike, Let~wa unmasked the 
actual murderers of T~hite, viz. Magog and Chedodo. Chedodo had 
already died bacause of Let~wa's poisoned arrows , therefore, Magog 
was the criminal that was to face the charge . Through Let~wa ' s 
meticulous organisation, the villagers, mainly men, stormed Mogwa~a 's 
house, where Magog was hiding. After a fierce fighting between the 
armed Magog and the men, with a few villagers dying from bullet 
wounds and others injured, Magog was arrested by the police . This 
arrest of Magog and Mogwa1a, and the release of Meokgo from the death 
cell, is in our opinion the real or second climax of the story. 
Mogwa~a and his underworld, who seemed to have got away with it, when 
the wrong man was sentenced to death twice, were now brought down on 
their knees. It is gratifying to see the innocent but condemned 
Meokgo being really innocent and free. 

3.5 DENOUEMENT 

This is the phase in which the author makes everything clear. He 
explains what has happened up to the climax and in so doing, con
flicts are resolved and order and stability are restored. The plot 
is thus unravelled in this phase of its development. 

In Tsh;pu e r;le: ke lebelo (1962) we enjoy the fierce fighting 
between Makhina and Mamoga~wa, which ends in Mamogaswa being tied to 
a tree whilst he is still unconscious, and is loaded into Makhina 's 
car like cargo. We have seen how the woman and children attempted in 
vain to persuade kgo!i Nyatsane to wake up by saying in a chorus: 

T~hibanda, Tlhibanda . BJalobalo 
go fihlela a tsoga (1962:73). 
(Lion, Lion etc. etc. till he woke up.) 
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Makhina realises that they are wasting time and we see him accompa
nied by the kgo~i ' s uncle and a group of armed men to the mountain. 
It is a shock to the group when Makhina points at kgosi Nyatsane ' s 
corpse and says: 

Ke yona kgot; ya lena yeo, kgo¥; Nyatsane. 
0 bola;lwe ke mefomo ya gagwe. Go bjalo. Ngwana wa monna 

o bolawa ke sea se jelego (1962:74). 
(There is your kgori, kgo~i Nyatsane. He has 
been killed by his deeds. That ' s true. Every man should 
suffer for his deeds .) 

In this phase we also get to know how kgosi Nyatsane is disguised as 
a fearful phantom , as Makhina explains to Natshenda as follows : 

Kgof; ye ya gago , mna Natshenda, e bee ;t;ret!e 
kefa ya letlalo la nku, gomme ya e ntiha lefatla 
ka boomo. O be a re ge a le motomong wa gagwe, 
a e apare, gomme a tsenye selo ka djnkong, gore 

lent¥u la gagwe le fetoge . Batho baa bego a 
d;r;fana nabo babe ba sa mo tsebe. 

Eke Sathane aka ba le yena, gore moya wa gagwe o se 

ke wa t;melelwa ke tsela ya go ya d;heleng, a hlwa a 

tshwentfe ka go poka (1962:74-75). 

(Your Kgo~i , Mnr. Natshenda had made a hat 
for himself with the hide of a sheep, and he 
purposely carved a ' bald head ' on the hat. 
He used to put it on when he was on his 
nefarious works, then he put something in his 
nostrils, so that his voice could change. His 

clients did not know him. May Satan be with 
him , so that his soul may not miss the road to hell, 

lest he worries by being a ghost.) 

The mystery of the 'man ' who was hit by Mamoga~wa and company and 
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fell into deep water next to the mouth of the cave, is explained by 
Makhina to Natshenda and the readers feel satisfied with thi s 
flashback. It explains why the author has thi s chapter entitled: 

Hlogotlhweu o bona sepoko (1 962:63). 

(The Grey-headed man sees a ghost.) 

That ghost is Makhina because the grey-headed man and Mamog a1wa and 
his friends thought they had killed the detective by letting him 
drown in the deep water near the mouth of the cave but they were 
surprised to have an encounter with him again personally. The clue 
that was earlier overlooked is now seen to be invested with signifi
cance . 

The narrator explains briefly how Makhina and Natshenda went back to 
the cave to collect physical evidence that would help in incrimina
ting the criminals. The readers cannot understand why the kgo~i did 
not eject Dithole from his village because it was well-known that he 
was a wizard. The kgosi had laid down this law: 

Yo a sepelelago kgausw; ga ntlo ya o;thole, 

o nkga kgomo (1962:76) . 

(Anyone moving about in the neighbourhood of 
Dithole's hut, is liable to pay a herd of cattle.) 

It now becomes clear why he did this. Readers now see the reason for 

such a law. 

It is again interesting to hear Makhina explaining to Mamogaiwa and 

Mokopa their attempts to conceal their identity and arrest , their 
attempt to get the assistance of a fortuneteller, Natshenda ' s 
brother, etc. The t wo criminals were dumbfounded. In court is was 
revealed what each of the culprits did and they were sentenced 
accordingly, viz. Petla Robinson Dikgale was sentenced to five years 
imprisonment; Mamoga\wa Piet Bothata, Mokopa Aaron Mlenze and 

Mo swinini Herman Aasvoel were sentenced to death. 
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The effect of these arrests of the criminals could be felt even in 
the far Northern Transvaal, at Kgo\i Nyatsane ' s village in particu 
lar. We learn that the people who had assembled at the kgosi 's 
kraal, waiting for Makhina and the kgosi ' s uncle to come back , were 
already showing beaming faces as they whispered that Dithole and 
Lekgwekgwe had died at the mountain. The narrator says: 

Set~haba se ile sa thaba kudu go kwa taba ye, 
gobane go be go thwe, 'Monnamogolo D;thole o a tsoga.' 

0 be a sa bonwe mosegare (1 962:76). 
(The tribe was very pleased to hear of the news, because 
it was rumoured that, ' the oldman Di thole is a wizard' . 
He could not be seen during the day.) 

The police in Louis Trichardt received the news of the arrest of 
these criminals with mixed feelings. On the one hand, they felt 
degraded for having failed to rid their area of the criminals them
selves. On the other hand they were relieved because their district 
had been rescued from the endless loss of lives resulting from the 
nefarious actions of the deceased kgosi. The narrator says: 

Lege maphodisa a Louis Trichardt a ile 
a ikwa eke a i1itlwe fase , ba ile ba itumelela 

ge Makhina a homoditse sello se segolo sa 

selete sa bona (1962:76). 
(Even if the Louis Trichardt police felt degraded 
or undermined, they were thankful that Makhina 
had solved/ ended the big outcry in their district 

or area.) 

The arrest of the members of the Setsokotsane gang also brought about 
peace to the relatives and friends of Makhina - his mother, his 
uncle, Mamohapi and Rachel Sehlogo. Alexandra Township in particular 
and Johannesburg in general experienced, at least for some time, 
peaceful human relations. Rachel Sehlogo furthered her education 
with the two hundred rands ' bequeathed ' to her by Mamoga~wa. 
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The denouement in Letlapa Ta bophelo (1983) does not begin after the 
climax. Instead the narrator has distributed it wittingly throughout 
the last chapter that contains the climax of the novel. When Suzi 
divulged the secret of Seipati's death earlier in the development of 
the plot , she thought she had rendered Desmond Motsamai harmless. We 
heard her saying: 

Motsamai, o nagane senna. Ke go tshepisa 
ntlo ye le tsa yona fela ge o ka dumelelana 
le nna. Kgaotsa go nyakisisa dikgopelo tsa 
Seipati. Nnete ke tlo go botsa ge o ka ntshepisa. 
Nna le Chabal ala re tseba ditaba tsa go bolawa ga 
tate le Seipati. Ka ge yo Seipati a be a tseba gore go motho 
yo a ntefisago go gata tsa tate, a go ngwalela gore 

o nthuse. Gape go ile gwa tsoga ntwa magareng aka 
le ngwaneso. Chabalala ge a lamola, ka leka go mo thunya, 
eupsa Seipati a tla tseleng ya kolo. 

Ngaka Mahlangu yena ? 

Ke mo lefile (1983:58). 
(Motsamai, think like a man. I promise you this house 
and all its contents on condition that you agree with me. 
Discontinue with your investigations regarding 
Seipati's requests. I will tell you the truth if 
you promise me. Chabalala and I know about the 
murdering of my father and Seipati. As Seipati 
knew that there was somebody who was letting me pay him 
in order not to divulge my father's case, 
she wrote to you to help me. There followed a 
skirmish quarrel between me and my stepsister. 
Chabalala attempted to separate us, I tried to shoot 
him, but Seipati came in the direction of the bullet.) 
(What about Dr. Mahlangu?) 

(I paid him.) 
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She thought that a confession like thi s was harmless because she 
though t nobody kn ew about Mot samai ' s whereabouts and that Motsama i 
would in the end be too mentally incapacitated to be of service t o 
anybody. This was incidentally what Suzi ' s mother also thought would 
happen to Motsamai. When she came and found Motsamai in the ' prison ' 
she boasted to him by saying : 

0 se makale . . . ke yena yola o mo tsebago. 
(Don ' t be surprised .. I am the very one you know) 
Sekebekwa ! (1983:64) . 

(Murderer!) 

She retorted: 

Ga go sago thusa, bjale. 0 ka mp;tsa 
ka moo ratago 
(That will help you nothing now. You may 
call me names as you please.) 

After this she explained that Khosa, the millionaire, was her 
husband. She realised that Mr. Khosa loves Seipati more than Suzi, 
her daughter, therefore, she devised means of getting rid of Mr . 
Khosa and pretended it was an accident. She explained the cause for 

Sei pati 's death as being the way she interferred with the affairs 
between Suzi and Chabalala, as Chabalala was being paid a large sum 
of money , that he should not divulge the secret of how Mr. Khosa had 

been killed. She divulged how and why many other persons became 
victims in order to make it impossible for Motsamai to get any 
evidence that would incriminate them as suspects and the real 
crimi nals. She gave new clues which elucidate all the reader ' s 
previous mysteries. All this denouement is given this time and place 

by Suzi 's mother because she thought: 

Wena (Hotsama;J tseba gore o lekgoba la 
bolao bophelo bja gago ka moka. D;tshwana 
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tJa go timeletsa tlhaologanyo o tla hlabiwa 
ka mehla, gomme ga go yo a tlogo go hlakodisa. 

Motsamai o hwile, go }et.se Don e lego moriti 
wa gago (1983:65). 
(You should know that you are a slave of 
your bed for your lifetime. You will be 
injected daily with mind-destroying drugs, 
and nobody is going to rescue you. Motsamai 
is dead, only Don, your shadow, remains.) 

After the arrest of Suzi, which we presume took place before Desmond 
Motsamai ' s dramatic rescue from the ' cell ' , the author goes on to 
show Suzi ' s mother committing suicide in order not to be arrested by 
Motsamai, still alive. She is afraid to face the same man whom she 
told that his real self was dead , only his shadow remained . This 
ending reminds readers of Haycraft ' s opinion that: 

... in general, it may be said that 
the detective novel which requires 

a long and detailed explanatory 

chapter at the end has failed in its 

purpose (1942:248). 

We feel the author has scored points with this short but to the point 

denouement. The denouement lacks involution and elaborateness which 
enhances the development of the plot of this novel. Thanks to the 
mental illusions of Suzi and her mother. 

The denouement in Etsh~ang mare (1986) does not start in the last 
chapter. In the last but one chapter, the author, with his acumen 
to manipulate the readers, with the turns, twists and momentary 
setbacks, has managed to supply the readers with clues which shed new 
light on the readers' previous mysteries. In this chapter the 
narrator reveals that the detective who was bribed with eight herd of 
cattle not to exhume kgoii Sehlodimare ' s father's corpse, as Mogwa~a 
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Mogoga. Readers have been questioning the relationship between 
Mogwa~a Mogoga , the proprietor of Homolang Mortuary, and kgofi 
Sehlodimare and kgosigadi Mankwe and in this penultimate chapter it 
is resolved. Readers want to know where those two swarthy fell ows 
who were staying with Mogwasa Mogoga , came from. The author answers 
the question in this chapter. From the bits and pieces of clues 
given by Nontsike during the discussions with Letswa, the detecti ve 
and the readers cannot get a glimpse of certain queries , and Letswa, 
cool and collected as he is, never wants to rush or even cause 
Nontsike to suspect that he is carrying out some invest igati on 
concerning the murder of Tshite. He plays for time and suspects 
certain questions. Ultimately al l queries are resolved: he is told 
that Chedodo and Magog are Frel imo/ Mosambican refugees who met with 
Mogwasa in Swaziland. He is ultimately told how Magog and Chedodo 
murdered Tshite; he is told of the cause of the relationship between 
Mogwasa Mogoga and Letlametlo, the med icineman who treated Mogoga 's 
wife, Nontsikelelo, when she was ..:ill' and had an encounter with 
Letswa and the police officers at Letlametlo's home. 

• When the climax comes with the arrest of Magog and Mogwasa Mogoga and 
his servants or employees, the author has already given the necessary 
exposition of the denouement. This was necessiated by the fact that 
Meokgo was having only a few days before being executed. Time was 
running out; the curtain of time was closing for Meokgo. After the 
revelation of the actual criminal s, no time was left but for f ast 

action. The narrator sums it by saying: 

Meokgo o ;Je a phologa, molato wa Jehu la kgos; 

wa hwelela, mola ngaka Let lametlo a ;Je a 
swarelwa homola . Gee le Mankwe o ;Je a ;kgoka ka 

bo; pele aka utollwa . 

Molato le ge o ;Je wa tsea d;kgwed; tse seswa; 
o rerwa, befelong bohle ba makala ge ba 
bona Mogoga a sale gare ga setshaba. Keba 

bakae bao ba kgaotswego ; 
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a hwa thereso ba boletse yeo e sego ya 

kgod(sa molao! 

Ke thereso! Ba boi base nago molato ba fela ba eba 
ditoutlo tsa meno a makgema. 

Etshwang mare banake di se le fetele (1986:106) . 
(Meokgo ' s life was spared , the case of kgosi's 
death was abandoned/ written off; while the 
medicineman , Letlametlo , was arrested 
for the silencing poison. Mankwe committed 
suicide by strangling before she could be exposed. 

Though the trial of the case dragged on for eight months, 
everybody was surprised to see Mogwasa Mogoga 
still living in the community . How many have 
been executed, died, having told the truth that 
could not convince the courts! 

It's true! The shy who are innocent usually 
become victims of the giants. Beware, my 

children and not be victims.) 

The denouement is brief and to the point and we feel satisfied that 
the author has successfully accomplished his aim within the limita
tions of the fair-play convention. 

3 . 6 CONCLUSION 

In the preceding paragraphs we have explained in some detail how the 

authors have moved and developed tight-plotting in their novels/
stories, we have seen that in all the selected texts, the main crimes 
committed were contrived and planned, although the planning differs 
from a few minutes to days of contemplation. In these texts the 
shortest time taken to plan for the murder was in Etshwang mare 

(1986). The planning or plotting of crimes in Letlapa la bophelo 

(1983) could be taken to be the next and the plotting of crime in 
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Tshipu e rile: ke lebelo could be taken to be the longest. We have 
seen and enjoyed the conflict which runs through all the selected 
texts. We have seen how the authors in the course of the development 
of the plots, distributed clues throughout and we enjoyed re-exami
ning and sifting the clues in order to see whether the hypothesi s 
formed before the new discovery is compatible with the new clues: 

The stories played fair . 

From the discussion given above we are of the opinion that the plot 
structure of the selected texts is nearly the same. The difference 
is brought about by the individual style of the authors. In our 
view , Esthwang mare {1986) has the best plot structure of the three. 

~ 

The author, M.T. Mothapo has shown very successfully , how Letswa came 
to know about how T!hite was murdered and the reason for the murder. 
It is fascinating to accompany the amateur detective when eliminating 
suspects until the real culprits or criminals are arrested and 
brought to justice . We rate Letlapa la Bophelo the second best and 
Tshipu e rile : ke lebelo the last of the three. Comparatively, 
Etshwang mare has a better structured plot than the other two. The 
det ails that make us come to this conclusion have been discussed in 
paragraphs 3.1 to 3.5 above. 

--- oOo ---
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CHAPTER 4 

CHARACTERIZATION 

4. Introduction 
4 .1 The Victims 
4.2 The Suspects 
4.3 The Detectives 
4.4 Comparative Conclusion 

4. INTRODUCTION 

The concept "character izat ion" is defined in different ways by a 
number of scholars. We will refer to a few of them . Cohen (1973:37) 
says : · 

The art of creat ing fict iona 1 characters 
in words wh ich give them human 
identity is called characterization . 

He further def i nes characterization as: 

the means whereby an author establishes 
the il lusion that the persons created 

by his words are indeed people or like 
people, with tra its and personalities 
which a reader can recognize and 

analyze (Cohen, 1973:177). 

Shaw (1 972:51) defines characterization as follows: 

The creation of images of imaginary 
persons in drama , narrative poetry, 
the novel and the short story, is 

called characterization. 
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This means t hat authors use words to creat e imaginary people in their 
literary works. The characters in fiction are, t herefore , not real 
people, they are like real people. In this study, we wil l take 
"characterization" to mean the way in which authors show t he actions, 
sayings, reactions and qualities of the people in these novel s; how 
these characters behave as individual human be i ngs i n their mutual 
relationships in the novels. Scholars such as Ar istotle, as ci t ed by 
Sayers in Winks 
should be good; 
and lastly they 

(1980:33} say that character s i n a detect i ve story 
they must be appropri ate, they must be l i ke real ity 

must be consistent from the firs t to the l ast. 

This view confirms the one expressed by Cohen (1973: 77) quoted above. 
We agree with these definitions because we are of t he opi ni on that 
when we study characters in a novel, we fi rst have to recogni se t hem 
and then analyse them. We have to see each character as an ind ivi 
dual i.e. the character must differ shar ply from other characters. 
He must stand out and engage the reader ' s i nterest . In this way we 
study the inner life and motivation of the characters. The naming 
and classification of characters depends upon the type of l iterature 
which is studied . In this study, we will concentrate on the vi ct ims, 
the suspects and the detectives. Subordinat e or intermediate charac
ters will only be referred to where necessary. 

4.1 THE VICTIMS 

In this study we will take the victim to mean the sufferer, or a 
person who is affected adversely when a cri me is commi tted e. g. 

murder, assault or rape. In theft cases and other cases i nvol vi ng 

property, such as arson, burglary and l arceny, the owner of the 

property is the victim. 

4.1.1 Rachel Sehlogo (Tshipu e rile: ke lebelo ... 1962 ) 

In our opin ion, Rachel Sehl ogo and Pol omeetse are "second rate" 

victims, because they became t he victims of crimi nals i n the crimi -
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nals' attempt to conceal their identities. Unfortunately, the author 
used them more than the original criminals which set the detective on 
the trail of suspects. This flaw reduces the quality of this novel 
as a detective novel. 

Rachel is assoc i ated with criminals . She recalls how Mamohapi and 
Dan (Makh i na) saved her life in a murder case trial where Sparks had 
highly incriminated her. We hear her saying: 

... Ka nnete ge nkabe e se wena 

le Dan yola wa letseka, thapo 
e ka bee jele nna sesitong sa gagwe! 

0 be a mpofile tsii! (1962:14). 

( ... Truly if it weren ' t because of you and 
the detective Dan, I would have been 
hanged in his place! He had really 
incriminated me beyond reasonable doubt . ) 

It is cl ear that Rachel must have associated with Sparks in one way 
or another. She might have been the friend of the girl whom Sparks 
murdered . At the time of Mamohapi 's visit to her, Rachel is associa
ted with Mamoga~wa, the leader of the Setsokotsane gang. Her asso
ciation with criminals might be ascribed to the socio-economic 
conditions of her times. She was in Alexandra Township, working at a 
sweet factory. Criminals, usually workshy people, always force love 

on beautiful working girls, who become a double advantage to the 
criminals. They will always have a place to sleep; they will have a 

source of income when their nefarious nocturnal acts have not mate

rialised. The frailty of women coupled with the need for security 
makes them easy prey for such unscrupulous gangsters and their 
bosses. When we take Rachel's beauty into consideration, we can 

appreciate her vulnerability in the society such as the one in 
Alexandra Township and Johannesburg. She is a victim of circum
stances. She is presently unemployed. She says: 
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Ke kgwedi ya bone ke dutle ka matsogo. 

Gona bjale ke phela ka nxanxa, ruri! (1962:15). 

(It is now the fourth month that I am unemployed, 
idling. I am struggling to make ends meet.) 

In answer to Mamohapi ' s remark that if she does not devise other 
means of living she will find life very difficult, she replies: 

Ke leka ka kudu go ba kgatong 

e tee le bangwe. Gona bjale ke 
iet~e ke kgona go dira mabjalwa ka 
mehuta ya ona. Le a Sekgowa ke nawo. 

Eupsa ga se thato ya ka (1962:15). 

(I try very hard to be in line with others. 
I am now able to make all kinds of homemade 
brews. Even European blends of liquor I stock. 
But I do that against my wish !) 

The last sentence in the above quotation viz. 

EupJa ga se thato ya ka 

(But it is not my wish to do so), 

clearly demonstrates the plight in which she finds herself , the 

plight which forces her to do the evil that she does not intend to 
do. This portrays to us, a character that is kind-hearted, and 
goodnatured. This still emphasizes the fact that she is naturally a 

well meaning personality, who would like to earn her living fa irly 
like any normal person in a normal society . When such a character 
becomes a victim of criminals, we feel we must sympathise with her. 
We feel guilty if we try to ignore her plight. When Rachel says to 

Mamohapi: 
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Pelong le moyeng wa ka ga go 

sa na bodulo bja Mamogalwa. Ruri , 
nka lokologa moyeng ge aka ya, goba 
a iswa moo re ka se sa bonanago 

gape matsatsing ka moka a go phela ga rena (1962:16). 

(In my heart and soul , there is no longer any 
place for Mamoga~wa . 
Truly, I shall feel relieved if he can go, or 
be taken to a place where we may never meet 
again in our life-time.) 

We feel she is very sincere, she is saying it with all her heart, 
with painful remembrances of past experiences, tortures which she 
could not report anywhere, or complain about to anyone. As a tear 
trickles unchecked down her cheek when she says these words, we as 
readers find ourvelsves in her position, and we cannot but sympathise 
with her. We immediately feel , if there was something we could do to 
relieve her at that moment, we would oblige . That is why we are not 
surprised when Mamohapi in her reaction to these sincere words which 
were all the time pent up in her, asks: 

Nae soma kae , mpsa yeo? (1962:17). 

(Where does it work, that dog?) 

Yes, she feels Mamogaswa is a dog. 
reduces him to the status of a dog. 

His illtreatment of Rachel 
When we look at Rachel Sehlogo 

from the other point of view, as a member of society, we tend to 
classify her among the types of girls who are immoral and are typical 
of degenerate township life. She is making different kinds of home
made brews, for sale. She is a shebeen queen like Ribs. She is 
contributing to the general corruption of the society in Alexandra 
Township. Were it not because of the 
families would have thrived better . 
under the leadership of her fiance', 
drinks who will frequent the shebeen. 

saying: 

shebeen she is running, many 
It is not only the gangsters 
but any partakers of strong 
Rachel herself owns it up by 
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Re phela ka moo re kgonago; e seng 

ka moo re swanet1ego (1962:15). 

(We live as best we can ; not as we should.) 

Rachel is not an angel. Apart from the external forces and factor s 
that cause a conflict within her, and force her to act contrary to 
her wishes at certain times, as we have seen above, she is to a 
certain extent to blame for the evil she perpetrates. She is no t 
trustworthy, but unreliable. This characteristic is exposed by wha t 
Petla says: 

0 boletse kgang ya senna, Mamogaswa, 

eupsa nna ga ke na kholofelo ngwanenyaneng 
yola o sikago naye. Ke mo hweditse lehono 
a ·na le mosetsana yo mongwe wa maahlo 
a go se tshephi!e, yo o ka rego o hlokomela 

dilo kudu. Rachel o sa tlo re tsenya ... ! (1962:21). 
(You have spoken like a man, Mamogaswa, 
but I do not trust that girlfriend of yours. 
Today I found her with a certain suspicious girl, who 
seems to be very careful on details. Rachel 
is still going to land us ... ! (He was interrupted by Mamogaswa) 

From Petla ' s statement, we infer that his suspicion of Rachel is not 
only founded on that day ' s discovery of the presence of a suspicious 
girl. It gives us the impression that Petla has been watching 

Rachel's movements, the company she keeps and after the sight of 
Mamohapi in Rachel ' s company, Petla feels he must make his susp1c1on 
clear to other members of the Setsokotsane gang. Even if Mamoga~wa 

interrupts him by saying that Rachel will never let them down, at the 
same time he tells us what will deter Rachel from divulging the 

secrets of the gang. He says: 
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Rachel aka sere tsenye felo! Aka sere 
ise fase legatee! Gomora o e tseba qabotse! 
Gatee a thoma bonokwane, re mo i~a gona! (1962:21). 

(Rachel cannot land us anywhere! She will never 
let us down. She knows Gomora very well! 
Once she starts showing signs of untrustworthiness, 
we take her there!) 

Mamoga!wa does not refute the plausibility of the untrustworthines s 
of Rachel. He expresses the feeling that , even if she may attempt to 
divulge the gang's secrets, she will remember Gomora , and all the 
evil that is done there, and she will refrain from revealing anything 
that can lead to the arrest of the gang. When the gang is surrounded 
by the police at their hide-out one evening, and Petla is ultimatel y 
struck ·unconscious and is arrested, one sees clearly that Petla's 
mistrust of Rachel was founded. 

After Petla ' s arrest, Mamogaswa remembered Petla ' s words and he 
indeed mishandled Rachel in her room, together with other members of 
the gang. Thereafter Rachel was taken to Gomora, where she was tied 
to a bedstead. Five hankerchiefs were stuffed into her mouth and a 
scarf tied round her mouth to ensure that she would not make any 
sound that might attract passersby. When recounting the gang 's 

actions towards her, Rachel herself says: 

Ba itiretse boithatelo ka nna, ka 
taelo ya Mamogaswa , ka lenaneo lae 

gagwe ke be ke swanetse go hwa 
pele letsatsi le hlaba, gomme ke 
lahlwe moo go lahlwago bangwe (1962:41). 

(They have done what they like with me at 

Mamogaswa ' s instruction. 
According to his plan I ought to die 
before sunrise, and be thrown to the place 
where all others have been thrown). 
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She is vengeful and vindictive . This knowledge we get from what she 
says of Mamogaswa after Makhina has rescued her from Gomora. She 
says: 

Rur;, nka thakgala kudu go bona Mamogaswa 
a f;swa ka mol lo wa kerese go f;hlela a ehwa! 

Tse a nt;r;lego t!ona, ngwanamolo; yola, ke tla d; 
nagana matsats;ng ohle a go phela ga ka, 
gomme ke tla mo hlologelela bomad;mabe 

go f;hlela lehung la ka (1962:41). 

(Really, I can be very pleased to see Mamogaswa 
being burned to death by a candle light! What 
he did with me, that son of a witch, I will 
remember all the days of my life, and I will 
wish him ill-luck up to the day I die.) 

She cannot pardon or forgive him for what he did with her. The words 
she says above are part and parcel of herself . They come from her 
inner self, her real self; they have not been cast upon her by 
circumstances in which she finds herself. She has so matured that at 
the end she feels she must go back to school with the money 
"bequeathed" to her by Mamogaswa. This makes her so 1 i fe-1 i ke that 
we see in her the spinsters we meet in our daily life, furthering 
their education after many frustrations in their lives . The narrator 

says of her: 

Rachel Sehlogo o ;kem;ied;tse go boela 

sekolong ka tshelete yela a e tlogelet~wego 

ke Mamogaswa (1962:81). 
(Rachel Sehlogo is prepared to go back to school 

" with that money "bequeathed" to her by Mamogaswa.) 

This change of attitude toward life in Rachel seems to us to be very 

appropriate. Life ' s frustrations have been shaping her mind for this 
change. She is so tired of the rough life she has led that when she 
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imagines what could have happened to her on the night Makhina fou nd 
her tied to a bedstead, with five hankerchiefs stuffed into her mou th 
and her mouth securely tied with a scarf, she cannot but opt for a 
bet ter way of living . It i s natural that she decides to go back to 

school to further her studies. This also reveals to us that she must 
have been of above average i ntelligence and she had been unable t o 
further her studies because of a lack of finances. We feel convinced 
and satisfied that Rachel is not a caricature. She surprises us in a 
convincing way when she ultimately turns away from the life of the 
underworld and chooses to lead a normal life by working honestly for 

a l iving . 

4 . 1. 2 Seipati Khosa in Letlapa la Bophelo (1983) 

There is more than one victim i n this novel, but we will look at the 
one who seems to be the main cause of concern and thus the reason why 
this book was written, viz. Seipati Khosa. Her suffering and death 
l ead to all the detective work done in this novel. The role played 
by Chabalala i n advancing the plot of this novel and Seipati ' s 
reactions are noted with interest . He is the one who was paid large 
sums of money monthly in order not to disclose the actual cause of 
Mr Khosa ' s death. It is these monthly payments, made to Chabalala 
by Suzi Khosa that caused Seipati to write a letter to Desmond, 

requesting him to detect the person who was causing her step-sister 

such a lot of money . In that letter she says: 

Desmond 
V 

Leka ka maatla go hwelsa motho yo 
a phed;1ago kgaetsedj ya ka gabohloko 
ka go mo lefjsa tshelete ye nts; (1983 : 15). 

(Try by all means to find the person who is 
pestering my step-sister by causing her to 

pay a lot of money as protection fee.) 
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Seipati did that innocently. She did not think she was meddling in 
other people ' s affairs. From members of the underworld such as 
Shima, we are able to see the actual relationships among the key 
characters. When Shima discloses the relationship between Chabalala, 
Seipati and Suzi, we take it for granted, and it helps in our 
appreciation of the circumstances surrounding Seipati's death. Shima 
says: 

Go kwala gore yola Chabalala 

o be a ratana le Seipati. Bjale 

yo Suzi a utswa lesogana le la 

ngwanabo moo go ilego gwa tsoga 

ntwa magareng a bona (1983:45). 

(It is rumoured that Chabalala was 
in love with Seipati. Then Suzi also 
fell in love with Chabalala with the 
result that friction ensued between 

the two step-sisters .) 

We take this clue seriously because it is revealing the complex web 
of individual relationships which merge smoothly into social 
relationships which parallel life more accuratel~. 

Seipati had confidence in Desmond Motsamai. The letter she wrote to 
him was not an official letter written to a charge office, but was a 
letter written to a friend who had the ability to track down the 
cruel bug that was mercilessly sucking her step-sister's money. The 
picture we get of Seipati Khosa, is that of a kind-hearted lady, who 
would not allow injustice to go on unchecked. She is a peace-loving 

lass. Although she has not disclosed how much money her step-sister 
had to pay regularly to the unknown person, we get a glimpse of what 
she meant by "a lot of money", when she offers Desmond five thousand 
rand to use while he is investigating the case. If she feels free 
to part with five thousand rand in order to stop her step-sister from 
losing more money, then we begin to appreciate the 
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step she is taking. We begin to guess that her step-sister was 
definitely paying out a lot more than the five thousand rand and more 

so, when it is taken into account that the step-sister would have to 
pay that "lot" of money to that "person" as long as they were both 
ali ve. We immediately feel Seipati has taken the right step, which 
we could al so take under the circumstances. This incident is one of 
those truths of human life that we infer from the story. She has 
r eacted naturally. The sum of five thousand rand that she is sending 
to Desmond is presumably sent by cheque. It is not very surprising 
that she sends him such a large sum because her late father, we have 

been told , was a millionaire. The narrator says: 

Khosa e bee le monna wa dimilione 
o be a na le basadi ba babedi (1983:16). 
( :. Khosa was a millionaire , he had two wives.) 

Sei pati was Mr Khosa ' s first daughter and only child of his first 
wife and she was her father ' s pearl as we are told by his second wife 

when she says: 

Khosa e bee le monna wa ka, 
Kenna ke mmolailego ka thoboro 
ge ke lemoga gore o rata Seipati, 

ngwana wa mosadi wa pele go 
feta Suzi wa ka . Ka gona ka dira 
gore e tseiwe bjalo ka kotsi (1983:65). 

(Khosa was my husband. I am the one 
who killed him with a revolver when 
I realised that he loved Seipati , the daughter 
of his first wife , more than my daughter, Suzan. 

I then faked it as an acc ident.) 

The author has prepared the circumstances plausibly for this millio
naire lass to be able to sign a cheque for such an amount. 
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Whilst conceding to the kindheartedness of Seipati in this humanita
r ian gesture to Desmond, we get new information as the novel deve
lops, which make us doubt whether Seipati did not somehow suspect 
foul play in connection with her father ' s untimely death. Shi ma 
gives some clue to this suspicion when he discloses that Seipati was 
in love with Chabalala and after some time, Chabalala fell in love 
with Suzi, This sharing of a lover caused friction which led to a 
fight between the two step-sisters. Chabalala tried to separate 
them, but it was in vain. Such clues make us appreciate Seipati 's 
actions from another perspective. 

Seipati had feelings and emotions like everyone of us. She was in 
love with Chabalala and on realising that Chabalala was also in love 
with Suzi, she could not contain the jealousy in her. She could have 
confronted Suzi for agreeing to be Chabalala's fiancee knowing full 
well that Chabal ala was in love with her. This is inferred from the 
evidence given by Shima and the one given by Suzi above. Looking at 
the way Seipati was shot dead, we feel she could have been murdered 
because Suzi and her mother had realised that she was beginning to 
show some suspicion of them having killed her father purposefully . 
This suspicion is logical, when we consider the fact that Seipati was 

in love with Chabalala. Chabalala must at one stage have said 
something about his knowledge of Mr Khosa ' s murderers. Her gesture to 
Desmond, of sending him the sum of five thousand rand in order to 

help Suzi could not have been the real thing. It is probable that 
she was using her intelligence, trying to hide under the pretext of 
sympathising with Suzi, whereas she knew that Chabalala would ultima

tely expose her father's murderers. She must have been a very 
intelligent lass. She calculated correctly, that should she be 
direct, she would be risking being killed like her father. Unfortu
nately, for her, the love affair between Suzi and Chabalala turned 
the tables in a way she did not foresee. This logical conclusion is 
confirmed by what Suzi ' s mother says about how Seipati was killed 

when she says: 
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Bjale kotsi ye nngwe gape, Seipati 
a senya ka go di tsenatsena, ya ba 

gore le yena a tlo~we tsatsing (1983:65). 

(Now, another accident again, Seipati 
made a mistake by meddling in the cause 
of death of her father, we had no choice but 
to remove her from being an obstacle 
by k i 11 i ng her.) 

In the same way , they caused the deaths of many persons, who could 

endanger their lives by giving information to detective Desmond 
Motsamai. This we gather directly from "Hrs Hahlangu" when she 
reacts to Desmond ' s statement that Mrs Mahlangu and Dr Mahlangu are 
fit for gallows for the multi-murders they are causing. She says: 

4 .1.3 

Go ka se go thu~e selo Hotsamai. Hehlala 

yohle e phumut~we ka ge wena o le mo. 
Ga go motho yo a tlogo tseba moo lego 

gona. Bohle ba tseba ge o loret1e 

koloing ye e swelego tseleng ya go ya 

Hodimolle ... Hotsamai o hwile, 

g~ setie Done lego moriti wa wa gago (1983:65). 

(It won 't help you anyth ing, Motsamai. All 
evidences/tracks have been removed because 
you are here. Nobody will ever know that 
you are here. All know that you were burnt to ashes in the 
car that burnt out on the road leading to Modimolle ... 

Motsamai is dead, only Don, your shadow, remains.) 

Tshite (Etshwang mare} (1986} 

More than one person died in the course of this novel. As in Letlapa 
la Bophelo (1983), we realise that all other "victims" besides 
T~hite, may not be called "victims" in this context. They died 

because the criminals and their accomplices were trying hard t o 
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remove anybody suspected of be ing capable of releasing dangerous 

cl ues to detecti ves. There were other "victims" who died in the 
course of detection . We have here the short , well-built man who had 
accompanied Mohlatl o to dig up a grave at the cemetery one ni ght . 
That short , st rong man is Chedodo, one of Mogwa~a's faithful ser 
vant s . He was killed by Letswa ' s poisoned arrows whilst Chedodo was 
ins ide Ramatsha ' s grave, digging up the corpse in order to take the 
coffin back to the mortuary. Tshite is the main victim in this nove l 
and she i s the one we will l ook closely at in this study. We would 

l i ke to look at her personal i ty and her relationship with other 
characters in this novel . 

We first see her in a humble family, whose head is an unmarried 
woman. T~hite was born out of wedlock. The narrator gives us t he 
pi cture of T~hite ' s mother as follows : 

Ruri ke t ~ona tsa moroto wa t~hego, 

ge mmago a be a nyet~we ke lapa ; 
wena ngwanagwe wa se nyalwe eupsa 

dithorwana o topilego ka ntle gwa 

thobolwa ye nngwe: (1986 : 13). 

(Really it is pathetic, when your mother 
was married for a particular family but 
not by a specific man; and you as 
her daughter do not get married, 
but bear a few children out of wedlock, 
and one of those very few children is murdered.) 

Under these circumstances, it is understandable that T~hite was from 

a very humble and poor family . It is appreciable that she gathered 
more dry cowdung than her companions the day she was murdered. She 
was a hardworker , possibly the f i rst born daughter of her mother, 

Malehu . 
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Her circle of friends is very limited. Leratetso is her only bosom 
friend. She is the one in whom she could confide. The narrator 
says: 

Leratetlo a folosa tsohle tseo 
a di kwelego le tsohle a di tsebago (1986:15). 

(Leratet~o told them everything she 
had heard and everything she knew.) 

This is the reason why Tshite ' s mother and Teku, pointed at Leratet so 
as the person who could testify before the official detectives about 

Tshite ' s private life. That is why in answer to a question by 
Matengwa she answered emphatically as follows: 

T1hite e bee le motho wa go 
ithata kudu go feta makgarabe 
a mantsi a motse WO. Le 
batswadi ba ka babe ba nkgopisa 
gantsi ba nkgala gore ke reng ke sa 
gate bjalo ka Tshite medirong. 0 be 
a rata mediro ya gagwe le ge a be 
a ena le mariri. Ge le bona matsi le 
megobolo yeo e sa 
diatla tsa gagwe. 

ya ka ntle ke moo 

kgahlisago re bona 
Medirong ye mentti 

o bego o ka sere 

hloke mmogo. 0 be a tshwenywa ke 

masogana le banna bao ba bego ba 
mo goka ba sa fetse. Seo ke sona seo 
se bego se ripa leoto la gagwe. Lege 
go le bjalo o be a kwana le motho o 
tee sephiring; yoo e lego yena Heokgo. 
Lege sephiri sa bona se ile sa re se 

phunyologile gwa kwala batswadi ba 
lesogana ba rile ngwana wa bona aka se 

nyale ngwana wa modiitlana 
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seo e b;le seo se ;Jego sa ;pontiha se sa 

ame baratan; bao ka moragonyana ga moo. 
Motho wa bofelo yoo a ;Jego a kgopela sego 

sa meetse ka gabo T~h;te e b;Je morwa wa 

Mankwe , Phehl;. Gona moo go ;1e gwa 
kwala kgad; ya serom;wa e ntth;tse 

mantsu a go hlaba ge ba mo ganetsa 
ka mosad; (1986:16-17 ). 

(Tshite had a very high self-esteem because she was very 
tidy, more than most lasses of 
this village. Even my own parents teased me 
on several occasions by asking me why I 
do not go about my work as Tshite does. 
She enjoyed her household chores although 
she was too slow. When you look at these 
wall decorat ions and beauti ful finishing touches 
on the lapa-walls, you see her artful hands. 
At most outdoor chores we were always together. 
She was troubled by lads and men who always 
proposed love to her. That is what made her 
prefer staying at home most of the time. 

Despite that , she had only one secret-lover; 
viz. Meokgo. Although at one time their secret 
love-affair was nearly interrupted, by the 
rumour that Meokgo ' s parents were alleged 
to have said that their son could not marry 

the daughter of a pauper, that did not 
affect the lovers thereafter . The last person 
to wish to marry Tshite was Mankwe ' s son, Phehli. 

It is alleged that Phehli ' s aunt who 
was sent to Tshite ' s home, uttered unpleasant 

words when she failed to get what she had 

gone for.) 
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This description of Tshite gi ves us the reason why her myster ious 
death should be investigated by official detectives and al mos t 
everybody in the village. Any one would wish that such a meticul ous, 
industrious , self-respect i ng l ass be his/ her daughter-in-law. Even 
t he l ads and men who were not successful in their advances to Tshite 
felt duty-bound to go and l ook for her in the bush when she was 
r epor ted mis si ng. Who knows , perhaps one would be lucky enough to 
rescue her i f she were found st ill alive , and then one would in that 
way win her as one ' s wife . That cannot be ruled out because more 
than one person may do the same piece of work for different reasons 
and motives. She loved Meokgo , granted, but when circumstances 
dictated , she sometimes had to break appointments with him as a 
result of which the two lovers sometimes had a tiff. This is normal 
and acceptable . When Matengwa wanted to know from Meokgo the kind of 
quarrels he and T!hite sometimes had, he replied that on several 
occasions she dishonoured the i r appointments . 

T! hite was not an angel. When she suspected Meokgo might be in love 
with another lass or girl like Leratetso, she did not keep quiet . 
She accused Meokgo of it, even wi thout having any proof to support 
her suspicions. She loved Meokgo very much and because jealousy is 
love ' s cousin, such feelings are quite normal and tolerable. On t he 
other hand, Meokgo knew his i nnocence and he once clapped T~hite for 
accusing him of being in love wi th Leratet~o. Such clashes or tiffs 
never weakened or diluted their love for each other. Leratetso also 

remained their bosom friend , and continued to act as their go-between 

in passing his secret love letters to T~hite . 

Leratet~o and Tshite remained friends even if at one stage T~hite 
suspected Meokgo of having an affair with Leratet~o. T~hite was 
beautiful . That is why Letswa, the amateur detective, thought that 
the murderer must have had love interests in T~hite because of her 
beauty. He is of the opinion that the male must have seen T~hite 
walking down to the forest alone, and then followed her. The suppo
sition is that Tshite must have been murdered by a jealous man, whose 

proposals of love to T~hite were unsuccessful. 
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On the other hand we do not imply that Tshite was without blemish. 
We have been told by the narrator that she sometimes accompanied 
Meokgo to his home at night. This is proof that she was not an 
angel. She was human and lived like a mortal being. She passed 
through the adolescent stage of development like all girls and 
behaved as expected. 

The victims discussed in these texts are all young women, all un
married. Rachel and Tshite are from poor families, whereas Seipati 
Khosa is from a very wealthy family. It is interesting to note how 
emotionally stable Tshite and Seipati are in contrast to Rachel . Of 
the three ladies, Rachel is the most well developed character who 
grows naturally to maturity as the story unfolds. Perhaps this has 
been possible, because, of the three victims, Rachel is the only one 
who was not murdered. The other two were victims of murder and this 
cut short their development as characters. The murdered victims are 
depicted in a plausible manner that makes us feel none of them was 
merely brought into the picture for the sake of being murdered. The 
authors have put them in satisfactory setting that suited the circum
stances surrounding their murders . 

4.2 THE SUSPECTS 

We shall trace the suspects in the selected texts and show who the 

murderers and criminals are. 

4.2.1 The Setsokotsane gang {Tshipu e rile: ke lebelo} 

This gang consisted of the following members: Mamoga~wa (leader) 
Mokopa, Petla, Moswinini and Polomeetse. These are only nicknames , 
their real names are Piet Bothata, Aaron Mlenze, Robinson Dikgale , 
Herman Aasvoel and Herbert Nkuna respectively. It is striking to 
note the reptile names used in giving nicknames to members of this 
gang. It is again striking to note that the gang is composed of 

members from different ethn ic groups e.g . Piet Bothata and Robinson 
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Dikgale presumably from the Northern Sotho group; Aaron Mlenze from 
the Zulu group; Herman Aasvoel from the Coloured group and Herbert 
Nkuna from the Tsonga group. They are birds of a feather. Their 
poverty and unemployment uni tes them and cements them together in 
t heir attempts at getting articles and food to improve their social 
stand i ng. Whether the means justifies the end or not, to them it is 
i rrelevant . In their struggle to enrich themselves, they will f ight 
to the death to remove any obstacles that come in their way . In t his 
study we will look at Mamoga~wa , the leader or boss of this gang. 

Mamogaiwa i s impatient and uncompromising with persons who seem to 
undermine hi s author i ty . At the "Big House" in 60th Avenue, we hear 
hi m talking like a boss , and he is one! All members of his gang mus t 
t ake his instrtuctions without questioning their authentic ity . 
Anyone ·who attempts to disagree with him, or tries to defect from the 
gang will be murdered merc i lessly by the "boss". We hear him tell 

his gangsters that : 

Yo aka reng ge go bonala kotsi , 
goba re le kotsing a hunyela, a 
nape a ye maleng a lefase, re 
se sa bonana gape! Gobane, ruri , 
ka mma mo re hlakanago ke tla 
ngwala lebit~o la ka mo mpeng ya 

gagwe ka selo se! (1962:20) . 
(Anybody who, in times of danger, or when 

danger is simmering, can dare attempt 
to retreat or withdraw, should disappear 
for good, that we should never meet again! 
Because truly, by my mother ' s name where we can 

meet I will write my name on his belly with 

this thing!) 

We picture a strong , tough red -eyed thug who meant exactly what he 
was saying. A merciless thug who could not tolerate anything that 
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acted as a stumbling block to him in his quest for money. To confirm 
that these suspects were only after wordly riches by stealing and 
robbing other people of their property, their leader says: 

Re swanetse go sepela bosegong bjo, 
go lata mekotla ya motsoko . Mokgalabje 
yola o ngwetse gore o eme gabotse . 
0 letet~e rena. Ge re boa gona re 
swanet1e go leka go hwetsa d;kgomo kua 

Ma;kaneng. Maga ye ya Gauteng ga e sa na 
bophelo. Re swanetse go ya ntle, moo batho 
ba gona ba sa lego borokong. Nna nka 
se lokele hlogo mor;t;ng, pele ke hlakanya 

d;naga tse. E tla bee senna Mamogaswa! (1962:20-21). 
(We must leave tonight to go for the bags of dagga. 
That old man has wr itten to inform us that he has enough 
and is only waiting for us. On our way back we 
must try and get some cattle at Maikaneng. 
There is no more life here in Johannes burg. We 
must go out to places where the people are not 
c 1 ever. I won ' t rest until I touch a 11 these p 1 aces, 

\I 
I Mamogaswa!) 

The gang leave at his instructions. They even reach Vendaland , where 
their "old man ff has bags of dagga ready for them. Mamoga1wa and 
members of his gang, viz. Mokopa and Moswinini are misled by the 
"rea 1 med; c foeman" they meet in Venda 1 and; the man who promises them 
a medicinal charm that will make them invisi ble to the police. 
Ultimately, after a fierce fight between Mamoga\wa and the detective , 
we see the gang arrested and the narrator tells us: 

\I Ka go ya gagwe o be a rwele Mamogaswa le Mokopa, 

Natshenda a rwele Mosw;n;n;. 
V 

BoMakh;na ba r;le go tlogela boMamogaswa 
Marshall Square, ba leba Alexandra (1 962:77). 
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(In his car he carried Mamogaiwa and Mokopa, 
Natshenda carrying Moswinini Makhina 
and Natshenda left Mamoga~wa and his gangsters 
at Mars ha ll Square and went to Alexandra.) 

The suspects are proved and found guilty as charged. When at the end 
the judge pronounces/ passes judgement on the four members of the 
Setsokotsane gang. the readers feel the murderers and criminals have 
paid for their evil actions . The narrator says: 

ke re wena , Rob;nson o;kgale, o tla 
ya kgolegong ngwaga ye mehlano, gore mabenkele 
a batho a sale a jkhud;t~e go thubja ke wena (1962:78). 

( ... I say you, Robinson Dikgale, are sentenced 
to five years imprisonment so that shops 
can rest from being broken into by you.) 

To the other members of the Setsokotsane gang the judge says: 

v ... Le tla tsewa moo le emego gona, 

la ;swa kgolegong, go bale dut~e 

matsogong a molao. Gomme 
ka morago ga moo, le tla kad;etswa 
ka melala ya lena, go f;hlela le ehwa. 

Eka Morena aka bale meoya ya lena (1962:79) . 

( ... You will be taken from where you are 

to jail, where you wi ll be kept under 
the law . Thereafter you wi ll be hanged 
by your necks until you di e. May the 

Lord be with your souls.) 

Even i f these criminals have not repented, the readers feel they have 

paid squarely for their ev il act ions. This atonement is to a certai n 
extent the way in which society can forgive the criminals. 
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4.2.2 Suzi Khosa (Letlapa la Bophelo) 

The primary suspects are the Khosa family. By this we refer to Suzi 
Khosa and her mother. Of the two we single out Suzi as our primary 
suspect. We are aware that the author spells this name in two 
different ways i.e. Suzi and Susi, and we shall accept them as he has 
written them and use the t wo forms interchangeably. 

Desmond Motsamai visi ts the Khosa family, Suzi Khosa 's house , which 
he nicknames "SMALL HEAVEN''. His aim is to get some clues as to the 
cause of Seipati ' s death. He tells Suzi that his mission in coming 
there is to make a follow-up on Seipati ' s letter so that he 
(Motsamai) should help Susi . He says: 

Susi, ke tlamegile go gapeletsa mabaka. 
Ke hwedit1e lengwalo la go tswa go 
Seipati, o nkgopetse gore ke go thu~e ... (1983:25). 

(Susi, I had to force issues. I received a 
letter from Seipati in wh ich she requested 
me to help you ... ) 

Susi ' s reaction to Motsamai ' s stat ement of intent is interesting and 
has far-reaching implications in the detective's search for clues and 

confirms to a certain degree the suspicion Motsamai has on this Khosa 

family. Susi retorts: 

Bjale mpotse, o leka go humana eng 
gonna ka gore ke kgale mola 
Seipati ·a bolokwang? (1 983 :26). 
(Tell me, what are you trying to extract 

from me because Seipati was 

buried long ago.) 

Susi must have been surprised by Motsamai ' s intention. This is 
natural , more so when it is a year ago since Seipati was buried. But 

the words 
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... o leka go humana eng gonna ... 
( .. . What are you trying to extract from me ... ) 

give us the impression of self-guilt or a guilty conscience by Susi. 
The words give the detective and the readers the impression that 
Susi's conscience is not clear. She suffered a long year, struggling 
with the knowledge that she would one day have to account for 
Seipati's death . At the back of her mind, she stored the information 
concerning Seipati ' s death, and because she was never suspected of 
the murder of Seipati, her conscience never gave her peace of mind. 
Perhaps it is this awareness of the part she played in the murder of 

Seipati that caused her to sometimes live in seclusion, under the 
cloak of illness. That is why we hear the nurse telling Motsamai 
that: 

Susi o a fokola, ka gona ga a 
swanelwa go bonwa (1 983 :25). 

(Susi is ill, therefore she should not receive visitors.) 

Perhaps it is not a cloak of illness. She was mentally disturbed. 
The conflict within her forced her to need hours, days and sometimes 
weeks of solitary confinement in her bedroom. She needed time to 
meditate about the means she could use to conceal any clues that 
might lead to her discovery as a murderer. 

Motsamai tells Susi that his conscience will not allow him to use 
Seipati 's money without working for it. Susi replies: 

Hme ke a go botla Hotsamai , 
o ka se ye kgole le dinyaki1i1o 

tse tsa gaga (1983:26). 
(I can assure you, Motsamai, you will 

not go far with your investigations.) 

Motsamai is surprised by this statement, and rightly so. He replies: 
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Nao be o tseba ka bonokwane bjo? (1983:26). 
(Did you know about thi s infamous plot?) 

We hear Suzi replying: 

Ga ke tsebe selo, eupsa ke na le 
temogo y a gore Seipat i o be a 
t shwenyega kudu ka nna 

a nagana gore ke mo kotsing (1983:26). 
(I know nothing, but I am aware 
that Seipat i used to be worried very 

much about me, th inking that I was in danger.) 

In the short dialogue between Motsamai and Suzi, in her bedroom, we 
are convinced that Motsamai ' s suspici on is confirmed. Why does Suzi 
say that Motsamai wil l not make any reasonable progress in his 
investigations? Why did Suzi say to Motsamai that he should not tell 
anybody that she is around at that house? Why was it on ly Dr 
Mahlangu and his nurses who know where Suzi was? Who was brought by 
the chauffeur who had parked in front of the door at ti SMALL HEA VEN"? 

Even if Motsamai did not have ready answers to these questions as he 
left the ti SMALL HEAVEN'', they were fl ashing through his mind and 
sharpened his wi ts and made him more determined than ever to unravel 
the mystery surrounding Seipati ' s death. Readers feel Motsamai ' s 
suspici on of the Kho sa family is well grounded. Suzi ' s reaction and 
her state of mind; the type of life she leads and the tight security 

measures used, are all contributory factors in confirming our suspi

cion of her involvement either directly or indirectly, in the myste
rious deaths of Mr Khosa and his daughter, Seipati. The question is: 

Will the suspicion come true? 

Suzi i s 
gunpoint . 

ruthless. We see her taking Desmond Motsamai captive 
to Desmond that she was involved 
offers Desmond Rl0 000,00 so that 

She 
Seipati ' s death . 
should abandon 

pleading: 

confesses 

She even 
his search for Seipati ' s murderers. We hear 

at 
in 

he 
her 
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Thu1a nna hle, a o lemog;le gore 
ge o ka ;~a pele ka d;nyak;i;so 

tse o tla wet1a nna kots;ng? (1 983:55). 
(Help me please, are you aware that 
should you continue with investigations 
you will endanger my life?) 

On page 58 Suzi confesses straightforwardly that she is the one who 
shot Seipati Khosa dead. She says: 

Ka ge yo se;pat; a be a tseba gore 

go motho yo a ntef;1ago go gata t~a 
tate, a go ngwa lela gore o nthu}e. 
Gape go ;1e gwa tsoga ntwa magareng 

a· ka le ngwaneso. Chabalala ge a lamola, 

ka leka go mo thunya, eup~a se;pat; a 

tla tseleng ya kolo (1983 :58). 
(As Seipati knew that there was somebody who was 
causing me to pay him in order not to reveal 
the news about my father, she wrote to you to 
help me. There ensued a quarrel between me 
and my sister. When Chabal ala tried to separate 
us, I tried to shoot him, but Seipati ran in the 

way of the bullet.) 

Even though Motsamai heard this confession, at the time he was 

helpless. He could not dare attack her. She was fully armed and he 
was dis armed. He was Suzi's prisoner at her farm, Modimolle . That 
short and stout woman eating dates appeared before Mot samai again, 
and assured him that she was the same woman whom he knew very well. 

When Motsamai cal led her a "cr;m;nal", she told him that would not 

help him. 

0 bola;swa ke bohlale bja gago. 

Batho ba tla hlabja ke moya ge o le mo (1983:64). 
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(You suffer because of too much knowledge. 
People will relax i n your absence when you are here.) 

Bryan rescued Motsamai from the "hell" i n whi ch he was. The lady who 
was also kept at that house under "arrest" was al so rescued . The 
short , stout lady escaped by car after reali si ng that Bryan had 
succeeded in " freeing " Desmond. 
gave chase. The short , stout 
Bryan remarked : 

Bryan , Desmond and t he rescued lady, 
l ady ultimatel y committed suicide . 

0 lefet1e dibe t t a gagwe (1983:72). 

(She has paid for her si ns . ) 

We note with interest the catal ysti c role played by Suz i ' s mother in 
the development of thi s novel. Her i nfluence on her daug ht er and her 
t imely appearances in Desmond ' s t ryi ng moment s of i nvestigat ions 
depi ct her as a real plotter , a conspirator with an insat i abl e love 
for money and food. Suzi had taken aft er her mother. She had a very 
superfi cial spirituality, that is why the crimes she commi tted al ways 
haunted her and she even had to f ake i l lness and remain in her pal ace 
at Izintaba under heavy guard . She was at times an energet ic, 
emotional opportunist as we have seen in the case of the bribery of 
Chabalal a, the killing of Seipati and their ar rest of De smond . She 
is ultimately arres t ed and sentenced to l ife-impri sonment and we feel 
she is the culprit , the criminal that deserves such puni shment; 

after all justice must be seen to be done . 

4.2.3 Meokgo (Etshwang mare) 

We find more than one suspect in this novel . In our opinion, Meokgo 
is suspect number one among them . Other suspects are Phehli , 

Letlamet lo, Kgosigad i Mankwe' s sister -in-law and Kgosi Sehl odi mare . 
The least suspected man is t he businessman , Mogwa~a Mogoga. 

In criminal cases involving deat h and theft , member s of the family of 
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the deceased or of the family t o whom the stolen property belongs, 
are the first suspects. From there all interested part ies, from the 
closest friends to enemies become suspects. Evi dence must be found 
to prove the suspicion either wrong or r ight. Malehu had very few 
children - only two , and there was no evidence that she might have 

had a hand in T~hite ' s death. 

It was also alleged that T~hite cou ld have been kill ed by a wild 
animal , but it was not so convincing. We hear Meokgo saying: 

Meno e bile a sebata. Maree bi le a sebata 

mmogo le marofa eupsa ... eup1a . .. go bile 
bolotsana bja motho goba ba mmalwa . . . (1986 :6) . 

(The teeth that tore her were of a wild beast . 
The saliva and the footprints were of a wild beast , 
but ... but ... there has been some human element, one 

or more i nvo 1 ved, ... ) 

In the process of investigation, Let~wa was told how Kgo~i 
Sehlodimare was involved. Kgosigadi Mankwe referred the detection of 
the human culprit to Kgosi Sehlodimare, who promised to show all the 
villagers what would happen to the suspected culprit , through the use 
of herbs. The medicineman who would avenge T~hite 's death was 

Letlametlo, Kgosi Sehlodimare ' s chief witchdoctor . 

Letswa doubted whether the Kqosi's medici neman would ever 

T!hite's murderer. On the other hand we have the off i cial 

expose 
police 

detective, captain Matengwa, who was i nvest i gating the murder case. 
He collected . evidence from different persons , starti ng with the 
bereaved mother and her close rel atives to anyone from whom he could 

glean clues about the case he is i nvestigating . Among others 
Matengwa was told of the young man who was in love wi th T~hite 
namely, Meokgo. He was told that after the corpse had been 

discovered, it was first taken to Homol ang's mortuary. Duri ng the 
course of his investigations at the mortuary , he was told about a 
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piece of a letter that was found in one of T~hite ' s pockets. The 
owner of the mortuary gave evidence as follows: 

Ka potleng e tee ya seoparo sa mohu 

go humanwe nkgelana ya lengwalo. 
Ke ;le ka kgopela moamoged; wa ka, 

Mohlatlo go e boloka. Yona e be 
e bolela ka ts;elego ... se sengwe sa 

pelaetso ke gore mohu o be aka no 

ba sesad;ng ka pelaet!o yeo e bilego 
gona ka ngwakwana wa lapa la gagwe . .. (1986:22-23). 

(In one of the pockets of the deceased's dress 
was found a piece of a letter. I requested 
my receptionist, Mohlatlo, to keep it safely . 
It was expressing the writer's anxiety . .. 
Another suspicious matter is the possibility that 
the deceased was expectant by then because 
of the suspicious condition of her womb ... ) 

This information influenced captain Matengwa to suspect T!hite's 
fiance, Meokgo. Hence his decision to collect evidence from that 

young m~n. The narrator says: 

Mafelelong Matengwa a lemoga gore 

go ka ba bohlokwa go ikopanya 

le Meokgo (1986:24). 
(At last Matengwa realised it was 

imperative for him to meet 
Meokgo personally . ) 

That same evening Matengwa went to Meokgo's home with the aim of 
collecting evidence that might incriminate or free Meokgo as a 
suspect. When colonel Sesela interviewed Meokgo to collect evidence 
concerning this murder case, we hear Meokgo confirming the suspicion 
of pregnancy that was voiced by Mogwasa of the mortuary on the day he 
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was cross-examined by Matengwa. This short dialogue between Col 
Sesela and Meokgo gives the necessary clue to Tshite 's pregnancy: 

Geo be o mo imisit~e! 
Go be go le pelaelo ye bjalo. 

Pejana o rile mohu o be a se na le bolwetii 

bjoo a bego a go boditse ka ga bjona! 
V Seo se emerego goba se dusa, ga go 

thwe se a lwala. 

Ke tlhago (1986:33). 

(If you had impregnated her!) 
(There was such a suspicion.) 
(Earlier you said the deceased 
had no illness which she had 
told you of.) 
(That which is expectant or pregnant is not ill. 
It is natural.) 

The two police officers, Captain Matengwa and Colonel Sesela, are 
happy with the clues they get from Meokgo. They are convinced he is 
suspect number one. His dogs have possibly caused the death of the 
deceased. Hence they instruct Meokgo 's parents to tell him to report 
at the Pietersburg Police Station the following day or the day 
thereafter. The narrator puts it as follows: 

Go Bantlholetse ba laela gore 

Meokgo a tle seteileneng sa 

Polokwane ka leo le latelago 

goba go hlwa gosasa. Lege 

o ka e buela leopeng magokobu 

a tlo go bona (1986:51). 

(They told Bantlholetse that Meokgo 
should report at the Pietersburg 
police station the following day 
or the day thereafter. Whatever 
one does secretly, there is someone 

somewhere who sees you.) 
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That is how Meokgo was eventually arrested, together wi th his two 
dogs, for Tshite ' s murder. It is interesting to note how this 
suspect was even sentenced to death twice and how he ultimately 
escaped execution when the true culprits were discovered through 
Let~wa ' s investigations . The man who was least suspected , Mogwa\a 
Mogoga, the owner of the mortuary, used his servants Chedodo and 
Magog for the nefarious action of digging out corpses in the 
cemetery . Although Chedodo died in the cemetery on the night they 
were digging out Ramatsha ' s corpse, readers are satisfied that he 
paid for the wrongs he did. Magog did not just hand himself over to 
the police. The narrator describes the way he resisted arrest as 

follows: 

Mokgotheng go ditopo di se kae 
mola bangwe ba gobadit~we ke 
mokopa wo moso Magog ka raborolo (1986:105) . 

(In the street in front of the house, 
there lay a few corpses , while some 
people were injured by the black 
mamba Magog wi th a revolver.) 

It is significant to note that Magog only yielded to the pol ice at 
dawn on the following day. His arrest led to Meokgo' s release. The 
man who was suspect number one turned out to be an innocent man and 
the men who were not even well known in that village turned out to be 
the murderers of Tshite, thanks to the detective acumen of the 

amateur detective, Letswa . 

Meokgo ' s reaction to his arrest for the murder of T~hite shows t hat 
he was brave and very sincere. He did not fear the arrest because he 

knows he was completely innocent . His Christian conviction also 
confirmed his innocence. We are told that when he was in jail he 

never stopped praying. The narrator tells that 

A bea thapelo bjalo ka mehleng (1986:62). 

(He prayed as usual.) 
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In court we hear Meokgo taking an oath and at the same time praying 
for the carnal men: 

Morena nthuie ke bolele theret o. 0 gaugele 

ba nama (1986:75). 

(Lord help me speak the truth. Forgive those of the f lesh.) 

He swore, not before men but before the living God. It i s only born 
again Christians who can appreciate the significance of Meokgo ' s 
words before the court of l aw. That is why the prosecutor reacted 
the way he did by saying that Meokgo answered irrelevantly. He says : 

Ga a fjwe seo a se kgopetsego 

ka polao (1986:77). 

(Let him be given what he has 
asked for, namely a death sentence . ) 

And indeed the magistrate sentenced him twice to death for a double 
murder! On a false charge! Yes , the die was cast . That is the 
reason why, when at last Meokgo is discharged after the arrest of the 
actual criminals and murderers, the readers feel satisfied that the 
innocent person is actually freed. The mistakes Meokgo made, e .g . 
that of not accompanying all other villagers in the search for 
Tshite, but doing it alone, is pardonable. Perhaps the unpleasant 
remarks that some villagers could utter during the search, wou ld make 
him more miserable . Such remarks would torture his feeling s even 
more . He felt he should satisfy himself that he had looked for the 
remains of his fiance in every possible spot. 
itsel f still emphasi ses the depth of his love 

This action or move in 
for Tshite. It also 

indicates Meokgo ' s strong will-power and determination to sacrifice 
himself and stand only for the truth. We saw how he mi si nterpreted 
Letswa ' s actions and even concluded that Let~wa was conspiring with 
the police against him . This is human folly and it is acceptabl e. 
This makes readers accept Meokgo as a human being who could be found 

among living beings. 
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In conclusion we wou ld like to look at the three suspects discussed 
above very briefly. We have had Mamogaswa , the leader of the 
Setsokotsane gang; Suzi Khosa, the lass who went all out for riches 
and we have seen Meokgo, a gentleman who loves his mistress sincerely 
and remained steadfast to the end. In our view, Mamoga~wa and Meokgo 
have been well portrayed. Suzi Khosa is almost a caricature who is 
used to bring about the death of Seipati, i.e. only for the sake of 
the plot. 

4.3 THE DETECTIVE(S) 

4.3.1 Introduction 

In our opinion, this is the main hub round which the detective novel 
revolves. We are going to examine how the three authors under review 
have created or depicted their detectives. This we will do by 
following the detective ' s actions and words in the novel itself, and 
what other characters say of him. The detective is not included in a 
detective story because he has to be there, but because he has some 
part, and a very important part to play in the development of the 
novel. The author has a use for him. Therefore, we are interested 
in seeing the individuality of this main character, the detective. 
We want to see how he interacts with other characters; how he reacts 

to situations and even the motives for his actions. 

4.3.2 Makhina (T~hipu e rile: ke lebelo .. (1962) 

The main or chief detective in this novel is Makhina. The author in 

his Foreword ~ays of him: 

... ke manna wa banna 
Hakhina ke senatla sago ema ka maoto, 
sago kgonwa ke tlala fela; gee le marumong, 
o a ikemela (1962 : Foreword: not numbered). 
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( .. . he is a man of men ... 
Makhina is huge and strong or well-built, who 
is defeated by hunger, but who can fight 
fearlessly and independently.) 

In this very Foreword, the author gives us a very important clue 
about the character and actions of this detective. He says: 

Ge Hakhina a setle a hlakahlakane le mahodu a, 
o ilea thoma go bona gore lehono gona, o itahletie 
ka gare ga molete, pele a ela boteng bja wona (not numbered). 
(When Makhina was having confrontations 
with these thieves, he started to realise that, this time, 
he had acted too untimeously without carefully 

weighing the seriousness of his adventures . ) 

The author has summed up the detectives' character with these words 
and we shall attempt to justify the author ' s words by citing from the 
novel. 

Makhina is an ex-soldier. He was a soldier during the Second World 
War. During the War , he learned some tactics of spying; he was 
trained in bravery and became hardened and fearless . This prepared 
him well for the detective work that he did after the end of the War. 
He was as strong as a lion . He was trustworthy to his employers but 
a great enemy of thieves and murderers. Many criminal s were 
sentenced to death as a result of his detective work. The narrator 

tells us of these attributes as follows: 

Hatsogong gona e bee dio ba t!hit~hiboya 
O be a tshephega kudu molaong, eupia mahodung 
le babolaing e bee le lenaba la go fsegi~a ... 

Basenyi ba mehuta ka moka ba Gauteng 
le tikologo, ba phetse makgwakgwa diatleng 

tsa manna yono, gonrne bontsi bo Jelwe 

ke thapo (1962:2). 
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(His arms were hairy ... 
Before the law, he was trustworthy, but to 
thieves and murderers he was a fearful enemy. 
Different criminals in Johannesburg and its precints, 
l ived very rough and unpleasant lives at the hands 
of this man , and many were executed . ) 

To illustrate how criminals had it tough with Makhina, the narrator 
says: 

Dithipa, ditshaene, le t~e dingwe, di be di ga!agana 
fase ge ba ikadima mafasetere le menyako 

ya ka nthago. Go tswela ka ntle e napile 
ke go kgopela thu1o maotong, ka phegelelo 
ye e tletsego . Mongwe le mongwe o iponela 

phahla ya gagwe . Ba tla banana gape 
mat~atsing a a latelago, ya ba gona go 

bot!isanwa go re, Na , mokgotse, o 

t ~habet1e kae tsatsi lela? (1962:3). 

(Knives, chains and other weapons, fell scattered 
as the cr iminals flew through the back windows 
and doors; and ran away to safety in all earnest. 
Each one going his own way. They will meet again 
after a few days and then ask one 
another: Friend , where did you run to, that day? ) 

They feared Makhina and knew what would happen to them if they 
pretended not to fear him and waited until he arrived where they 
were . None could risk fac ing him . Makhina was eager to right wrongs 
that were going on in Johannesburg and its environs. We hear him say 

to his mother: 

Mma , ga se taba ye kgolo ye ke e biletlwago. 

Lege go ka ba bja lo, nka se katakatele morago . 

Bo~ula bjo bo dirwago motseng wo, le tikologong 
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ya wona, bo swanetse go lwant shwa ka kgang 
le maatla. Botsots;nyana ba ba swanet~e go 
elelwa gore ga go na le bo;t;relabo;thate lo . Go 
swanetse go be le phed;~ano. Molao o swanetse 
go agel wa lesaka. 
(Mother, it is not a bi g and ser ious matter that 
I am being called for. Even i f it may be so , 
I shall not retreat . The unpleasant thi ngs 
that are done in this ci t y and its suburbs, 
must be counter-acted by all means. 
These gangsters must realise that they cannot do 
whatever they like. There mus t be harmonious 
co-existence. 
People must abide by the l aw). 

He was determined to uproot the ev i l that was going on. His words 
make us more interested to see how he is going to go about his work. 
At the same time, these words by Makhina , show us how thi s detective 
reacts to si tuations that try to discourage him from correcti ng the 
social evils of his time. Wi thout people who can st and and be 
counted some wrongs in a soci ety may never be corrected. In Ma khina 
we, t herefore, see a man who wi ll not refuse a chal lenge . Wha t 
spurs us fu r t her on, is to see whether this detective is after honour 

for its sake or is only after justice to humanity. 

From the Chief Detective Inspector ' s words , when talking to Makhina, 
we concl ude that Ma khina could be cautious when the need arose . He 
could protect himself in times of danger , unlike mo st other detec

tives. Hudson says: 

Basemane ba ga ba kgone go ;tlhokomela 
ka tshwane lo d;ko ts;ng. Ke a ba t1hogela . 
... Ga go sa nyakega gore ke go bot1e gore 
ke go tshepa bj ang . .. Sepe la, o ba t1;1e 

mosemane wa ka . 0 ba tl;se ba sa phela, 

ge go kgonega (1 962: 9-10) . 
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(These boys cannot look after themselves adequate ly 
in times of danger... It is no more necessary 
for me to tell you how much I trust you .. . Go , bri ng 
them my boy. If possible, bring them alive .) 

These words still emphasise Makhina ' s trustworthiness at work and the 
confidence his seniors had in him. This confidence and trust is not 
grounded on favouritism or misplaced honour. This is in agreement 
with what the author says of Makhina in the Foreword of this novel, 
that Ma kh ina could fight like a tiger if the need arises . It is said 
that many criminals have been executed as a result of his detect ion. 
It is, therefore , understand abl e why the Chief Detective Inspector is 
so confident of him . It is also interesting to note the significance 
of the words: "basemane" and "mosemane" in the quoted pa ssage above. 
Ba~emane (boys ) used in a derogatory sense to show the immaturity of 

other detectives whilst mo~emane (boy) is used to show appreciation 

and love for a mal e subordinate . 

Makhina 's quick-wittedness is seen when he was at the thieves ' 
hide -out, pretending to be Itlhwane - the one-eyed man. His motive 
was to catch the thieves redhanded. He very nearly succeeded, were 
it not because of Cooki e . We saw how Makhina outwitted the other 
policemen at the hide-out as they inquired who Petla was. Mphulo 

asked Makhina: 

Na monna yoke mang? (1962:26). 

(Who is this man?). 

Makh ina answered : 

Ke mogwera wa kayo ke 1omi~anago naye . 
... Ke monna, o tla loka gonabjale. Nka 
thaba kudu ge le ka se mmoledise (1962:26). 

(He is my friend with whom I work 
... He is a man, he will soon be alright. 
I would be happy if you do not talk to him.) 
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Immediately after saying this to his fellow policemen , Makhina then 
addresses the delirious Petla as follows: 

Chum, o se ke wa leka go bolela. 
Fod;~a hlogo pele, monkane. Re tla sepela 
gona bjale, nna le wena (1962:26). 
(Chum, do not try to speak. Be calm and 
collected. You and I will soon go away.) 

He had cleverly prevented the policemen from asking Petla any 
questions and thus discovering that Petla was one of the thieves who 
disappeared a few minutes ago. Makhina immediately changed his mind 
about waiting for the man who was supposed to come with a truck to 

load all the stolen materials. His new strategy was to extract 
information from Petla, before he locked him up in jail. This he 
did . It is also interesting to see how Makhina acted very fast and 
in an unpredictable manner, in publishing a misleading art icle in a 
morning paper as follows: 

Botsots; ba p~hat1;1e lebenkele la mna. 
Van Dyk kwa Sydenham, gomme ba tsea 
phahlo ye nts; . Bonts; bja yona bo 
hwed;tiwe ke maphod;sa kua 
Alexandra, mokgotheng wa masometshela; 
boiegong bja maabane. Ba phonyokg;le. 

V 

Yo mongwe wa bona o swerwe, eupsa o 
hw;le pele a bololla magagabo (1962:30). 
(Criminals have broken into and looted the shop 

of Mr Va-n Oyk in Sydenham. Most of 

the loot was recovered by 
police in 60th Avenue, Alexandra last night. 

The criminals escaped. One of them was 
arrested but he died before he could reveal 

his colleagues.) 
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Th is last sentence in the quotation, is the key one . It woul d 
mis lead the criminal s i nto thinking that Petla is dead and that their 
identity would be impossible for the detectives to find. Th is was 
Ma khi na ' s intent ion. Makhina ' s determination to trace and f ind the 
cr iminal s is expressed by the author as fol lows: 

0 be a ntse a ikana gape le gape, 
gore banna bao ba swanetse go 
hwet!wa ka moka, le gore mosomo 
woo wa go ba hwetJa bohle, o 
swanetse go phethwa ke yena ka 

sebele (1962:31 ). 
(He was taki ng vows now and then that 
al l those men should be found, and that the 
task of finding them all shoul d be carried 
out by him personal ly . ) 

In his determination to trace and find the criminals , Makhina 
di scovered Sodom and Gomora and reached Vendaland where he met kgosi 

Nyat sane . We saw him successfully posing as a traditional 
med i cine-man, risking his life in the cave where he fough t against 
t he criminals and the greyheaded man. The author gives us a picture 

~ of t he fierce fighting between Makhina and Mamogaswa as follows: 

Makhina o be a setse a etswa madi 
molomong le nkong, gomme difeisi 
tsa Mamogaswa e dio ba sefako. 0 

be a ekwa eke Mamogaswa o mo itia 

ka matsogo a seswai . Gase gore o be 
a itshopere fela. 0 be a elwa, a ekwa 
eke o lwa le hlogo ya setimela. 
BJale banna ba babedi bao ke bobete fela. 

Bobedi bja bona ba tsebana bora bja 
bona . Ba set~e ba t~haba go batamelana. 
Ya maatla e ba paletse, go ~etse ya maano (1962 :73). 
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(Makhina was already bleeding through 
the mouth and the nose, and Mamoga~wa 's 
fists were like hail stones. He felt as 
though Mamogaiwa was hitting him with 
eight hands. This did not imply that 
he was not fighting back. He was fighting 
but felt as though he was fighting with 
a locomotive. 
Those two men were both covered with blood. 
Each one was aware of the other's dangerousness. 
They feared to come near each other. Their strength 
had failed them; they had to resort to other 
tactics.) 

Ultimately Makhina succeeded in knocking Mamoga~wa uncon scious and 
loading him into his car and taking him to the chief ' s kraal. 
Ultimately we see how kgo~i Nyatsane is found dead, having committed 
suicide. Ultimately we see Makhina and Natshenda triumphantly 
driving the criminals back to Johannesburg. The narrator says: 

Ka go ya gagwe o be a rwele Hamogalwa le Hokopa. 

Natshenda a rwele Hoswinini (1962:76). 
(In his car, Hakhina, carried Hamogalwa 

and Hokopa, while Natshenda carried 

Hoswinini in the criminals ' car. ) 

We have seen Makhina using his intelligence, energy and bravery in a 
dynamic, consistent and professional way. We have seen him change 
his approaches and tactics when circumstances dictated but always 
showing increasing maturity and ratiocinative powers until he ulti
mately brought the criminals alive to justice. 

We appreciate the author's use of subordinate or intermediate charac
ters such as Mamohapi. She was always willing to assist Makhina. 
Her intelligence greatly assisted Makhina in carrying out his detec 

tive work. 
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4.3.3 Desmond Motsamai (Letlapa la Bophelo (1983)) 

The main detect i ve in this novel is Desmond Motsamai. In the 
"Foreword" the author gives the readers the cause of Motsamai ' s 
activities or the reason why the author had to take his pen and write 
this book. The author says : 

Lengwalo la morwed; wa mohum; la emaem;sa 
Motsama; . Mad; a tshologa ka baka la d;m;1;one .. . 
Monna yo a jkhwetsa a wet~e lerageng . . . A 
tlamega go ;kgethela magareng a go ba lekgoba 
le go tlogela mosomo wa gagwe . . . 

0 tlo ba mo bophelo bja gago ka moka ... ga go 

yo a tlogo go hlakod;sa . .. (1 983 : Forword unnumbered) . 
(The letter from the rich man's daughter could not let 
Mot samai rest. Blood was spilt because of a million rands . .. 
This man found himself i n the mire ... He had to 
choose between being a slave and leaving his work .. . 
You wil l be here for the rest of your life .. . 
no one will save you ... ) 

After reading these words , we feel compelled to read the novel in 
order to find out how the "letter" robbed Motsamai of his peace of 

mind. We become curious to know the kind of mire in which Motsamai 
found hi mself and to see how he will react to the situations. 

Desmond, like Makhina , was quick-witted. He had a task to perform as 
requested by his bosom friend, the late Seipati Khosa. In her letter 

to Desmond, Seipati said: 

" .. . Lek a ka maat 1 a go hwet1a mo tho yo a phed(sago 

kgaet~ed; ya ka gabohloko ka go mo lef;!a 

tshelete ye ntJ;. 
o;ranta t!e djkete t~e tlhano ke tleo go go 

~;relet1a mo~omong wo" (1 983:15-16). 
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(Try by all means to identify the person who 
is pestering my sister by causing her to pay 
large sums of money. 

Receive the sum of five thousand Rand to assist 
you in your task of finding the culprit.) 

After carefully considering the way the millionaire died, coupled 
with the way in which Seipati herself died and the fact that Mr 
Khosa, was a bigamist, Motsamai concluded that there must have been 
something wrong in the Khosa family. With this clue in his mind we 
see Motsamai starting his manoeuvre of manipulat ing human beings 
towards solving the problem of murder. 

It is again noteworthy that Motsama i is a professional detective like 
Makhina, in T~hipu e rile: ke lebelo. He differs from Makhina in 
that Motsamai seems to be a private but professional detective ; 
hence the payment offers that he gets as incentives to encourage him 
to go on with his work of investigating the cases in point. He is 
assisted by Brayn, who acts as his driver. This is unlike the 
detective Makhina of D.N. Moloto. He drove the Buick 8 personally. 
Motsamai was driven in a colt. Motsamai and Makhina were both 
armed for self-protection and to use in times of need during their 
investigations of the criminals involved in the cases in point. 

Motsamai was short-tempered and impatient at times. After 
Masemenya ' s report about the old man Setati, who wanted to see 
Motsamai, he quickly told Masemenya to tell the old man to come the 

next day. He said: 

Mmotse gore a tle ka moswana (1983:13). 

(Tell him to come tomorrow. } 

But when Masemenya wondered why Motsamai did not give the old man 
just a few seconds to explain his difficulty, Motsamai was quick to 
reverse his decision and he allowed Setati an interview by saying: 
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Mmotte a tsene (1983:13). 
(Tell him to come in.) 

Motsamai was not impressed by going to nightclubs or to movies and 
theatres. He was not argumentative either. He was quick to end an 
argument by agreeing to a suggestion as we have seen in the incident 
of the old man Setati, quoted above. The following dialogue between 
Masemenya, Motsamai and the comment by Brayn Sekgopo , illustrates 
Motsamai ' s indifference to such entertainments: 

(Masemenya) 

(Motsamai) 

(Masemenya) 

(Motsamai) 

(Brayn) 

Ke kgolwa gore bjalo gona o ikemi1editte 
go nkisa paesekopong 

Wa be o thomile ka dilo t1a gaga t~e wena 
Masemenya 

Na wena ga o nyake go hlabja ke moya 

t~at~i le lengwe? 

Go lokile 

. . . o nagana gore motho wa go swana 
le Motsamai aka ya dilong? Basa bona 

~ 
ke go hlwa ba pompetse motho wa gona 

eke ke motswet~i (1983:12). 
(I hope now you are prepared to take me out 

to a bioscope.) 
(You have started again with these things of 

yours,) 
(Masemenya. Don't you ever feel you must relax 

for a day? It's alright.) 
( ... do you think a person such as Motsamai can 
go to places of amusement? People of this type 

delight in always lying on a bed as i f they were 

suckling babies.) 
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To illustrate further that Desmond was shor t-tempered, t he narrator 
tells us of th is when he says : 

Le yena Motsamai o be a na le pelwana ye nnyane. 
A ipona a nyakile go kgadimola Brayn, euph, 
a itshwara (1983:21). 

(Motsamai too , was short- tempered. He nearl y 
shouted at Brayn, but he successfully cont rol led 
his temper. ) 

When Brayn was excited about the mounts of yellow ground/soi l dumped 
from the mines he exclaimed: 

Hee! Ke tsona dithaba t1a meepong ya gauta t~ela ? 

(Hey! Are those the mountains of the gold mines?) 

Motsamai replied laconically sayi ng : 

T1wela pele manna, Brayn, t t a meepo re tla di 

bona ka morago (1 983:22). 

(Drive on, Brayn, we' ll consi der about mines l ater. ) 

This reply, at the same time shows the depth of his determination and 

dedication to his work. He was a man who could not be swayed by 
things that were fa r- fetched, to leave the work he was busy with. 
Even people who proved to be obstacl es to him in executing his work, 
found t hey were dealing with a man of a different cal ibre. The way 
he pushed t he guard at Suzi Khosa' s palace, and went i nto the house, 
is evi dence of his impatience and determination t ha t nothing would 
stop him from doing his work. The narrator says: 

I/ Motsamai a lemoga gore o tlo senyetswa nako, 

a mo phae la thoko a pot lakela ka gare (1983 : 24) . 

(Motsamai r ea lised that his t ime was being wasted , 
he pushed him aside and r ushed i nto the house.) 
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In the house Motsamai met t he nurse and the author uses a bit of 
humour to show how Motsamai defied all barriers. 
for the nurse to go and call Suz i for him, he 
Suzi ' s bedroom. But before reaching the room 
resting, her bedroom, a misfortune happened : 

(Motsamai) a se ke a lemoga mooki yoo 

Instead of wa iting 
followed her into 
wherein Suz i was 

ge a ema. A mo thula babe ba kgokolos ana fase . . . 
Thu1ang! ... Eup}a ge a lemoga gore ke Motsamai , a re : 
Ke go bodit~e gore o eme molal 
Ntle le karabo Motsamai a mo phaela thoko a 
itahlela ka phapo'hng yea ba bego ba lebana le yona. 

A hwet1a Suzi a dut~e mo setulong sa hleng ga bolao (1983:25) . 
( ... Motsamai) was not aware that that nurse was st opping. 
He collided with her and t hey both rolled on the fl oor .. . The 
nurse exclaimed: Help! ... When she realised it was 
Motsamai, she said to him: I told you to wait there! 
Without reply, Motsamai pushed her aside and he 
threw himself into the room opposite them. He 
fou nd Suzi on a chair next to the bed . ) 

Yes, nothing could stop him from meeting Suzi , in order t o carry out 
his investigations . He was devot ed to his work. The moti ves for hi s 
actions were not just based on his l oyalty and trustworthi ness to his 

supervisors at work , but he wa s serving his conscience. He says it 

himself in answer to Suzi ' s questi on : 

Bjale mpot se, o leka go humana eng gonna 

ka gore ke kgale mola Se ipat i a bolokwang? 
(Now tell me, what are you t rying to get from me 
because it is a long time since Seipati has been buri ed?) 

He replied: 

Ke bona gore go ka se be bonolo go somi!a 
t1he lete ya motho eupta ke se ka phetha ditshwanelo 

t~a gona 
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(I feel it will not be easy to use someone's money, 
not having done what I should have done or wha t 
I was supposed/ paid to do.) 

Motsamai was paid five thousand rand by Seipati and even if she is 
now dead and buried, he feels duty-bound to investigate the cause of 
her death and satisfy his over-mastering curi os i ty and guilty 
consci ence. 

Even if Seipati had not paid t hat heavy sum for th is particular 
investigation, Motsamai ' s consci ence, and that of t he readers, would 
feel freer if the murderer of Seipati and her mill ionaire father 
could be exposed. His determination to confirm hi s suspi cion of the 
Khosa family is thus understandabl e and appreciable. 

Motsamai ' s powers of analytical reasoning made him observe wi t h 
reservations why Dr Mahl angu requested the blind doctor Seanego t o 
testify on the cause of the death of Seipati Khosa even after the 
corpse was buried . 

Motsamai ' s life was sometimes in danger. We remember the incident at 
his office one night when he was attacked by two th ugs. He was 
knocked unconscious by one of t he thugs . He was rel ieved when one of 

the thugs said: 

Masih ambe .. akukho lutho (1983 :36) 

(Lets go ... there is nothing.) 

The readers feel relieved too. Feelings were pent-up when readers 
saw a tomahawk r aised high, ready to chop Motsamai down , i n case he 
made an attempt to fight back. We see him again in danger when he 
was confronted with a man at ni ght in his yard. That night Motsamai 
was saved by the fact that the thug did not see him as he l ay flat on 

the ground in t he shrubs in the yard. The narrator says : 
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Monna yoo ka go kwa ~wahla , a ;tahlela fa se, thoboro 
ya gotla e hlat~a mello yeo e ;Jego ya t sent~ha 
Motsama; mathateng, a se tsebe gore o tlo 

nt!ha ya gagwe bjang. Moh la1ana woo o be o 

mo ~;t;~a le go ;ngwaya, a tseba gore ge aka 

J;s;nyega fela lenaba leo le tla mo kwa la mmolaya (1983 :49) . 

(That man heard shrubs crackle, threw himself down , 
started firing shots while endangered Motsamai , 
he did not know how he could take out his revolver . 
That shrub prevented Motsamai even from scratching 
himself, knowing that the slightest move would 
enable the enemy to shoot him dead.) 

We see Motsamai ' s life again in danger at the time when he was taken 
captive by Suzi Khosa, where he found himself lying on a bedstead in 
Suzi ' s ''cells". We are thankful when we see him escape with the help 
of Brayn Sekgopo. 

In all these places, amid those unpleasant experiences and dangerous 
circumstances, Motsamai is depicted as an intelligent and a self
reliant character. He changed with changing circumstances in the 
development of the plot of this novel. He remained consi stent in his 
reactions to situations and we feel satisfied that he is a typical 

detective. 

In all Motsamai ' s detective work we have noted with apprec iation the 
supportive role played by Brayn Sekgopo. Through the use of Brayn, 
the author has succeeded in depicting a brilliant detective , Desmond. 
Desmond needed Brayn ' s help. This was demonstrated when Desmond was 
captured by Suzi Khosa and we saw how Brayn rescued him out of that 
''hell". We appreci ate the author's attempt at making use of subordi

nate or intermediate characters i n developing the plot of the novel. 

They were also indespensable. 
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4.3.5 Let~wa (Etshwang mare (1986)) 

Let!wa is the main/ principal amateur detective in this novel. There 
are police officers such as captain Matengwa and assi stant Colonel 
Sesela whose role in this novel is contrasted to that of Letiwa. Of 
the detectives we have met in the texts mentioned above , viz. 
Tshipu ... and Letlapa ... , respectively, Makhina and Motsami, Letswa 
is the youngest. All the three detectives were not married, but 
still single . Let~wa was still a young man comparative ly speaking. 
Makhina and Motsama i were police officers, therefore, professional 
detectives wh ilst Let~wa was an amateur as mentioned in the opening 
sentence of this paragraph. There is a belief that detective work 
can only be successfully undertaken by men and not by boys, girls or 
even women. This belief is being gradually eroded and challenged by 

boys, girls and women; not only in detective work but in all types 
of occupations needed by communities of our times . In our black 
communities, women are t aken to be children and children are taken to 
be immature and it is believed that no constructive thoughts can ever 
come from the youth. The 1970 ' s and 1980 ' s have proved thi s belief 
to be wrong . In this novel , we are firs t struck by the fact tha t 
Le t~wa i s still a youth , and he probes detective work involving the 
kgo!i and hi s medi cineman , and we are immed1ately chal lenged to read 
on, to see what this youth can do to unravel the problem which affect 
hi s superiors. The age-group of this amateur detective also kindl es 

the reader ' s curiosity. His own over-mastering curiosity surprises 

us when Lettwa says: 

Seo se bola;lego T1h;te re tlo se epa mmogo . . . (1986:7). 

The readers ' curiosity is kindled even further. We become interested 
in seeing how far he will go i n i nvestigating the cause of Tshite's 

death and in seeing him use his resourcefulness and sagacity to the 

extent of making Meokgo depend on him. He has made a vow that Meokgo 

and himself will unearth the cause of ~hite ' s death. It is 
interesting to note how he reacts to various situations s ince taking 

this vow . 
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Evidence of his intelligence is shown when he thinks about the dry 
cow-dung (di~u) which T~hite had gone to fetch. The question that 
came to his mind was , whether it had ever been found and taken home 
by anyone who was on her track. It is interesting to see how he 
succeeded in dicovering the remains of the bag or sack that Tshite 
had when she went to fetch the remainder of the dry cow-dung . He 
further deviated to Tshite ' s home without notifying Meokgo of his 
intention . This is diplomacy and a sign of intelligence on his part. 
As a detective , he had to prove his detective acumen and self-rel ian
ce . He had to carry out his deductions and investigat ions, sometimes 
unassisted, and without company. 

It is again interesting to note how Letswa used his intel l ect in 
analys ing the facts of the appearance of T~hite 's corpse after 
discovery. He deductively came to the conclusion that the murderers 
tried to cover up their trails in different ways. Let~wa reason 

given facts as follows: 

Sa maoto a mane ga se ke se eba le 
tlhaologanyo ya go tseba ge se phosetla yo 
mongwe. Sebata seo se be se ka se be le tlhaologanyo 
ya go fihla mokotla ka ngolwaneng. Sa tseba go 
bipa ngolo ka leswika. Tlhaologanyo yeo e bee 
feleletse gape go le maikemiset!o. Ntlha e bile 
ya pele; ke motho wa maoto a mabedi . ... 
O ipot1i~a gore sebakwa e bee ka ba eng ge 
e se bobotsana bja mohu! Lenaba la ~omi~a 

eng polaong? .. . 
Ke ka baka la eng ke ena le kgoselo 
ka lehu la Tshite? Ebe e se selo le yena, gape 

o be a se gona ge tieo di direga! Lege go le 

bjalo Let1wa ka kgopolong o ikwa go se na 
botshabelo bja seo a se kwelego le ka seo a 

iet~ego a se bone ... Hogononelwa go ba lenaba 

e ka ba mang? (1 983:31 ) . 
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(A four-footed animal never has the knowl edge 
that it is wronging someone . That wild animal 
would never have the idea of hiding the sack/ bag 
in a hole; and even of knowing how to close the hole 
with a stone. Such an idea was completed and was 

carried out according to plan . 
An acceptable point is t he first one ; it is a human 

being who did this ... 
He asks himself what the cause of the misunderstanding could 
have been, were it not fo r the beauty of the deceased ... 
What kind of instrument did t he enemy use for murdering? . .. 
Why am I restless about Tshite ' s death? He is not 
related to Tshite and he was not at home when 
this misfortune occurred: Be that as it may , Let1wa 
feels he cannot dodge what he has already heard 
and what he has already seen . .. Who is the suspected 

enemy?) 

From these words, Lettwa ' s det ermi nation to go ahead with his inves
tigations is clearly spell ed out . He felt there was no way of 
retreating, and he didn't. It was his intelligence that made him 
suspect the mortuary owner, and he thought the best way of getting 
first-hand i nformation was by seeking employment at the mortuary. It 
was only aft er the conversati on with his father in the f ield, that 
Let~wa and t he readers could understand the affinity between Let!wa 

and T~hite. We can now understand why Let~wa felt the way he did and 
took the r i sk of investigati ng t he circumstances of T~hite ' s death 

until he unearthed them. Hi s detective acumen, made him see and 
appreciate the connection between Mogwa\a Mogoga and kgosi 

Sehlodimare and the medicineman , Letlametlo . His daring bravery won 
him Ramatsha's friendshi p and f r om this friendship he got the confir
mation that Tshite was murdered by human beings . He got to know the 
people who had given Ramatsha poison by pouring it into t he l iquor 
which he drank. Were he not made of sterner stuff, he could no t have 

dared t o get to the kgo~ i ' s kraal at night, where he overheard the 
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witches delight over the success they had i n kill ing Ramatsha. He 
heard them plotting to kill or 
Lepolitiki and Let1wa, himself ! 
Letswa ' s bravery when one says : 

poi son, Sej elo, better known as 
The witches themselves confess 

Mo~emane yola ga ke na bohlatse ka yena , 
ke sa gopola bogajana bja gagwe . . . Ga ke tsebe 
gore re rarwa ke eng ka yena. 

Let~wa ka ntle o gogela kgopolo go kwa gore ba 
bolela ka yena (1986:64) . 
(I am not sure about that boy, I am st il l 
contemplating his bravery ... I do not 
know what prevents us from acting regarding 
him. Outside , Letswa's attent ion was attracted 

when he realised that they were plott i ng hi s own life . ) 

One of the witches asks: 

Ke newa yena .. . Lepol;t;k ; (1986:65) 

(Am I en t rusted with the t ask of poisoning 

him ... Lepolitiki! !) 

That was daring on Let ~wa' s par t , t o undertake such a task, only to 
satisfy his overmastering curiosity and to stand firm by his promise 

to unearth the cause of Tthite's death. Hi s life was i n danger when 

he very nearly had an encounter wi th one of the witches that night. 

The narrator says: 

Ge a swa tela mmoto gore a t~we ka mafur; 
motho a rotoga mojako. Mothaka a kgomarela p;tt a 
ye ntsho kgausw; ga gagwe. Ngweti; ya lahla mahlo 
gohle, ka lesw;sw; ya bonala e sa bone selo. 
Go bula mot}ega ya thoma go tshela meetse ka 
lesapelong. A lahlela sesepe le lesela, a thoma go 

hlobola. Pe lo ya Let~wa ya re a re gorogoro, 
a tshabe, eupsa sebete sa re a ;tshware, 

a gatele mohemo (1 986:65) . 
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(As he was nearing the hal f wall of the 'lapa' 
somebody appeared in front at the entrance . 

✓ Letswa then clung to the bl ack pot next t o him. 

Mankwe ' s daughter-in-law looked around , 
but because of darkness she saw nothing . 
She then started pouring water i nto a 
traditional bath, from the earthenware pot . 
She threw in a washing r ag and soap , and star t ed 
to undress. Let~wa contempl ated running away 
but his bravery forbad e it; he had to breathe very softly.) 

This further confirms that Let~wa could react appropriately to 
situations. This incident remi nds us of the incident at the cemete 
ry , where Letswa had to become gl ued to a tree st em as the suspects 

were passing into the cemetery . 

Let~wa was a cool and calm young man , who could control his emoti ons 
very well. Although schol ars such as S.S. van Dine (1928) ci t ed by 
Haycraft (1942) have decreed t hat there must be no love interest i n 
the detective story, we find Let~wa using the love interest to 
advantage. In this aspect we see him not infatuated but able to make 
Nontsike infatuated with the l ove she received from him . Nontsike's 
infatuation with Let~wa made it possible for Let~wa to extract al l 

the information and evidence which were so vital to t he rel ease of 
Meokgo, and to saving his life from the gallows. In the novel, we 
see the author having succeeded in adopting and adapting a pattern 
familiar to the romance, vi z the pains of love which Nontsike 
suffered from and how she gave her self to Let~wa . This part of the 
plot makes this novel quite different from lihipu . .. and Letlapa ... 
This reminds us of the novel The Moonstone, in whi ch the hero, 

Franklin Blake, gives up his invest igat i ons into the l oss of the 
diamond because of a romantic snub . This has not been the case with 
Let~wa. In the novel: Trent's Last Case, the hero, Trent , gives up 

his investigat ions into Manderson' s death because of his romantic 
attachment t o Mabel Manderson. In these two novel s, where we have 
seen how the love interest has negat ively affected detect i on , we tend 
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to agree with Van Dine ' s statement. If Let~wa had been fatuous he 
could have yielded to the warmth of the love which he received from 
Nontsike and could have carried out her suggestions. The narrator 
reveals this: 

Ka mant~u ao Nontsike a akanya gore 
go be go ka ba bjang ge ba tsebi1a ba 
molao bjale ka t!ohle ba di tsebago gore 
ba ngwege Mogoga a sale kgolegong. 

Letswa a gana ka gore base potlake (1986:103). 

(With those words Nontsike was suggesting that 
they (Nontsike and Let~wa) should now inform 
the police about all they knew in connection with 
the murder case so that the police could arrest 
Mogoga and then (Nontsike and Let~wa) they could 
elope whil st Mogoga was in jail / custody. Let~wa 
refused to accept that suggestion, saying they must 
not rush over the matter.) 

Had he yielded to her suggestion, he could not have saved Meokgo's 
life . The motive for his elopement with Nontsike would have remained 
obscure and this could have made the book fail as a detect ive novel. 
His sympathy with his friend, Meokgo, could have come to naught, had 
he yielded to the suggestion. From the way in which he behaved 
throughout the novel, it is clear that he never lost sight of the 
fact that he had vowed to unearth the cause of Tihite 's death and had 
pledged to prove that Meokgo was innocent. All his energies, physi
cal and psychological were always geared towards his goals. We feel 
the author has depicted him as a plausible young detective whose lack 
of professionalism contributed to his success in discovering hidden 
facts whi ch would otherwise have been untapped by a professional 
whose moral sense could have prevented him from engaging in some of 
the activities in which Let\wa was engaged during the course of his 

investigations. 
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It is interesting to note how t he author used subordinate characters 
such as Sejelo and Nontsikel elo in the development of his plot . He 
used Sejelo, a drunkard whose t al ks were never t aken seriously, to 
advantage. From his drunken soliloquy we get t o know of the evil 
plots of the kqo~i and the witches . Providence would not have 
allowed Sejelo to be poisoned by the queen and her friends. 

It is impossible to imagine how Let~wa could have succeeded without 
Nontsike ' s assistance! She used her intelligence to manipu l ate 
Mogwa~a in order to enable her to meet with her secret lover, Letiwa. 
The author succeeded in preventi ng Nontsike from out witting Let~wa; 
otherwise Let~wa could have been taken up by emotions and have 
eloped with Nontsike. If he had done that , Let~wa would never have 
rescued Meokgo ' s life from the gallows. We compare her with Agatha 
Christie ' s Tuppence from The Secret Adversary (1922) , who was a young 
lady full of energy and imaginati on , l ooking for adventure. Nontsike 

differs from Tuppence in that she does not l i ke to be involved wi t h 
crime and detection, the things which Tuppence l oved so much . 
Nontsike also borders on Christi e 's other stock female character, t he 
confused woman in love . The evidence led by Nontsi ke , which Let~wa 
had tape-recorded without her knowl edge , was both cruc i al and indes
pensable in saving Meokgo ' s life and incriminating Magog for T~hite 's 

murder. 

4.4 COMPARATIVE CONCLUSION 

The victims in the three selected novel s compare as fol l ows: 
In II Let 7 apa •• . • and in " Etshwang mare• the vict ims are young women 

or ladies, whereas in 11 Tlhi pu . . . • the night watchman is an indirect 
victim. The main case that is reported and the one that causes the 
detective to start with investigations is burglary and l arceny . The 
conditions surrounding the victims or the motives for the criminal 
acts are principally similar in TShipu .. . and in Letlapa... The 

criminals wanted to enrich themsel ves. The goods stolen from the 
shop would be sold and the thieves woul d be financ ially strong and 
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they could enjoy life to the full. In Letlapa .. . the killing of 
Seipati would leave Suzi a millionaire as she would be the only 
heiress. In Etshwang mare, the motive was sel f-protection from 
ident i fication, and not for any material gain. 

Our examination of the suspects reveals that in T!hipu ... and in 
Letlapa ... the suspects turn out to be the murderers. These suspects 
are not arrested quickly because the detectives have to establish 
that they actua lly committed the crimes. In Etshwang mare , however, 
the suspect is erroneously sentenced to death because the court of 
law finds him guilty of T~hite's murder as suspected . Fortunately 
Meokgo ' s life is saved by the exposure of the actual murderers before 

he can be executed. The actual murderer i s Magog . 

It is interesting to note that all detectives in the selected texts 
are males. In T~hipu ... and in Letlapa ... the main detectives are 
police officers and, therefore, professionals ; whereas in Etshwang 
mare the principal detective is an amateur detective. In this last 
novel, the author has clearly depicted professional detectives as 

failures who even lead to the court sentencing the wrong person to 
death . He clearly depict an intelligent amateur detective who goes 
out of his way, for no personal gain, to establish the true 

murderers, and save the life of his bosom friend , Meokgo. 

The role of women in these texts is another point of interest. In 
T~hipu ... we find Mamohapi , Makhina 's secret informer who further 
makes use of Rachel Sehlogo to betray and expose the Setsokotsane 
g_gng. In Letlapa . . . we find Masemenya, the typist , who loves the 

principal detective , although Motsamai never really reacts in any way 
that corroborates infatuation. In this novel, the key subordinate 
detective is Brayn Sekgopo. He really stands by Motsamai ' s side till 
the culprits are arrested. In Etshwang mare the supporting pillars 

are Sejelo, Sefu and Nontsikelelo. It is again interest ing to note 

how Nontsike unknowingly assists Let!wa to unravel the problem of 
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Tihite ' s murderers. Had it not been for the dog that stumbled over 
the calabash contain i ng poisoned beer Sejelo could have drunk it and 
died . Sefu helped i n detecting the name of that detective who was 
paid eight herd of cattle and discontinued with the charge of murder 
against King Sehlodimare. He succeeded in torturing kgosi 
Sehlodimare to death. 

It is really rewarding to read and understand and to experience the 
people we meet i n these texts . 

--- oOo ---
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CHAPTER 5 

MILIEU / SETTING 

5 . Introduction 
5. 1 Society 
5.2 Influence on Ch aracters and plot 
5.3 Comparat ive Conclusion 

5 . INTRODUCTION 

Let us first briefly examine the function of milieu in prose fiction 
in general. The setting in a work of art entails many things. 
Setting embraces the totality of an environment . When a writer 
chooses a particular place or background and a particular time at 
which events take place, the writer should be careful to match the 
place and the events, and the fictional characters whose life 
experiences he is going t o depict. The element of time too is an 
integral part of the milieu in prose fiction in general. These 
elements, together go to influence the atmosphere and mood created by 
the verbal descriptions of a novel. The basic setting of a story may 
have aesthetic and spiritual implications; it may project social, 
moral, moral and even polit ical values of the commun ity depicted in 
the novel. All this depends on the description of the setti ng/ milieu 
and the actions and reactions of the fictional characters . Shorter 
novels are expected to describe events taking place at a specific 
place and time and , therefore, a more or less consistent atmosphere 
can be expected throughout the novel. this enhances unity of the 
story itself. On the other hand, readers can expect different 
settings descri bed in a novel where events take place over a long time 
and take place at various places. As the situations and sett ings 
alter, the atmosphere in the novel should shift accordingly to suit 
the events. In this way the setting changes to be in line wi th the 
plot structure of the novel and thus enhances the actions of the 
fictional characters. The change in setting may be empl oyed to 
establish clearly the conflict among and within the fic tional 
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characters, especially the mai n character . These changes may be 
psychological or emotional, and the impact of the set ting on the main 

character should help readers t o appreciate the mai n character better. 
Sometimes the characters become un i versal becau se they are used 
symbolically; where concrete elements suggest abstract concepts or 
meanings in an environment. Envi ronment in prose f ict ion includes all 
natural phenomena and the ar t i f icial phenomena in as fa r as they 
affect the development of the pl ot of the novel. 

We are of the opinion that mili eu/ setting is but one of the elements 
that integrate with others to make a novel a unified whol e, and all 
elements help to make the message of a novel universal or world-wide. 
Stephens as cited by Serudu (1979:12) emphasi ses t he importance of 
milieu in prose fiction as foll ows: 

... the creation of a fictional background 
or environment is not just a matter of 
writing into the novel pretty word pictures 

for the languid reader to skim over. 
Essentially, it is the creat ion of a credible 

world for the novelist ' s characters to 
inhabit, a world, that like our own, 
gives its people life and mean ing. 

Th is is in line with what we have expla i ned above . What has been sai d 
of the importance of milieu/ setting to the novel in general is also 
true of detecti ve fiction . Dennis Porter (1981:189) has this to say 

about the significance of setting in a detective novel: 

A crime always occurs and is solved 
in a place that, depending on the tradition 

in which an author is working, will be 

evoked with more or less precis ion. A 
detective setting about his task f inds 
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himself situated in a physical environment 
whose latent moral significance may be 
expUdt or impUdt, apparent from the 
beginning or uncovered only at a later date . 

We concur. There must always be a relationship between the setting 
and the events and the characters. The place must suit the events and 
the times at which they are happening, if readers are to be convinced 
of the plausibility of the narration. Whether the moral significance 
of a setting was explicit or implicit, that depends on the writer ' s 
craftmanship. What is important is that the significance should be 
there. O.N. Moloto ' s Johannesburg and its environs, V.M. Moloto ' s 
PWV-area and M.T. Mothapo ' s Pietersburg and its environs, are fictio
nal locations by means of which the threat and fasc inat ion of crime 
are made tangible for readers. They are the credible worlds for the 
novelists ' characters to inhabit and we expect these fict ional charac
ters to live lives full of mean ing in those fictional worlds found in 
these selected texts. We are presently about to embark on judging 
these fictional worlds in relation to the evil events narrated, to 
ascertain how successful the authors have been in depict ing or expres

sing a soci ally evaluating vision. We would like to examine the life 
and "meaning" that is found in these fictional settings of the selec

ted texts. 

5.1 SOCIETY 

5 .1.1 Tshipu e rile: ke lebelo ... (1962) 

The society depicted by the author in this novel is urban and subur
ban. It is cosmopolitan. The author introduces us to t he society we 

are going to deal with or read about as follows: 

Batho ba mehlobo le mehuta 
ka moka ba gona mo motseng wo. 
Go na le baruti, dingaka, mathitshere le 
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ba bangwe. Le ba go se nyakege ba gona. 
Bao ke baboJa; le mahodu, bao ba 

;tshep;Jego go phela ka go hlakola bangwe. 
Mosomo ga ba o kgome; ba soma gola go 
robetswe. Go tsebega gabotse gore go na 

le bao ba sa kgonego go hwetsa mosomo, 
ka mabaka a mants;, eupsa le bao ba 

tshabago mosomo, bomahlalela ba gona (1962:1). 

(People of all different culture-groups and types 
are found in this urban area (Alexandra Township). 
There are ministers of religion, medical doctors, teachers 
and others. Even the unwanted ones are there. 
Those are murderers and thieves, those whose lives 
depend on stealing from others. They shun 
employment; they work at night whilst people are 
asleep. It is well-known that there are people 
who for many reasons , cannot get employment, 
but even those who deliberately do not want work, 

the loafers, are there.) 

In this society, which is 
from all walks of life; 

not homogeneous; which consists of people 
people from different national groups with 

varying cultural background, 
found amid shops of different 

evils to take place. 

a society in which loafers are also 
types, we immediately anticipate soci al 

This is a picture of a laissez-faire society, where we can expect 

chaos. The author has further given us the indication of the conges

tion in this township by saying: 

. .. Motse wa Alexandra, woe lego 

wo mongwe wa magae a Gauteng, 

ke motse wo mogolo kudu, wa go 

patana, ... (1962:1). 
(Alexandra Township , one of the suburban 
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townships of Johannesburg, is very big 
but congested, ... ) 
... Batho ba gona ba atile kudu (1962:1) . 
( . . . Alexandra is overpopulated or it is densely 
populated. ) 

Such a society is an open soci ety and not a closed one . In an open 
society, criminals are easily identified as they are expected to be 
there ; but in a closed soci ety, where everybody seems to know all the 
r esidents and where family lives are more or less on the same level of 
development, life seems to be quieter or more tranquil. Any criminal 
act i n a closed society would be more shocking than in an open society 
such as the one depicted in th is novel. Auden in Panek (1979:64) when 
discuss ing the setting in a detective story, says : 

Nature should reflect its human 
inhabitants , i .e. it should be the 
Great Good Place; for the more 
Eden-like it is, the greater the 
contradict ion of the murder ... 
the corpse must shock not 
only because it is a corpse but 
also because, even for a corpse, 
it is shockingly out of place, 

as when a dog makes a mess 

on a drawing room carpet . 

In this township, the corpse of the night watchman was not found on 
the shop premises. If he died at all, he died in hospital . The 
corpse of Polomeetse found in the busy street was not a shocking 
s ight. The corpse was not out of place. It is an everyday occurrence 
in the black towns . That is why many people were already standing 
around the corpse by the time Makhina arrived at the spot. The 

narrator says: 
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O rile ge a fihl a, a hwetsa seboka 

sa batho se bokanetse mohu yoo (1962:43). 

(When he (Makhina) arrived, he found 

a group of people already thronging around the corpse . ) 

I ha~e underlined the word "bokanet}e" because it is rich in imagery. 
It compares the spectators who are looking at the corpse with fli es 
sitting and sucking on a decomposing carcass . It further depicts a 
society that is far from being scared by such sights . It emphasises 
the fact that this soci ety is not an innocent society. It is over 
curious and is sensational. That is why the spectators are not quiet 
but are commenting on the happening, as though they really see it 
happen. The narrator says: 

se· ( seboka) be se ntse se ti isa gore 
koloi yeo e mo gatile gasehlogo (1962:43). 

(The group was repeatedly emphasising 
that that car overran the man mercilessly .) 

Fr0m this physical milieu created we are also given the non -physical 
milieu suggestive ly . That is why we are able to infer what was go ing 
on i n the minds of the onlookers and the society as indicated above. 

It is interesting to look closer into the township setting in 
Alexandra, particularly the social setting. The narrator depicts t o 
us an overcrowded townsh ip, with desirable and undesirable inhabi
tants, there are educated and trained people, there are thugs and 

thieves. The narrator says: 

Batho ba mehlobo le mehuta ka moka ba gona motseng 
wo. Go na le baruti, dingaka, mathitshere le ba bangwe. 

Le ba go se nyakege ba gona. Bao ke babolai le mahodu, 

bao ba ftshepilego go phela ka go hlakola bangwe . 

Mosomo ga ba o kgome; ba soma gola go robetswe . 

Go tsebega gabotse gore go na le bao ba sa kgonego 
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h 
V .., k b ,, ,; go wetsa mosomo, a ma aka a mants;, eupsa le 

bao ba tshabago mosomo, bomahlalela, ba gona (1962:1). 

(There are different people from different ethnic groups 
in this townsh ip. There are ministers of religion, 
medical practitioners, teachers etc. The unwanted ones 
are also found. Those are murderers and thieves, those 
who live by stealing from other people. They are not 
employed; they work by night when most people are 
asleep . It is well known that there are those who for 
numerous reasons, fail to secure employment; but even 
those who are workshy, the loafers/won't work, are 

there.) 

Even before we look closely at this society, we should po int out that 
the township wa s crowded. When we try to account for thi s overpopula
tion of the township we find that it was caused by socio-economic and 
political conditions of the time. The Africans were leav ing the 
impoverished reserves to live and seek work for cash wages in the 
towns. This gave rise to mi grant labour to the gold, coal, platinum 
and other mines. These II work seekers" 1 ed to overcrowding as some of 
them could not be absorbed in the industrial areas. Alexandra town
ship was a place where African plot owners had built their own houses, 
and their outbuildings they hired out to tenants. This, coupled with 

the then pass-laws, governing the stay of the Black man in the towns, 
and the whole system of political and economic repression, developed 

an urban community . This community had to learn to survive on terms 

prescribed by the white government. There were new social and 
economic demands on the people to which they had to adapt. The 
Peri-urban natures of Alexandra township made it an easy prey to 

stranded II work seekers ". 

Hence the ghetto living that characterised this township from as long 
ago as the late fifties and early sixties. With such an overcrowded 

setting, the writer adequately prepares gound for establishi ng con
flict in the society. We can appreciate it when we look closely at 
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characters such as Rachel Sehlogo and Mamohap i as we did in chapter 4 
on characterizat ion . 

When we hear Rachel saying: 

Ke kgwedi ya bone ke dutse ka matsogo. 

Gona bjale ke phela ka ncanca, ruri (1962:15). 

(It is now the fourth month that I am without empl oyment . 
I am really living from hand to mouth. I struggle 
to keep the home fires burning.) 

We appreciate her plight, because the author has dep icted a milieu 
that is conducive to such struggles for existence . Rachel's struggle 
is pathetic and Mamohap i expresses our feeling when she remarks to 
her: 

Ka nnete o swanetse go ba o phela boima! 
Geo sa dire maano o tla tlaisega! (1962:15). 

(Surely you must be finding life difficult! 
If you fail to devise some means you will suffer!) 

Rachel 's reply to this remark gives us further insight into the 
lifestyle of this lass. She replies : 

Ke leka ka kudu go ba kgatong e tee le bangwe. 

Gona bjale ke setse ke kgona go dira mabjalwa 
ka mehuta ya ona. Le a Sekgowa ke nawo. Eupsa 

ga se thato ya ka! (1 962:15). 
(I try by all means to be on par with other people . 
I am now in a position to brew different kinds of brews. 
I stock even European liquor. But I do this against 

my wi sh !) 

This reply makes it clear that there i s competition in the life led i n 
this township. Everybody stri ves to keep up with the times ; even if 
this means going out of one ' s way, in order to make a living . 
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Rachel is forced by ci rcums tances to venture the di fferent kinds of 
brew. She is running a shebeen contrary to the l aws of the l and and 
of the times. She runs the r i sk of being ar rested and jailed. She i s 
conscious of the ev il of this pract ice but her economic needs force 
her to act aga inst her conscience. She says: 

Ke bophelo bja Gauteng. Re phela ka moo 
re kgonago; e seng ka moo re swanetsego (1962 : 15) . 

(It is the life that is l ed in Johannesburg . We l ive 
the way we can; not the way we should.) 

This st ill emphasizes the fact that she i s a vict im of circumstances. 
She goes on further to show her helplessness when she tells how she 
tried in vain to free herself from Mamogaswa ' s forced love. She al so 
expr esses her loss of confidence in the police in t hat t hey cannot 
offer protection even to the person who needs it most . She says: 

Es ita le ona maphodisa, ba fo go feta o bolawa ke 
motho, gomme ka morago ba tle go leta setotpo sa gago! (1962:16) 

(Even the police just pass you, having been 
murdered by a thug , only t o come later 

to guard your corpse!) 

She is, therefore , livi ng in a way that ensures her relati ve safety by 

pleasing Mamogaswa at the expense of her life. That i s why she goes 
to the extent of shedding tears as she i s explaining to Mamohapi her 

plight with Mamogaswa. Rachel says : 

Pelong le moyeng wa ka, ga go sale bodulo 
bja Mamogaswa. Ruri , nka lokologa moyeng 
ge aka ya, goba a ;swa moo re ka se bonanego 

gape matsatsing ka moka a go phela ga rena (1962 : 16) . 

(There is no place for Mamogaswa in my heart 
and spirit. Truly, I can feel spi r itually relieved 
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if he can go or he be taken to a place where 
we may never ever meet again during our lifeti me . ) 

The narrator says that Rachel shed tears as she spoke these painful 
words to show that they came from the bottom of her heart. It is 
clear testimony of the fact that she led a life of which she was 
ashamed , but from wh ich unable t o free herself. When we look at" 
Sodom" and "Gomora " we appreci ate the social instability depicted and 
the moral corruption of the township inhabitants. We fee l the events 
described in this novel could not have taken place more apt ly at a 
different place . This soci al set-up is fertile soil for the evils 

described in this novel . 

5 .1. 2 Letl apa la bophelo (1983) 

The place where this novel is unfolding is in the vicinity of Johan
nesburg. It includes black townships like Thokosa, Wadevi lle , Ver 
een1g1ng. The last place is Suzi's farm where she has bui lt a palace 
"SMALL HEA VEN" - Izintaba. Th is farm is in the Northern Transvaal , 
south west of Pietersburg; far from the maddening crowd of the 

Wi t watersrand. 

The soc i ety found in this novel is almost the same as the heteroge
neous society found in Tshipu e rile: ke lebelo ... This i s particu
l arly true of the people we find in Johannesburg, especial ly in the 

morni ng as they are getting to work . The author says: 

Ke lebaka go be go nyeuma batho 
mebileng eke dikgomo di eya phulong (1983:9). 

(At such times (in the morni ng) streets 
were full of people who were like cattle 

driven to graz ing camps.) 

This emphasizes the multitudes that f il l the streets in the morni ng as 
people are going to their places of employment. The author fur ther 

gives the readers a picture of the traffic by saying: 
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o;fatanaga le tsona e le semphethekegofete, 
go kwala medumo y a tsona fela . Ka gee be 

e sale mesong, go be go le bo;ma go 

pharologanya makgatheng a modumo wa kgausw; le wa 
kgole (1983:9). 

(Cars are also racing in the streets, only their 
sounds filling every ear. As it was still 
early morning, it was difficult to 
distinguish between the sound from a 
car that is near or far.) 

After giving us this picture, this background or environment, we 
immediately understand why this is so when he says that every adult 
should strive to work for his livelihood as follows: 

Ka ge mpa le yona e swana le ngwana, 

mangle mang, ka ntle le bana, o be a 
swanelwa ke go bona gore ea selelwa. 
Desmond Motsama; le yena ya ba yo mongwe 

wa bona. 
(As the stomach is like a child, everybody, 
except children, has to ensure that it is 
looked after. Desmond Motsamai also 
became one of those who had to struggle to 

obtain food by toiling.) 

This scene is not exotic and, therefore, serves better the essential 
interest of verisimilitude. The author succinctly suggests that only 
"chUdren" in a society are not expected to toil for their l ivi ng, by 

using the words: 

... ka ntle ga bana ... 

( . . . except children.) 

As the plot develops, and the detective goes about his employer's 
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work, the author depicts a narrower, more homogeneous society. He 
narrows down the society through his investigations; to the Kho sa 
fam il y and friends and employees. Thus from the open society we move 
on to a cl osed society where life seems to be Eden-li ke. The beauti
ful houses , with beaut i ful surroundings, life appearing to be serene 
and peaceful, whereas the occupants are not at peace within themsel
ves, depicts the contrast , the disharmony which i s so necessary for us 
to appreciate the inner conflict in the fictional human beings of the 
novel . the author has meticulously changed scenes or places in order 
to depict the psychological changes that go on in the detective and in 
the suspects and the criminals. The pride of Mrs Mahlangu who is in 
fac t the second wi fe of the murdered millionaire, Khosa i s fast coming 
to an end, whereas she i s un aware of it. We hear her boasting to 
De smond Mot samai under the illusi on that Desmond would never be free 

agai n. She says : 

. .. Mehlala yohle e phumutswe 

ka ge wena o le mo. Ga go motho 
yo a tlogo tseba moo lego gona. 
Bohle ba tseba ge o loretse kolojng 
ye e swelego tseleng ya go ya Modjmolle .. . 

Wena tseba gore o lekgoba la bolao bophelo 

bja gago ka moka ... Motsamaj o hwjle, go 
setse Done lego mor;t; wa gago (1983:65). 

(All trails are wiped out as you are here. 
Nobody will know where you are. All know 
that you died and were burnt to ashes in the car 

that burnt out on the way to Modimolle ... 

You should know that you are enslaved to the 
bed the rest of your life . .. Motsamai is dead, 

only Don, your shadow, remains.) 

When shortly after these words, the scene changes and we see her being 
chased by Brayn and Desmond in their car, her car crashes aga i nst a 
mai ntain , and she flings herself down a cliff/ precipice. Then we 
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appreciate that all the self-made ominous serenity of her life has 
come to an end . That the seeming peaceful life of Suzi Khosa and her 
mo ther, has ended. We see Suzi Khosa chained behind bars at John 
Vorster Square and we agree with Stephens that the author has created 
a credible world for hi s characters to inhabit, a world that gives its 
people life and meaning. We then clearly understand the "life" it 

gave them, and what "meaning" meant for Suzi and her mother . At thi s 
point, readers can appreciate the author ' s open i ng paragraphs which 
are symbolical, where Desmond and his detective acumen is compared 
with the rising sun and Suzi Khosa and her mother and their wealth are 
compared with the mist. 

As the sum becomes hotter, the mist disappears . In the same way, as 
Mot samai ' s detection, with the help of Brayn, heated up, the wealth or 
Suzi and her mother , and the luxurious life they led, were diminishing 
until they ended with Suzi ' s arrest and her mother's suicide . The 
author ' s symbolic opening paragraph is as follows: 

Letsatsi la rotoga dithabeng boka 
lekhura magaleng a mahubedu. 
Mogodi le wona wa thoma go 
katoga dithaba bjalo ka ditholo di 

be di enwa meetse kua nokeng, 
tsa re go bona sebata se eme mola 

mmotong tsa katoga . 

Mogodi woo wa theoga o lebile moeding 
gore o se tlo kweswa bohloko ke mahlasedi 
ao a bogale . Lege mahlasedi ao a ilea 

iphepa ka wona masaledinyana a kgona 
go tsea ka a mabedi a lokelela go ya 
ntlha ya leboa. Ge le nyologela godimo letsatsi, 

mogodi wola wa hloka botshabelo. 
Ya ba gona sera seo se O latswalatswa 

go fihlela o fela (1983: 9). 
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(The sun rose behind mounta ins l i ke fat 
on red hot firewood or coa l . The mist al so 
started moving away from the mounta i ns 
like antelopes which were drin ki ng water 
at the river , and when seeing a lion 
standing on a hill, they retreat. 

That mist retreated to the valley to 
avoid punishment by those br ight sunrays. 
Even i f those sunrays devoured the mist , i ts 
remains managed to flee northwards. As the sun 
rose higher, that mist had no place to hide in. 

That is how that enemy consumed it to the last particle.) 

It is also interesting to note that t he northward movement of the mist 
symbolised Suzi ' s and her mother ' s movement to t he nor th , from their 
Johannesburg surroundings, from Potchefstroom, to be exact, to their 
farm and pal ace west of Pi etersburg ; where they were "devoured" by 
the law. 

5 .1. 3 Etshwang mare (1986) 

We enter a typical rural soc iety as the novel starts . The opening 
paragraph depicts the well-known rural "lapa" with a dog arriving f rom 

the veld, wagging his t ail as it approaches Letswa , wi th stains of 

blood on its lips and paws. The narrator says : 

Mosemane Letswa o dutse seemaneng 
sa meboto; o lwa ntwa ya mogopolo. 
Le phjrjmjle. Mpsa ya gabo e t swela e mo 
lebantse e supa mathokong ka moka ka 
moselana wa yona wa nkonopana . Ya 
gogoba pele ga gagwe ka go bo i fa go mo 
kgoma. Ge go le go gobe mpsa ea bontshwa (1986:1 ) . 

(The boy Letswa is sitting in t he warm place 
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between the walls of the ' lapa ' ; he is in a pens ive mood. 
It is t wilight. Their (his family 's ) dog appears 

moving towards him, wagging his short tail. It cringes 
before him but fears to come into contact with him. 
When all is not well, a dog can smell out.) 

The author depicts the thick forests bordering on the village 
economically . He says: 

Meriri ya gagwe ya ema ka dinantlhana; 
poifo ya fifatsa pelo ya gagwe. Goh le o 
dikaneditswe ke sekgwa sago kgokagana. 
Mo ke gona Sekheseng mo go thwego setopo 
sa Tshite se humanwe gona. 0 gedigetsa 
morago le pele a be a ipots;se gore ke 
boifa eng (1986:2). 
(His hair stands on end; his heart is darkened 
by fear. He is encircled by a thick forest. 
This place is known as Sekheseng, where it is 
alleged that Tshite ' s corpse was found. He 
uneasily looks backward and forward and 
wonders what he is afraid of.) 

very 

The description of the field, where let~wa and his father had to go 

and dig out the underground nest of white ants, also adds to the rural 
atmosphere created in this novel without giving unnecessary deta ils. 

The author says: 

Gop fihleng ga gagwe gae a kwana le tatagwe, 
~ 

ka ge ka leo le late lago a sa some, gore ba 
tlo tsogela tshemong go ya go epa seolo se 
mohlwa wa sona o ripelago mabele e sea mannyane (1986:39) . 

(On his arriva l at home he arranged with 
his father, as he was not going to work the following 
day, that they would go to their field very early, 
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to dig out the underground nest, where the white-ants 

cut down their young crop.) 

The rural sett ing is further emphasised by the fact that the village 
depicted is under the headmanship of kgosigadi (queen) Mankwe who is 
under king Sehlodimare. The relationship between the king and his 
tradi ti onal doctor, Letlametlo, is so intimate that all tribal suspi
cions based on trad itional r itual suspicions, are referred to him. 
That is why even Tshite ' s mysterious disappearance is reported to him , 

and the community is only lulled about the whole issue. There is 
close friendship between kgosi Sehlodimare and Mogwasa Mogoga. This 
friendsh ip even leads to the kgosi alloting a business site to Mogoga 
where he builds a mortuary. The author depicts this relationship as 

follows : 

Go feta moo ke mogwera wa Sehlodimare 
le ge go sa tsebege gore go tlile bghjang. Kwano 

yeo ke yona yeo e dirilego gore Hogwasa a 
humane moo aka agago mmo~are mo mobung 

wa Sehlodimare (1986:95). 
(Apart from that he is Sehlodimare's friend, 
although it is not known how the friendship 
came about . That friends hip is the one that 
made it poss ible for Mogwasa to procure a site 

for a mortuary on Sehlodimare ' s land.) 

The little groups, which we choose to distinguish as fol lows, form 

interest groups wh ich live together "peacefully": 

(i) Kgosi Sehlodimare ' s group, including Mankwe and her female 

friends, whom we styled witches in chapter 4; 

(ii) Mogoga ' s group, which consists of Magog, Chedodo, Ph iri, 
Nontsikelelo and Letswa (to a certain extent because he now 

works at the mortuary); 
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(iii) Malehu ' s group, cons ist i ng of her cl ose relatives, her child 
and Matengwa and his friends. 

It is interesting to note how Letswa infiltrated i nto all these groups 
un til he dismantled them and the tru t h was exposed. The author 's 
success in using the retardatory techn ique and expositional suspense 
makes readers infer that the i nsane woman who surpri sed the detectives 
at Letlametlo ' s home should have been Nontsikelelo. It is interesting 
to compare the words of the insane woman at Le t l ametlo ' s home and 

V 
those uttered by Nontsikel elo l ater to Letswa: 

Ntlogeleng . . . nglogeleng batho tenang. 
Le tlwaet~e go bolaya batho. Le swaretse 

✓ 

mang .. le swaretse mang dithunya tseo 

le fi fihlago? (1 986: 42). 

Nna ga ke ke le tshabe le ge le le ba bararo . .. 
eupsa le sere go fetsa ka nna la mpolaya (1986:43). 

(Leave me . . . Leave me, you people. You are used 
to murdering people . For whom are you holding . . . 
for whom are you carrying those revolvers you are 

hiding?) 

( . .. I am not afraid of you even if you are three . . . 
but after satisfying your lusts you should 

not murder me.) 

Compare the above quotations with t he fo l lowing: 

Ba mmolaile! Ka phoso ka mmona . .. 
Ga ke na thereso eupsa nka re babe ba mo 

thuntse kgetlaneng gobane ba ile ba lwa 
ntwa ye kgolo le go ntsha se sengwe ka 
magetleng a gagwe . . . ge Hogwasa a fihl i le (1986 :98 -99). 
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(They killed her. Accidentally I saw her ... 
I am not sure but I can say they had shot 
her through the scapul a because they struggled 
a lot to remove something from her shoulders . .. 

after Mogwasa had arrived.) 

The truth of the correlation is confirmed by the narrator when he 
tells readers the reason why Nontsike left work at the mortuary before 

Letswa was employed there . He says: 

~ V ._, 

Seo se mo tlositsego mmosareng ke gobane 

a ilea bona setopo sa lekgarebe lea 
letsatsi lea se bego se tliswa ka lona . .. (1986:95). 

Nontsike O tlogetse modiro WO pele gobane 
kgwebo e bee mo senya kgopolo .. . (1986:95). 
(W hat caused her to l eave the mortuary was because 

she saw the corpse of that young lady that day 

when it was brought ... ) 
(Nontsike left this work before because that 
business was affecting her mentally . .. ) 

With this expertise of presenting profound meaning by mani pulat ing the 

physical environment the author is able to mystify and delight hi s 

readers. 

5. 2 THE INFLUENCE OF MILIEU ON CHARACTER AND PLOT 

We must repeat here,s the fact that the events that are taking place 
in any novel are executed by fictional human beings, following the law 
of cause and effect. The writer ' s thoughts must be put into action by 
his fictional human beings. The synthesis of these three el ements : 

thought, character and action may sometimes be called plot. We would 
like to see how the authors of the selected texts blend the atmosphere 

created with the actions and reactions of the fictional characters. 
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5.2.1 Tshipu e rile: ke lebelo ... 

The social background of Makhina as an ex-soldier in t he Second World 
War, which equipped him for his detective work , prepared him well as 
far as bravery is concerned. the war prepared him to be trustworthy -
it trained him never to give up; he must stick to hi s assignment like 
a bulldog. That is why Makhina is so determined to defeat the enemy -
the murderers and the thieves that were in Alexandra Town shi p. He 
never gives up as we have seen , until he brings the cul prits before 
the court of law. It is i nteresting to see how Makhina changes with 
changing situations in order to react appropriately. The receipt of 
the letter from the Chi ef Detective Inspector , D.P Hudson , bri ngs 
about a change in Makhina's emot i ons . The author sums up Makhina ' s 

emotions by letting him say: 

Go swanetse go be le phedisano. /rfolao 

o swanetse go agelwa lesaka (1962:6). 
( .. . There must be marmonious living. The law 

must be respected.) 

We see Makhina again changing his mood when the need arises. When he 
approaches Mamohapi for the fir st time, to brief her of the happe 
ni ngs, he is a gentleman, who could even afford a gentlemanly appre-

ciation for a l ady. We hear him saying: 

Dumela, /rfamohapi ! Na wena o dio ba naledi 

le ge o sa tso tsoga borokong! 
Ka nnete tlhago e dirile mosomo 

wa go bogega ka wena! 
(Hallo, Mamohap i ! Are you such a 
beauty even when you are just waking up! 
Surely nature has done admirable work in you!) 

That is why Mamohapi accepts the compliment by using a contrast: 

Tlogela go nthumola wena! Di reng? 
(Stop teasing me! What is the latest?) 
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We see him disguising himsel f as Itlhwana and arresting Petl a; we 
have already seen him pl aying ri ch at Sodoma and gett ing clues about 
the hide-out, Gomora. At Gomora we saw how he rescued Rachel Sehlogo. 

We appreciate the change of si t uations found in this novel , for, with 
each change of situation there is appropriate change of emotion and 
action on the part of the fictional characters , which in turn enhances 

the quality and effect of the novel on the readers. 

5. 2.2 Letlapa l a Bophelo (1983) 

We have seen Desmond ' s react ion to the letter from Seipati who wa s 
already dead by that time. He was determined to t r ace the kil lers of 
Seipati and to find out the person who persecuted Seipat i ' s s ister by 
causing her to pay him large sums of money motnhly/ reg ularly. The 
atmosphere changed from the busy one we say as the story/novel opened , 
with people and traffic criss -crossing in the streets of Johannesburg . 
The cange of mood was brought about by the entrance of the ol d man 
Setati into Motsamai ' s office. Note how the author uses one sent ence 

to change to a different mood. He says : 

Ke nyaka thuso . Hokgalabj e a rothisa dikeledi (1983 :14). 

(I want hel p. The old man shed tears . ) 

Traditionally, a man is like a sheep , he never cries ; he never sheds 
a tear. If it were a woman , the effect of this sentence wo ul d not be 
the same as t his one. The sympathy that was evoked by thi sscene, 

remained at the back of Mot samai ' s mind as he was going up and down 
trying to detect Seipati ' s mu rderers. That is why we at l as t hear hi m 

talking to Judy in this short di alogue: 

Kgaetsedi, t soga . . . ke tli lo go thusa . 
O nkisa kae? Nna ga ke sane legae. 
Tsogare re sepele ke tla go isa go tatago. 

Ga ka apara (1 983 :71). 
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(Sister , wake up .. I have come to help you.) 

(Where to? I no longer have a home.) 
(Stand up l et ' s go and I will take you to your fa ther .) 

(I am naked.) 

This is the result of that unforgettable moment of a man shedding 
tears in front of youngsters, to show the depth of the pain or loss 

and fatigue and fear in the heart of the old man . 

When Motsamai is happy and the mood at his office and with colleagues 
is cheerful, t he author makes nature shed light. Look at the opening 

paragraph of chapter one in this book: 

Letsats i la rotoga dithabeng boka lekhura 
magaleng a mahubedu. Mogodi le wona wa 
thoma go katoga dithaba bjalo ka ditholo 

di be di enwa meetse kua nokeng, tsa 
re go bona sebata se eme mola mmotong tsa katoga (1983:9) . 

(The sun rose behind mountains like 
fat on red hot firewood or coal. The mist 
also started moving away from the mountains 

like antelopes wh ich were drinking water 
at t he river, and when seeing a lion standing 

on a hill, they retreat . ) 

When Motsamai ' s mood is heavy , the author depicts nature to symbolise 
his gloom by making it night and not day. In chapter six the author 

opens with the following words: 

Letsatsi la yo iphihla morago ga dithaba. 
Meri ti ya retologa le tsona ya tlo gahlana 

meeding. Melod i yela ye mebosana ya 

dinonyana ya re tse! Gwa kwala ya 

digwagwa le dikhunkhwane ge di 

rorisa ngwedi (1983: 41). 
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(The sun went to hide behind the mountains. 
Shadows revolved round the mountains and 
met in the valleys. Those sweet melodies of 
birds disappeared! Sounds of frogs and 
insects praising the moon were heard.) 

In the same strai n we appreciate how the author creates tension and 
suspense, heightens them with every paragraph . Thi s is further 
demonstrated clearly in chapter sdiz of this novel. Motsamai is 
powerl ess when he thinks of the letter from Seipati Khosa ; the death 
of Dr Seanego ; the corpse that was thrown into hi s office and the 
fact that the perpetrator of these evil deeds is trying t o remove all 
possi ble witnesses . He knows that he will probably be the next target 
of the murderers. As he enters the house where he finds the back door 

open, he is greeted by scattered utensils on the kitchen floor. 

His experiences in the room where a shot rang out and at the same time 
lights went off , arouse the readers ' feelings of sympathy and pity for 
Motsamai. The sil ence that follows that grim moment heightens the 
tension, not only in Motsamai but also in us, the readers . Thanks to 
the deafening sound of a passing car, whoch acts as a respite for 
recovery

1 
Motsamai ends up a victor in that dark room. When Motsamai 

finds the corpse of a murdered woman in one of the rooms, he becomes 
so powerless that he has to support himself against the bed, and he 

stands there stupefied. The author says: 

... ya bee sale a ahlama ka letshogo. 

Matolo a felelwa ke maatla, a se hlwe 
a kgona go kuka mmele (1983:47-48). 

( . .. he rema ined dazed , out of fright. 
His knees gave in, and could no longer 

carry the body.) 

This picture of Motsama1 1s the opposite of the Motsamai we know. His 
strength , demonstrated in the dark room abofvge by killing the man 
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with whom he fought in the dark, suddenly saps out of him, when he 
sees that unbelievable sight of manslaughter. This contrast clearly 
depicts the cruelty that confronts Motsamai and magnifies the innocen-

ce of the victim. 

This type of atmospheric creation by the author allows him to succeed 
in developing the novel to its logical conclusion, without making his 
readers feel that he fails to make his characters react to the 

dictates of the setting. 

5. 2. 3. Etshwang mare (1986) 

The author has not indulged in vivid descriptions of scenes. He has 
attempted a short description of some individual characters in order 
to give .us a deeper insi ght into the character's nature . Let us take 
the description of captain Matengwa as given by the author as an 

i llustration: 

Mokapotene Matengwa ke monna wa hlogwana 
ya nkgagarapana, ... wa sefahlego seo se 
ed;lego moo o kago go mo tlwaela le letsats; 

la mathomo ge a go swar;s;tse magang. 
o;mpa go tlwele tfeo dj ;pontshago go ba 
e le mabotlelo a bjala . Ke thereso ba ka 
ba ba mo 5;tletsa ka djtamp;, gore mohla 
ba sentse, ba tsebe gore Hatengwa o gona 
sete;seneng. Theresa ke gore ga go bonolo go 
ka mo tshepha gee bake letseka la Hmuso (1986:12) . 

(Captain Matengwa is a man with a flat head, . . . 
with an ever smiling face which makes him a friend 
to everybody at first sight. His belly is bulgy and 
hard, signifying a large intake of beer . It is true, 
some people may be bribing him with bottles of beer, 
so that should they be arrested one day, they would 
be assured of his protection at the police station. 
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The truth of the matter is that if he is an offic ial 

detective , it is hard to trust him.) 

created here is that of untrustworthiness 
His friendli ness , instead of being used to 

of thi s 
proper 

The impression 
police officer. 
advantage against suspects, is misused to satisfy his own lusts, 
especially on the women he is supposed to help. His belly signifies 
laziness as a result of the bribes that he receives in the form of 
beer bought for him by his future suspects. Because of their 

unsatisfactory impression of this detective , readers cannot be 
expected to take seriously any of the notes he takes as evidence from 

various witnesses . 

The author only gives a very short indication of 
the sett ing where the characters are. The narrator says simply: 

Ba dutse kgorong e le ge Teku ad; 
folosa a sa metse mare (1986 :13). 
(They are seated at the kgoro and Teku 
eloquently recounts the happenings.) 

To a person who has no background of the "kqoro" this sentence will 
not give the correct picture of the scene being depicted here. In 
this traditional setting, we understand that there was no disturbance 
by either women or children passing there as they were seated. 

Matengwa was wr iting down the evidence given by Teku . This "kqoro" 
image symbolises the seriousness of what was being said at that moment 
in time, by men and not by women or children . This is being economic 

and suggestive in the use of the milieu to influence characters. 

In chapter VII the author starts by describing the weather that 

morning. He says: 
~ 

' v 7 f ·" 7 sa hlaba "atengwa a tsoswa Letsats; e 1sa e • ,., 
ke sekutu sa dikobo tsa ga Halehu 
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~ v 
tseo a di laelago. Naga e sehlefetse e 
bontsha moo go fetilego naka (1986:51). 
(The sun is already hot by sunrise. Matengwa 
is awakened by the stuffines s of the blankets of 
Malehu , which he is using for the last time 
that day. Crops and natural vegetation are dry 
as a sign that it is after the 25th May - the 

first frost has set in.) 

This depiction of nature on this morning is not a bright one at all. 
It depicts a slow movement, a heavy mood. This is confirmed by the 
news that follows this depiction. It signifies the arrest of Meokgo 
and his two dogs: it introduces the explanation of how Bjankgana, 
Sefu ' s elder brother was arrested because he had stolen pension funds. 
It was an evil omen to the medi cine man, Ramatsha, who was poisoned 
and ultimately died. That quietness of the opening paragraph directly 
influences all the characters and the happenings of thi s chapter and 
the author ends the chapter with a short sentence , indicative of the 

poison which silences its victim . He says: 

Selo see ka ba homola! (1 986:59). 
(This thing may be a poisonous si lencer!) 

We can, therefore, observe that the author ' s characters here are in 

harmony with the milieu created. 

It is interesting to note how Meokgo reacts in court after being found 
guilty. We see his objection to taking an oath , when he reminds the 

court that: 

Lentsu le re 1 0 se ikane ka Yogodimo ' . 
Eupsa eng e be eng; aowa le yona e be bjalo . 
Eupsa ka ge nka nyamiswa ke a ikana (1986:75). 

(The word says ' never take an oath under God 's 
name ' but your yes should be yes, and your no be a 
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no; but because I may be punished, I take an oath.) 

This is rebellion against his surroundings. It still brings out 
clearly his reliance on God when he adds his words to the words he 
instructed by the prosecutor to utter: He says: 

,( " Morena nthuse ke bolele thereso. Ogaugele 
ba nama (1986:75). 

(Lord , help me to tell the truth. Be merciful 
to the worldly.) 

When Meokgo finally says: 

Lokollang mpsa ye gobane le gee bee le 

mo lato ga e tsebe . Gee le ka nna: 
Kgokollo goba lehu (1 986:77). 

(Free this dog because even if it were guilty it does 
not know. As for me: Discharge or death.) 

i s 

We immedi ately appreciate his flash of spirited anger, his readiness 
and even eagerness for death if he is not discharged. Unfortunately 
he is sentenced to death twice, for the murder of two people . His 

personal integri ty is maintained under different circumstances 
' 

culmi nating in these emotional outbursts of justification of his 
innocence as indicated by his elevated and heroic tone that shows 

self-confidence and not scepticism. 

5 .3 COMPARATIVE CONCLUSION 

We have seen how the three authors depict their milieu or setting and 
use the setti ng to indicate the type of society in which the detective 

story is taking place. 

ishipu e rile: ke lebelo and Letlapa la bophelo have nearly the same 
type of society, a cosmopolitan one . life in the setting depicted is 
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fast and depends sol ely on the availability of finances . Even the 
, V 1 Z. motives for the murders in both books are almost ident ical · 

love for money and wealth, in order to lead affluent l ives. On 

the 
the 

contrary, the society that is depicted in Etshwang mare , is basically 
rural, with ritual murders still taking place, unchecked by the law. 
In the only case where the law attempts to follow up such a ritual 
murder, the culprit succeeds in bribing or corrupting the detective 
concerned with the case, with eight herd of cattle . The case abort s 
as a result . In this closed society, more than one group of persons 
is suspect, and not without cause. The author successful ly avoids 
using the supernatural agencies despite the setting whi ch could have 
been so tempt ing . He successfully creates the scene of the "witches" 
under the leadership of the chieftainess personally, those who with 
the help of Homolang, the mortuary owner, manage to poison Ramatsha 
for having magically succeeded in finding T~hite ' s corpse in the thick 
forest. Had the author yi elded to the temptation to use supernatural 
agencies, this could have weakened the credibility of his story. In 
that way he could have failed to develop his plot convincingly. 

In our view these authors have not engaged in unnecessary descriptions 
of milieu or setting or even of surroundings . In all three novels, 
the authors have used plenty of conversation and only a minimum of 
description of the surroundings. It is only a small paragraph in 
Letlapa la bophelo , wh ich is to us, not convincingly depicted. As a 
result, it does not round off the chase of Suzi's mother quite well. 
The author depicts her car having crashed against a mountain; and yet 

thereafter depicts her moving on rocks, climbing up the rocks. This 
is incredible after such a crash. She had been driving very fast, and 
if her car crashed against a mountain, at that high speed, she could 
not have survived the crash and still be in a position to cl imb up the 
rocks on the mountain . The surroundings were well/accurately and 

suggestively depi cted but the author did not fit the lady ' s suicide 

well into the plot. He says: 

Re swanetse go mo swara. Sefatanaga sa 
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gagwe ke letlapa . ... mosadi yoo o be a 

" tsenetse mmileng wa manyokenyoke woo 
tsenelago gare ga dithaba, Bryan a gatelela 

gore se se ba timelele go ya kgole . 

Motsamai a goeletsa. 
Bona. Sefatanaga sela se thutse thaba. 

A se emisa kgauswi le moo, ba tswa ba 
kitima. Basa lebile go sona, Hotsamai a 
bona selo matlapeng. Ka ge letsatsi le s etse 

le hlabile mahlasedi a lona magageng, 
Hotsamai a kgona go bona mosadi yo o ka 
rego lesaka la mabele mokgahlo ga magaga 
a namelela godimo. E tla ka mono Bryan . 
.. . Ge a goelela bjalo, o be a eme thokong 

ya · legaga a lebeletse kua fase. 
Bryan ge a fih 1 a le yena a isa mah lo 
gona kua Hotsamai a lebe letsego gona. 
0 lefetse dibe tsa gagwe (1 986 :71-72). 
(We must arrest her. Her car i s very sound . . . 

that woman was travelling on a road winding 
between mountains. Bryan accelerat ed so 
that the car would not disappear out of their sight 

for a long time. Mots amai shouted : 
Look! That car crashed agai ns t a mountain . 
He stopped theirs next t o where the accident took place, 
and they got out of the car, and started running . Before 
they could reach that car, Motsamai saw somethi ng on the rocks. 

As the sunrays were already shin ing on the cliffs, Motsamai 
was able to see the woman shaped like a mieliebag i n the 

precipice climbing upward. "Come this side Bryan. " 

. . . As he was calling him like that , he was 

standing next to a cliff gazi ng 
down the cliff. Bryan arrived and also 
looked in that same direction and remarked: 

She has paid for her sins . ) 
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Otherwise we are of the opinion that on the whole, the milieu in the 
texts is true to the worlds of these novels, and has been well 
integrated with character and plot. 

-- - oOo ---
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CHAPTER 6 

GENERAL CONCLUSION 

6. Introduction 
6.1 Source materials and milieu/ setti ng of the texts 
6.2 Detection of criminals in the texts 
6.3 Plot and characterization in the texts 
6.4 The future of the detec ti ve novel in Northern Sotho 

6. INTRODUCTION 

In the previous chapters we have attempted a critical comparative 
analysis of the selected texts. In this chapter we would like to 
round off this study by giving a comparative assessment of the texts 
based on the contents of the previous chapters. We should like to 
conclude by speculating on the future of the detective novel in 
Northern Sotho. 

6.1 SOURCE MATERIAL AND MILIEU/ SETTING OF THE TEXTS 

In T~hipu e rile: ke lebelo . . . the writer has selected Johannesburg 
and Alexandra Township as the scene of the crime which is the centre 
of this story. He has made use of the chaotic socio-economic and 
socio-political conditions of the Africans during the fift ies . During 
those years , young African men and women were migrating from their 
rural settings to the developing industrial areas in and around 
Johannesburg in search of employment for cash wages . The aut hor used 
that milieu to depict the soci al evils that accompany economic growth. 
During those years, in Alexandra Township, there were two notorious 
rival gangs known as the Msomi gang and the Spoilers gang respect ive
ly. From the writer ' s description of the physical appearance of 

Alexandra Town ship of the times, it is clear that he knows the place 
very well. All the places descri bed or mentioned in the novel and the 
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logical way in which they are brought into the story show clearly that 
the writer has a thorough knowledge of the geography of the places 
used as the setting for the events that are theoretically taking place 
there. We refer here not only to Johannesburg and Alexandra Town ship , 
but to Potgietersrus, Pietersburg, Louis Trichardt and Vendaland. 
This includes the Great North Road, which the criminals and the main 
detective have used. The writer 's use of mystery , suspense and the 
description of the milieu in Vendaland leaves the reader conv inced 
that apart from knowing the physical features of Vendaland, the writer 
understands the culture of the Venda people very well. He has subtly 
exploited this knowledge in depicting the actions and r eact ions of the 
criminals and the main detective while in Vendaland . The reader 
cannot forget the scene where the twenty bags of dagga were hidden; 
where fierce fighting broke out between Makhina and hi s rival s, the 
criminal~, backed by Hlogot ~hweu. This scene where Hl ogot!hweu and 
the criminal s had trapped to destroy the detective but were shocked to 
have an encounter with the "detecUve's ghost," is so fitting and 
serves better , the essential interest of verisimilitude which is so 
vital in detective fiction. It is pleasing to note how economically 
the writer has created a fitting atmosphere without undue descriptions 
wh ich would lead to uncalled for digression , which would in turn 

affect the development of the plot negatively. 

The peculiar potency of Alexandra Township and Johannesburg as places 
of evil is reinforced by the existence of a top-security prison, known 
as No. 4. In the Roaring forties and fifties, the socio-economic and 

socio-poli tical life of Blacks in and around Johannesburg had an 
obsession with threats to law and order and traditional values . The 
writer has suctessfully used this material and reshaped it into his 

own imaginative creation. 

In Letlapa la Bophelo the writer also uses Johannesburg as the main 
area or scene of the cri mes committed in this novel . In addition we 
find Potchefstroom and her township forming part of the milieu of this 
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novel. For the same reason, that these places have an obsession with 
threats to law and order and traditional values , we find the writer 
having chosen his milieu well, to suit the events discussed in the 
novel. We note the difference in the time of this novel and the 
previous one, T~hipu e rile : ke lebelo . The time of t he latter is 
the early sixties, using the period of the fifties . The time of 
Letlapa la Bophelo is the eighties. In the eighties we note that what 
used to be a threat in the fifties and sixties has become a reality. 
Disorder, corruption and crime have become the order of t he day. we 
have seen the author depict the sunrise in the towns and the town
ships, sketching the movement of the multitudes from the town sh ip to 
town, to their different places of employment. A misty or foggy 
morning with the sun looking like a moon, with no warm sunrays! What 
a picture! After such a gloomy atmosphere, it is not surpri si ng to 
see the writer picking on a family unit that could be taken to have 
been at the peak of their life, and plunging it into the gloom with 
which he opens the story. That is Mr Khosa ' s family, Khosa, the 
millionaire, Khosa, the bigamist. It is the death of th is mil lion
aire ' s daughter of the first marriage, Seipati, that forms the centre 
of crime detection in this novel. We enjoyed reading about the 
different ways in which the criminals tried to conceal their identi 
ties; w~ enjoyed following the detective placed in his way to dis
courage him from continuing his detective work. The wr iter pl ayed 
fair to the reader and the detective and that is why we coul d appre
ciate the detective ' s change of tactics to suit the new situations in 
which he found himself. The writer has succeeded in chang ing f rom the 
city setting to the rural setting in one and the same novel ; short as 
it is. It is his craftsmanship that makes him succeed in dep icting 

these scenes in order to keep pace with the need for a change in the 
speed of detection. It is worth noting how the writer used the 

semirural setting to expose all the evil tortures of human i ty in a 
place that seems to be very peaceful. Its beauty and natural serenity 

create a very restful, peaceful atmosphere, where one could rest from 
the daily humdrum life of the industri al towns. Nobody could associa
te Modimolle, Suzi's sanatorium, with crime. Its beauty is 
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reminiscent of God's peace within t he human heart . The wr i t er's 

craftsmanship has convincingly ch anged that scene of beauty i nto a 
haunted place. He has turned that si lence into an evil omen, t hat 
arouses fear in the reader as darknes s does in a chil d left sl eeping 
alone in a fourteen -roomed mansion. What a contrast! Hence the evil 
hearts of Suzi Khosa and her mother become crystal clear to the 
readers . We can feel the venom in their hearts and even when we hear 
them talk we appreciate no good word f r om their mouths. Immedi ately, 
there springs to our mind the sayings: 

Se bone thola boreledi, teng ga yona go a baba. 

(Do not be deceived by the smoothness of the bitter apple , its 
contents are bitter. ) 

Metse e botse re le kgole, ra batamela ke mat lotla . 

(Houses that appear to be beauti ful from far , on close r loo k t hey 

are ruins. ) 

Lego lehwibidu ga le hloke seboko. 

(Every overripe fig has a worm insi de . ) 

Yes, the atmosphere created leaves indelible impressions of t he 
torture going on in the minds of those who appear to be l iv i ng afflu 

ently. We appreciate the changing turmo il within the detecti ve as he 
sees what is going on and what he undergoes as he i s on that fa rm -
Modimolle . The writer has really revived and even extended our 

knowledge of familiar scenes and pl aces . We begin to look around us 

and see the surroundings with better insight. We appreci at e the 

condition, the feelings and reactions of Pholo, Mad ie , J udy and 
Motsamai as depicted in that "sanator ium", in a better 1 ight. 

The setting in Et shwang mare is essent ially rural or semirur al, in 

contrast to the setting in Tt hipu e rile: ke l ebel o . . . and Letlapa la 
Bophelo . The writer uses the banal f ami ly un i t, of Mal ehu, to make a 
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fitting nucleus around which a death mystery has been wr itten. This 
family of Malehu contrasts with that of the milliona ire, Khosa, whom 
we met in Letlapa la Bophelo . It is the writer's ab ility to capture 
the reader's attention that makes him succeed in elevating th is l ow, 
simple family to be the centre of attraction that is described in thi s 
novel . Traditionally, only famili es of a higher social order or of a 
higher income group, or who have large herds of cattle and/or sheep/ 
goats i.e. wealthy families, could be expected to be centres of 
attraction. The writer has devi ated from such a convention but we 
feel we shall not be justified in viewing this deviation as a flaw in 
the writing of this detective novel. We look at it allegorically. 
Its satirical implications are woven around the central theme of 
injustice. In a typical African or traditional society or community, 
such humble families are usually the ones which are misused and 
indirectly oppressed and exploited as victims of ritual murders . The 
significance of this setting is that it triggers off the reader 's 
interest in and attention to the seriousness of the injusti ce that 
humble families undergo at the hands of the wealthy and the mago~i. 
Readers begin to see the meaning of the word "justice" in a cl earer 
sense : justice does not respect personal status but it is just 
justice and should always be taken to mean justi ce, without 
discrimi nation . A mouthfu l! The writer continues to satirise the 
''justice" as practised in our society , by depicting the court procee
dings with Meokgo standing tri al on a charge of the murder of Tthite. 
We read Meokgo 's protests and the prosecutor's prosecution for the 
State and ultimately the verdict. The scene is pathetic but Meokgo is 
helpless . The writer 's art carr ies the reader along with the amateur 
detective Let~wa , as he collects evidence to counter the ev idence 
given by the State , to prove Meokgo innocent. The reader i s satisfied 

when ultimately the amateur detective succeeds in unmasking the true 
criminals responsible for T~hite's murder and Meokgo ' s life is saved. 
Without verbal bomb attacks on the legal system of our times, the 
writer subtly exposes legal anomalies of the eighties and informs and 
alerts the public of the fall acies of their notion of justice and its 
application in their communities. All this the writer accomplishes 
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through his manipulation of setting , to touch and mani pulate reader
response. The reader becomes aware of hi s ignorance of t he importance 
and significance of famil i ar scenes . It i s enliveni ng to see how the 
writer has successfully reconst ructed and interpreted the ordin ary 
facts to suit the circumstances of his plot of murder and restitut ion. 

6.2 DETECTION OF CRIMINALS IN THE TEXTS 

We mentioned in chapter two that for the most part in a detective 
novel, the writer is busy with t he solution to the problem of ident i 
fying the criminals. In most cases, the crime committed i s usual ly 
reported to the detective. Unl ess the type of crime is such t hat it 
must be est ablished where and when it occurred, the det ect ive' s work 
usually starts at the scene of the crime. This aspect of the story or 
novel i~ the mainspring of the novel , as it is full of confli ct and 
tension, both external and int ernal . It is the part of the novel 
which is full of action , full of movement and it is t he one that 
forces the artist to portray di fferent scenes to suit t he di fferent 
circumstances. It is the par t of the novel that must tap t he feelings 
and emotions of the reader, as he accompanies the detect ive in his 
arduous task of tracking down the suspects , using all possi ble clues , 

exploiting all techniques and ski lls at his disposal. 

Immediately after being told of t he burglary and larceny , in Ti hipu e 
r ile : ke lebel o . .. , Makhina' s quick wit leads him t o connect 
Mamoga efwa and Rachel and he dec ides to connect Rachel through his 
helper, Mamohapi, without del ay. His suspicion is confirmed by the 
clues that Mamohapi col l ects from Rachel . The tension is seen in how 
the wri t er makes his detectives collect evidence and how they use the 
evidence t o identify their sus pects. We enjoy accompanying the 
detective in his disguising tacti cs , feel the pain as he is ki cked 
around and t r i umph with him when he , (Itlhwana) succeeds in fl oor ing 
Petl a at the gang ' s hide-out . The writer ' s ability to use ten sion 
keeps the reader ' s curiosity alive throughout the book. Some schol ars 
are of the op inion that physical di sguises should be taboo in a 
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detective story. We find no th i ng wrong in Makhina 's disguises in this 

novel because the writer has never overlooked t he fact that for every 

in the behaviour of the f i ct ional characters, there must be a 
It is because of his ability to prepare for every change t hat 

satisfied with the disguising tactics used by Makhina. If the 

change 
cause. 
we are 
light in the hut in Vendaland had not been as dim as it was , the 
disguised Makhina, as Natshenda the witchdoctor , woul d not have 
convinced us, because they do not sound possible and acceptabl e. Th at 
is why these disguises are not to be counted as flaws in t he wr it ing 
of this detective novel . The writer is commended fo r the efficient 
way in which he creates/ depi ct s the lighting at the shebeens . Poor 
lighting. It still reveals the fact that the writer knows the prefe 
rences of his characters and for tunately they are in l i ne wi t h known 
habits and preferences of those who frequent the shebeens and even bar 
lounges ~nd taverns these days . The users speak of "soph is ticated 

lighting" when they refer to the dim lights used to suit the patro
nisers ' half-open eyes. This is still proof that the writer knows his 
subject well. The clues that the reader and the detect ive collect 
heighten the detective acumen of Makh ina. We have seen how Mamohapi , 
Rachel, t he petrol attendant i n Pot gietersrus, the herdboys north of 
Pietersburg along the Great North Road and Natshenda at gaNyat sane , 
all had a hand in the identi f ication of the criminal s and their 

ultimate arres t . The only flaw we coul d mention here is the fact that 
the detective could have confronted and arrested these cri mi nals on 
the evening they had come to him for help in Vendaland. It would seem 
the writer want ed the novel t o be bigger and, therefore, del iberately 
left them in peace that evening. Perhaps he still wanted to prove the 
bravery of Makhina the detective, but the fact i s , after t hat encoun
ter, the detect ive was no longer trying to identify these crimi nals 
for what they did in Johannesburg/ Sydenham. He wanted to catch t hem 
redhanded with the bags of dagga so that he could charge them even for 
use and possession of and/ or sal e of unlawful drugs. He was ac t ing in 
this way in order to establish reasonable proof that the gangsters 

were guilty of various charges as suspected. On these grounds, t hen, 

the extension is pardonable and acceptable. 
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In Letlapa la Bophelo, the problem facing Desmond as a detective was 
to identify the criminals who murdered Seipati Khosa and even her 
millionaire father . In this novel the detective had first to detect 
the crime of murder because the suspects had disguised these murders 
as natural or even accidents and were not to be viewed as murders as 
such. Desmond uses his police force tactics of cross-questioning 
suspects and witnesses and he used this method successfully. The 
writer cleverly provided witnesses who knew Desmond as a policeman and 
those who were his old acquaintances such as Shima. This tactic is 
acceptable because ground has been prepared for it. This acumen as a 
detective makes it easy for him to feel at home in any odd place where 
he lands on his detective mission. He can play the gentleman when 
circumstances call for it and he can play "big" at suitable moments ' 
especially when in the company of the underworld . His dedication to 
duty like that of Makhina in Tshipu e rile : ke lebelo ... nearly 
brought confusion among the police. This is confirmed by the words of 
constable Tihukudu when he clearly instructed Desmond to leave Suzi in 
peace; to forget about her. He told him that if the situation 
becomes worse, the captain would personally intervene. We are aware 
that Tshukudu and his friends wanted the detective to discontinue with 
his investigations in saving Suzi 's life. We enjoy seeing Desmond 
remain adamant and his stubbornness landed him in prison, at the 
sanatorium at Modimolle farm. We feel the writer does not quite 
succeed in depicting this scene, for he has not given all the 
necessary clues to the reader in order to be in a position to 
appreciate the event. Another flaw is found in the pretence of 
Desmond on the night of his escape. The writer seems to have hurried 
to make Desmond pretend to be asleep in order to avoid an injection 
for that night. We would be satisfied if the writer had prepared the 
readers in one way or another, instead of under-estimating their 

intelligence. Then they would have been convinced that the man who 
was to apply the injection to Desmond did not work according to a 

prescribed schedule , but depended on the whims of the prisoners. 
This, to the readers sounds like a conjurer's technique, which has 

resulted in misdirection instead of directing the readers. Perhaps 
the writer read Agatha Christie , and he was attempting to use her 
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technique, though unfortunately not successfully. The incident smacks 
of coincidence or the effect of the supernatural, wh ich should not be 
allowed to take the place of logical progressi on of all events in a 
detective novel. The writer should have introduced Brayn at the 
"Sanatorium" in a convincing manner ; · not just to hear his hard knock 
at the window of the " cell" in which Desmond was! Even if Desmond had 
succeeded in gaining freedom from his captivity at Mod imol le, it would 
have satisfied readers more, if when giving chase after Suzi's 
mother, they had succeeded in arresting her and sending her to jail as 
was done with her daughter, Suzi. Despite these flaws, we feel the 
writer has made a good attempt at writing a detective story. 

In Etshwang mare we have t wo camps of detectives , viz Matengwa ' s camp 
and Letswa ' s camp. We enjoyed the way Leti wa reasons out the problems 
facing him and how he acts and reacts in different situations. We 
appreci ate the decision to go and look for work at the mortuary. 
This was born out of his logical reasoning and fast conclusions to see 
the connection between the mortuary man and the corpse. We appreciate 
the way the wri ter made his amateur detective triumph over the profes
sional detective without making fun of Matengwa, the professional 
detective. In the hands of a l ess able writer, the police officer 
could have been gratuitously insulted and this would make a mockery of 
the law enforcement agents. It is also interesting to see how Let~wa 
in his detection tactics used the love sentiment to achieve his goal. 
What is appreciable in the love affair between Letfwa and Nontsikelelo 
is the fact that Lettwa was never infatuated . Infatuation could have 
made him report the case to the police untimely and flee/el ope with 
Nontsikelelo as she was suggesting. Had he eloped with Nontsikelelo 
then his detective work would have come to an end without his managing 

to rescue Meokgo ' s life. 

When we look at the tactics of detectives using liquor, we find that 
the writer has also made use of this tactic to a certain extent. 
Both the offi cial professional detective Matengwa and the unofficial 
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amateur detective Let~wa did use liquor . We note how Matengwa seemed 
to have enjoyed spending days on end with old men round a pot of brew, 
but obtaining no useful evidence that led to the apprehen sion of the 
correct criminal. His use of liquor was misdirecti ng him. He was 
gi ving liquor to people who could not supply hi m with relevant 
information connected with the actual criminals. Letswa 's reasoning 
powers put him on the right track . We enjoy the way he used liquor to 
save Sejelo ' s life. He had heard of the plan to give Sejelo poi soned 
beer on a specific day and he tried to intervene by taki ng Sejelo to 
the veld to hunt and thereafter giving him liquor so that he should 
not go to the enemy ' s camp. Even if Sejelo did reach Mamorutlo ' s home 
that evening, we saw how that poisoned beer was spilled by a dog. 

Thanks to Letswa ' s tactics. 
after drinking wi th Sejelo. 

v Letswa was personally never drunk even 

The narrator tells us: 

Ge ba tsena gae e bee le se sesehla, 
eupsa gee le yena Let1wa o ipontsha 
bo mo tsaro~it~e phoka fela (1986:79) . 
(When they reached Sejelo ' s home, Sejelo was 
dead drunk, but Letswa looked only more 

enthusiastic.) 

We have seen that the detectives Makhina and Motsamai in the other 
texts in this study, often relaxed by using liquor and even kept 

liquor in their offices . But they used it to advantage and we saw how 
they succeeded in tracing the suspected criminals. It is also 
interesti ng to note the pati ence with which Let~wa went about his 
detective work . This made him time his actions with precision. In 
the hands of a veteran like Nontsikelelo, who had ready solutions for 
every move that was to be taken , and was ready to give suggestions to 
Let~wa even before he asks for them, Leti wa could have easily 
blundered, if he had not been of t he calibre that we witnessed him to 
be. After giving due considerat ion to all suggestions , he reasoned 

out proper solutions that even baffled Nontsikelelo at the end . We 
feel satisfied with the arrest of Magog at the end of his fight with 
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the villagers. The writer did not blunder and make him commit suicide 

with the revolver he was using. He had to face legal charges and we 
do not doubt that he was sentenced to death for the murders he 
committed. Let~wa triumped and Meokgo was freed , saved from the 
guillotine. Justice was done although not fully, because Mogwasa 
Mogoga ended a free man, although all the evil and the injustice, that 
is narrated in this novel was caused by him . Those he exploited have 

died but he is still alive! 

6.3 PLOT STRUCTURE AND CHARACTERIZATION IN THE TEXTS 

On chapters three and four of this study, we have given deta ils of how 
the authors used their skills in plotting their works and in depicting 
the characters that cause things to happen in the texts in this study. 
We have ·shown how the writers used concentrated intri gue, conflict, 

tension and suspense in moving their plots forward. 

The author of T~hipu e rile: ke lebelo .• . has used the retardatory 
technique as fully explained in chapter three of this study. We note 
with pleasure how the writer managed to give the cause for each action 
of the characters . Each event described in the novel led directly or 
indirectly toward the solution of the problem . It is interest ing to 
note how the author introduced the main character, Makhi na, in thi s 
novel. the whole of chapter one is used to introduce the readers to 
this man, whose actions are to be followed every minute . The place 
where the main activity will be concentrated, is also introduced in 
the first chapter . The author has given the reader enough sui table 
background information that blends well with the main character, 
detecti ve Makhina. In following the detective in his search for clues 
that may lead to the arrest of the criminals, we are impressed by the 
way the detective sacri fices his life by disguising himself as 
Itlhwana, when he cou1d have been stabbed to death . The use of 
conflict and tension makes the readers sympathize with the detective 
and when he is kicked and given liquor, and he snores because he 

pretends to be asleep, we feel a bit relieved . We appreciate his 
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tactics better when we see him knocking down Petla and ulti mately 
taking him to No. 4 prison. Such moments of tension and confl ict are 
woven throughout the book and t hey account for the t ight plotti ng of 
this novel. Although a detect ive novel is not a thrill er, act ion is 
very important. The detective moves from one scene to anot her in 
search of clues and evidence. Suspects are not brought t o him for him 
to force confessions out of them. This is what contri butes to the 
success of the detective. We al so note with appreciation how t he 
author attempted to give attenti on to detail . He has gi ven detail s of 
the places visited by the detective and the characters who helped in 
the ultimate apprehension of t he criminal . This contri butes to t he 
plausibility of the events because the author manipulates the readers 
into feeling that it is theoretically possible that t he events have 
taken place. And that is al l t hat is needed by t he author , t o 
convince his readers through the use of fiction characters who behave 
like reasonable human beings like Makhina. Readers do not want to be 
given characters with supernatural powers and that can only be a
chieved by writers with abi lity. The writer has created femal e 
characters t hat are in line wi th detective work. We t hi nk of 
Mamohapi, Makhina ' s private spy, and Rachel Sehlogo. These were young 
ladies, especially Mamohapi, in her connections with Makhi na , who was 
still a bachelor, who shoul d have behaved like all ladies. We do not 
imply that t hey did not reac t pos itively to males, but we appreciate 
the f act that they exhibited no di sturbing mannerisms that coul d have 
been found in fiction of anot her type , and not detective fi ct i on. In 
thrillers, they should have acted in such a way that gent lemen, but 
not just men, could have exchanged blows and a few shots if necessary . 
We apprec iate the cool way in whi ch these ladies conducted themselves 
and we see how-their cool act ions continually contributed posi t ively 
to the solution to the detect ive ' s problems . This impl i es further 
that the author succeeded in handl ing the love affai rs in this novel. 
Too much love and too much sent iment is unacceptable in a detective 
story. We do not imply that detect ives should not have sexual emo 
tions, otherwise they would not be real human beings. We appreciate 
the way they control such emot ions ; the way they use such emot ions 
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positively in apprehending crimi nal s. Real li fe situations al so teach 
us that a man who is a fri end of many women , is usually well informed 
about the social gossip of t he community in which those women are. 
This we say with due apology t o all women. Therefore , a clever man 
would exploit such natural behaviour and frailty in women t o reach hi s 
well-meaning goals of justice. In the case of fiction , t he wr iter who 

avo ids using pawns or puppets , is such a wise man. 

The wr i ter has used one detective, Makhina, as the man col lecti ng all 
the evidence or the man handli ng this murder , burglary and larceny 
case . This technique of plot and character ization makes it easy for 
readers to identify with such a detective. It becomes easy to follow 
his way of thinking , reasoning and acting more closely than when there 
are many detecti ves, especially i f they are either all profess ional s 
or amateurs, and not working t ogether or co-operati vely . Another 
f actor that is closely connect ed with the detective is the question of 
t he villain or crimi nal . It is generally accepted that a de tective 
novel should have one criminal only . In this novel we f ind more than 
one criminal: we find a gang, the Setsokotsane gang . The aut hor 's 
art has made the gangsters move together, to be always at the same 
place at the same time. This reduces the problem of many crimi nals to 
one. After the arrest of Petl a, we see the "Big Three " always 
together even when they approach II 

Natshenda, the witchdoctor " i n 
Vendaland . The fact that the author has used more than one cr iminal 
cannot be said to be a fl aw , i n view of the way in wh ich he plots 

their actions and movements . 

In this novel , we see Makhi na identifying the Setsokotsane gang as the 
ones responsi ble for the reported case at the hide-out, where l arge 
stacks of stol en materials were piled . From that encounter with the 
criminals, and from the concrete proof that he and, to prove that the 
gang was the one that had committed burglary and larceny in Sydenham, 

Makhina was no longer battling to identify the criminal s . He was 
battling t o arrest the crimi nals he had· already identified . Another 

factor is the meeting with the II 
Big Three", members of the 
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Setsokotsane gang on the evening when they had come to consult him as 
a witchdoctor who could save them from being arrested as they were 
being sought by the police. Why did he not arres t them that very 
evening? We have seen how the detective struggled thereafter to 
arrest them, even after ki lling or causing the death of kgos i 
Nyat sane. We feel this flaw is evidence of lack of thorough 
pre-planning of the plot and it reduces the novel ' s hall-mark of 

quality. 

The plot of a detective story is achieved through the use of plausibl e 
characters. It is essential that the characters should act and react 
to situations in a way that will ease the reader ' s sense of guilt in 
the circumstances of the case in point. We know that society feel s 
guilty if the criminal is not arrested. The setting and the movement 
of the · people , including the chief detective, in the opening 
paragraphs of Letlapa la Bophelo is satisfactory . It creates the 
correct and appropriate atmosphere in which the events are to take 
place. We note that the wri ter delays in introducing the main mystery 
but because he introduces the main character, the detective , right at 
the beginning, on the first page of the first chapter, we fee l we can 
pardon him for this devi at ion from the conventional form. He has in a 
way introduced or added to the genre by proving that it is plausible 
and acceptable, to introduce first the main character and not the main 
mystery or the problem in a detective novel. After all , we believe 
that any good novel in a genre should transcend all the previous 

novels in that genre and introduce a new dimension. This i s what this 
author has done as far as the convention of introducing the problem 

right at the beginn ing of the novel is concerned. The beginning of 
this novel gives a clear di rection to the above average mind, towards 
the climax and the end . This has been explained in some detail in 
previous chapters. The end of this novel reveals that the writer has 
not given a long-winded explanation of the events that led to the 
der ouement. The culprits are unmasked and apprehended right at the 
end of the book. We are however not satisfied to see Suzi 's mother 

committing suicide at the end. She has dodged appearing before a 
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court of law. Readers would prefer to see her arrested as Suzi was, 
not and be charged and punished accordingly. Even if the writer has 

described or presented the court procedures to us, where Suzi was 
appearing, we are satisfied that she ultimatel y had to account for her 

evil actions. 

The writer has clearly shown the relationship between fiction and 
democracy because free people, the world over, stubbornly defend the 
right of fair trial - the credo that no man shall be convicted of 
crime in the absence of reasonable proof. The detective, Desmond , 
strived for this and he achieved it , although Let~wa , in the next 

novel to be di scussed, was more cl assical than Desmond. 

Etshwang mare opens with the portrayal of Letiwa, the main amateur 
de tective , sitting in a secluded spot in deep med itat ion. Thi s 
creates curiosity in the readers and they want to know the reason for 
his pensive mood. The writer gives the answer to the readers ' 
cur iosi ty on the same first page of his novel. This opening starts 
the novel well by presenting the plot of events following the 
technique of cause and effect. Readers see the cause for Lets'wa's 
deep meditation. The writer has followed this logical progress ion of 
events throughout the novel. All actions of the fictional characters 

are accounted for in a convincing and satisfactory manner . 

At the same ti me when we see the amateur detective concerned in 

tracing and identifying criminals responsible for Tshite 's death , the 
writer introduces Tihite's background, her mother and relatives and 
the circums tances surrounding her murder. Readers feel concerned that 
the murderers had tried to conceal the corpse. This conceal ment of 
the corpse heightened the tension and helped the plot to develop to a 
climax. It makes readers to feel guilty if they cannot help identify 

the criminal, thus marshall their sympathies with the detecti ves. 

It is further interesting to note that there were more t han one 

detective in this case of murder. We find Let'efwa, an amateur, and 
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Matengwa, a professional detect ive. In some English detective st ories 
we find a police detective working hand i n hand with an amateur 
detective co-operatively. In some detective stories we even f ind t wo 
professionals working on the same case . Had the profess i onal 
detective worked hand in hand with the amateur de tective, it would 
have caused the writer to make his plot more intr icate and complex. 
This would perhaps affect the writer' s skill in making the ev idence of 
the official detective to l ead to Meokgo's condemnati on and only a few 
days before the execution of Meokgo, succeed in unmas ki ng the true 

culprits . 

The writer succeeds in exposing the fact that it is not everybody who 
is sentenced to death by our courts of law, who is actual l y gu ilty as 
charged or suspected. The reasonableness of the proof given by the 
State, proves to be unreasonable only after Let i wa 's revelations. 
Allegorically, the amateur detect i ve Letiwa, stands for the right 
things in life. He represents those human beings who are satisfied 
with nothing but the truth; those who do not take everything at face 
value. The conflict within Lets'wa , throughout the novel, helps him t o 
take the right decisions when faced with a crisi s. Th i s has been 

proved in chapters 4 and 5, of th is study. 

When we l ook at the way the wr i t er ends his novel we find t hat he does 
not allow the unmasked criminal to commit suicide. He makes him 
concentrate on the fight with t he villagers to the extent t hat at the 
end he is without ammunition and the police have arrived . He has no 
option but to hand himsel f over to the police . There i s no long 
expl an at i on of the factors t hat led to the denouement . We feel the 
writer has the craft for the genre and we believe a second at tempt 

should still bring about some valuable contribution to the genre . 

6.4 THE FUTURE OF THE DETECTIVE NOVEL IN NORTHERN SOTHO 

Having specul ated on the comparative · critical analysi s of t hree 

detective novels, having shown the successes and flaws of the novels 
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as detective novels within the parameters of this study, we would like 
to conclude with a sort of prediction, in the form of a chal lenge to 

present as well as to future authors. 

We tend to agree with Dorothy Leigh Sayers in the Introduction to The 
Moonstone (Collins 1959 :V) where she says that when a thing has been 
done once, everybody can do it and when we have grown famil iar wi th 
its successors and imitators , the original classic no longer appears 
to us to have anything original about it. The few pioneers in 
Northern Sotho detective fiction will, with the passage of time, when 
their successors and imitators have written prolifically in this 
genre, be taken not to have contributed anything original or even 
worthwhile. the fact of the matter is, they remain the pioneers in 
the field, and will have influenced any writer who will have written 

after reading novels by the pioneers. 

We are of the opinion that the detective novel per se is not truly and 
indigenous to our traditional African way of life. It is fairly 
recent. It is found nowhere in our traditional oral literature . It 
is the result of acculturation, which results from our changing 
socio-economic and political conditions. We venture to briefly 
account for this absence of detective oral fiction in our communities. 
Historically our rulers were basically dictators and their communities 
had to show absolute reverence to them. the "kgo1i 

I

s" authority has 
always been unquestionable. Any sign of opposition or even difference 
of opinion to the "kgoh" was tantamount to expulsion from the 
community or worse still, to a mysterious disappearance. Nobody would 

dare inquire about the whereabouts of such a person. 

Hotho yo bjalo o be a dio lewa ke bjelele. 

expression) 
(Such a person would disappear mysteriously.) 

(an idiomatic 

This does not imply that relatives of s~ch a person were not worried 
and that they had no suspects. They had their suspects, and in most 

cases they were right. Who could dare say it: 
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Ba tsebile gore go tladit~we naka la mo~ate. 

expression) 
(They knew or were aware that the victim's parts 

were used ritually to strengthen the kgos i 

and his medicineman.) 

(idiomatic 

These facts, coupled with the fact that in Engl and, France and 
America, detective stori es developed first and fast, we tend to 
associate detective stories with democracy. Haycraft (1942:312) says 
the Italian government once banned the works of Agatha Christie and 
Edgar Wallace ; that in 1941 the German government ordered the 
withdrawal of all imported detective fiction from the German bookshops 
as they were nothing but "pure liberalism" designed to stuff the 
German readers ' minds with foreign ideas. We strongly believe that 
unless the society or public is democratic in outlook, and its rulers 
accept democratic principles, the authors will always be faced with 
censors and endless banning of books that sound "liberal" and are 
likely to impose on the reading public unwanted principles. 

Amidst the shouts of a return to "our traditions" that is heard every 
other day at public gatherings, by charismatic speakers who are 

capable of electrifying large gatherings, we do not doubt the fact 
that there is no turning back. The Northern Sotho writer of our times 
and of the future , cannot return to a tradition that cannot be easily 
traced. With the advent of the present "civilization" with its 

accompanying "sophistications", we expect the Northern Sotho writers 
to keep up with the times and express the experiences and sentiments 

of the society in which they live. 

It does not matter whether in future (others are already doing it) 
Northern Sotho authors may decide to write in English or Afri kaan s or 
French, you name it all , the truth is that they will improve on the 
works of the avant -garde. Their culture, their daily experiences in 
their communities, will find expression. · To those who would advocate 
a growth and development of their Mother-tongue, to those who wi ll 

feel jealous of sacrificing their Mother-tongue, even though other 
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races and nationalities f i nd i t unnecessary t o know such a l anguage, 
we say : continue steadfast ly to write detecti ve f ict ion and any other 
type of fiction in Northern Sotho, us i ng the approved spelling of the 
times. We hope the television programmes will not slowl y but surely 
erode the pleasure of read ing entertainment fiction and Northern Sotho 
fiction in particular. The form to be taken , the pl ot, t he charac
ters, the setting and event s in the future detecti ve stori es will 
depend on the sensitivity of the intelligent readi ng publi c. We 
believe that liter ary critics of any generation should pl ay thei r part 
in sorting out the dross so that only a great cultural bank , a publ ic
ly available coll ect ion of non-monetary treasure, will remai n. By 
this we do not imply that the poorly written books will be burned, but 
that they will rot on the shel ves and will not be reprin t ed if they 
are not improved to satisfy the requirements of the genre of those 
times . ·we wish to make it cl ear that we do not believe t hat for a 
book to carry meaning even across the centuries and ethnicity , that 
book should be written in Engl i sh . No . Not at all . A un i versal 

truth is no 
language it 
of thought . 

respector of l anguage . It remains a truth i n whi chever 
is put . Literary cri tics are after all , only detectives 
The problem-solving of the detective in fi cti on, i s the 

enterprise which all ac ademi c di sciplines have i n common with each 
other and with the work of detection. We encourage present and 
prospect ive Northern Sotho wri ter s and critics to read very widely in 
the field in which they wish t o spec ialise as this is the onl y way to 
a successful preservation of our non -monetary treasure. 

-- - oOo ---
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